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"Molecular Mechanisms Involved in Tissue Swelling Due to Injury and Due to
Exposure to Low Temperature and Massive Water and Electrolyte Loss in Diarrheal
Disorders"

N00014-79-C-0126

This annual progress report will follow past tradition and will be given
in three sections: (Section I) a brief Background Information including much
work we accomplished under ONR contract; (Section II) a summary of laboratory
work; and (Section III) a summary of non-laboratory work.

I. Background Information

The basic unit of all life is the living cell. A sound knowledge of the
physico-chemical nature of the living cell may well be the key to all success-
ful biomedical investigations of the future.

This is not to say that biomedical research cannot produce useful re-
sults without a correct concept of the living cell. It is only that, in the
long run, much time, efforts, and money may be wasted if such research is built
on an incorrect concept of the living cell in the same way that a house
beautifully designed and constructed may eventually prove to costmuch wasted
time, efforts, and money, if the house is built on shifting sand.

In theory, the way to cope with this problem of locating a correct
foundation for further investigation is simple enough. One looks for and finds
solid ground before starting to build. In reality, the house was always ur-
gently needed and construction might have proceeded before there was no doubt
that what appeared to be solid ground was in fact otherwise. Once construction
has begun, there will be enormous pressure to ignore evidence that the founda-
tion is not sound. So when clear-cut evidence of sandy foundation does begin
to surface, it would take great leadership for those in conmand to bring about
the needed change of course thereby forestalling impending catastrophe.

Let us now return to biomedical research. There has been irrefutable

evidence more than twenty years ago that the basic theory of the living cells,
the membrane-pump theory, taught as truth in virtually all textbooks from high
school up and used directly or indirectly as the foundation of all biomedical
research, is wrong.

The evidence against the membrane-pump theory is simple: One of the first
proposed pumps, the Na pump, would (under certain rigorously controlled condi-
tions) require from 15 to 30 times as much energy than the total energy avail-

-I able to the cell. Furthermore, the Na pump is only one of many pumps that have
been formally proposed and which numbered more than twenty already as counted

*- in 1968. These were limited to pumps postulated to exist in the plasma membrane
*surrounding the cells. Many more pumps must also be (and were) postulated to

exist at the membranes of subcellular particles. The much larger membrane
surface areas of these subcellular particles than the plasma membrane demand
proportionately more energy for pumping. As an example, the total surface of
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liver mitochondria is twenty times larger than that of the plasma membrane
and would thus require that much more energy for every pump than the corres-
ponding plasma-membrane pump. To the best of my knowledge, no one has pub-
licly contested the serious difficulty revealed; nor has anyone come forward
with a feasible, meaningful overall energy balance sheet. In the meanwhile,
the proponents of the membrane-pump theory have continued to act as if these
serious problems facing the theory never happened. To show how bad the
situation has become, I cite the following well-documented specific case.

In the past decades, Cambridge, England, had become the "Mecca" of the
membrane-pump theory because the Cambridge University has produced some of

.. the world's greatest scientists. In 1975 two scientists from the Physiological
Department of the Cambridge University, Glynn and Karlish published in the
Annual Review of Physiology, a first-of-its-kind review on the " Na Pump."

"" This article reviewed the subject covering a total of 235 references published
over a period of 22 years during which most of my work had been published. Yet
there was something not quite right in this review. Professor H. R. Catchpool
of the University of Chicago commented on this review thusly in Perspectives in
Biology and Medicine 24:164 (1981): "The first comprehensive review which
mentioned the Na pump in the title was that of Glynn and Karlish... Glynn and
Karlish listed 235 articles in support of the sodium pump and none opposed.
Yet Ling's ideas had been around for 25 years, so had ours; so has Troschins...".

How seriously these carefully executed ommissions by scientists like
these (whose judgments were trusted by virtually all other scientists) had
violated the basic code of scientific ethics can be evaluated in the context
of the words of an earlier English scientist-mathematician of renown, Charles
Babbage of the last 19th century. Babbage pointed out that scientific fraud
was not limited to data fabrication. Two other kinds of fraud exist, The third
kind of fraud was called " cooking" defined by Babbage as " the choosing of
those data that fitted the researcher's hypothesis and the discarding of those
that did not..." (see Morton Hunt, New York Times, November 1, 1981.)

There have also been in recent times better publicized case after case
of other types of scientific fraud, " fabrications" by scientists at the best
teaching and research institutions, including Sloan-Kettering, Columbia, Cornell,
Yale, and Harvard, all in the realm of biomedical research. And one outstanding
case also directly involved the Na-pump (Spector at Cornell, see Betrayers of
the Truth (Broad and Wade, Simon and Schuster, 1983). Perhaps Spector, a very
bright, young scientist, was quite aware of the quicksand they stood on and the
little real hope for true progress to be made on this foundation.

In the early 50's, alarmed by the energy imbalance situation mentioned
-.. above, I went to seek an alternative physico-chemical model of the living cells.

This search culminated in the publication first in 1952 briefly and in detail in ,

1962 of a new theory called the association-induction hypothesis. In thie theory,
levels of ions and other solutes in the living cells are not maintained by the

"1 activities of energy-consuming pumps but reflect a non-energy consuming equil-
ibrium state. Thus, the high level of K+ in the cell is not due to constant
inward pumping but the result of select ve adsorption on many anionic sites of
cellular proteins. The low level of Na is not due to constant outward pumping
but reflects the existence of cell water in a physical state different from that
of normal liquid water, i.e., the state of polarized multilayers. Na sugars,

-2-
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free amino acid as well as other large and complex molecules found in low con-
centration in the cell are (partially) excluded because they have lower solu-
bility in th cell water existing in the state of polarized multilayers. (Vir-
tually all-of thse basic concepts have by now been experimentally confirmed,
see below.) i

One would hope that subscribers to the membrane-pump theory would join
us in designing experiments to tes the alternative theories - as scientists
should do. But this was not what happened. Nor was it the first time that
intelligent people should behave like ostriches and defended the membrane pump
theory more like religious fanatics than objective scientists. Therefore the
kind of " cooking" Glynn and Karlish and others like them did had far-reaching
consequences. As a result, it became harder and harder for scientists like
myself to survive who foresaw all too clearly the impending danger of " quick-
sand" and tried to warn others. Despite these difficulties, I did last this
long. What has made this survival possible will be made clear in the following
.verbatim quotation of the opening paragraph of the "Acknowledgment," of my forth-
coming book (see below).

"The Office of Naval Research supported my work between 1953 and
1957 through a contract award to Professor R. W. Gerard (OKR 110
128). Later after I settled down at the Pennsylvania Hospital, ONR
continued its funding and it has, without a single interruption, sup-
ported my work for the last 18 years under Contract N00014-71C-0178.
In particular I take pleasure in thanking Dr. Arthur B. Callahan,
who had both the scientific insight and the courage to support my
work through the years when many considered it highly controversial."

I want to bring this out because I feel that in the last twenty years
the Office of Naval Research in general and Dr. Arthur Bl Callahan (who has now
retired) in particular, have permitted a major branch of biomedical science to
live on by supporting a small minority of dissenting scientists from oblivion
by supporting the " Water and Ion Program." And I am equally certain that they
had actually allowed us to build a more solid foundation to future biomedical
research than the quicksand of more and more membrane pumps. In support of
this view, I also pointed out in my forthcoming book the following:

It gives me great pleasure that the support of the ONR, the NIH,
the Hartford Foundation, Pennsylvania Hospital, and my friends has
already borne practical fruits,* directly benefiting mankind.

* NMR scanning, which allows continued quantitative investigations

and monitoring of normal and diseased human body parts without
surgery or X-ray irradiation, was invented by Dr. Raymond
Damadian, the patent holder, who wrote me on November 9, 1977:

'On the morning of July 3, 1977, at 4:45 A.M.... we achieved with
great jubilation the world's first NMR image of the live human
body. The achievement originated in the modern concepts of salt
water biophysics [introduced by] your treatise, the association-
induction hypothesis.' "

In a few month's time a book telling the whole history of cell physiol-
ogy - including why at one time the membrane-pump theory became widely accepted
and the results of thirty years' of experimental testing of the membrane theory

-3-
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and the AI hypothesis under the title, " In Search of the Physical Basis of
Life," Plenum Publishing Corp., New York, early 1984.

I. Labatory Work

Our{Yesearch continues in the direction of understanding the physical
state of wa~er and ions in living cells as these are the essential foundation
knowledge for all future biomedical research and in applying this knowledge to

solving,the- practical pro lems of intprest to the Navy. L 
4

./S

)(A) The Rotational Correlation ime of Kdon-solventeWater '

The discovery of the condition that creates in vitro water existing in

the state of polarized multilayers and the extensive NMR investigation of the
relaxation behavior of this water has led to an important conclusion: Water
which has no solubility for probe molecules like Na citrate has a rotational
correlation time lengthened merely by a factor of 3 to 10, rather than by a
factor of thousands or millions if water were truly ice-like. This finding
permits conciliation of (I) the modest reduction of the rate of water diffu-
sion in living cells (by a factor of 2), (2) the modest reduction of T1 values
of water protons in living cells, and (3) a non-energy consuming explanation
of the low level of Na+ according to the AI hypothesis. (For.details, see
enclosed manuscript, MS # 4.

S(B Ae Establishment of the Adsorbed Xtate of Counterions (Na+) in tonExchanxe Oesins)

With highly selective Na+ electrode, we established that virtually all
the countercation inxnu6lear-sulfonate ion exchange resin exits in a one cation-
one site close contact adsorbed state. How this disproves the textbook interpre-
tation of Ion exchange resin selectivity and the interpretation of 2 3Na NMR-
data are fully explained in the enclosed MS #9.

\ The Dependence on Cit)uoncentration in ell 9welling Induced by
isoo;ic C in 6 s c1 e ,Rills Without an Itact aell Membrane, _-

Swelling of frog sartorius muscles cut into 2 n and 4 mm segments with

no intact membrane in 0.1 M KCI depends strongly on Ca+- concentration in the

medium. At high Ca -+ concentration (I mM) or in the presence of no Ca +  but 1 mM
EDTA, there was minimal swelling. Maximum swelling occurred at a Ca -t con-
centration of 0.01 to 0.1 mM. The data closely parallel similar observation
by Edelmann, who observed Ca ++-dependent K+ uptake in extremely thin sections
(0.2 k) of frozen dried, imbedded frog muscle cells. Both sets of data agree+ t
with the AI hypothesis that selective K adsorption depends on the Ca - acting
as a cardinal adsorbent

III. Non-laboratory Work

A. As mentioned above, the book, " In Search of the Physical Basis of
Life" is now at the page-proof stage. Aside from its many unique features, the
book presents more than 40 portraits of scientists who have made significant
contribution to man's search for the physical basis of life. The book is due
to appear in early 1984.

-4-
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B. Additional Work

# Published

1 Ling, G. N., and Murphy, R. C., NMR Relaxation of Water Protons Under
the Influence of Proteins and Other Linear Polymers", Physiol. Chem. P
Phys. 14:209 (1982)

2 Ling, G. N., and Murphy, R. C., " Apparent Similarity in Protein
.Compositions of Maximally Deviated Cancer Cells", Preliminary Note,
Physiol. Chem. Phys. 14:213 (1982)

In Print

3 Ling, G. N., and Ochsenfeld, M. M., "Studies on the Physical State of
Water in Living Cells and Model Systems. I. The Quantitative Relation-
ship Between the Concentration of Gelatin and Certain Oxygen-Containing "
Polymers and Their Influence Upon the Solubility of Water for Na+ Salts",
Physiol. Chem. Phys. 15:xxx (1983)

4 Ling, G. N., and Murphy, R. C., " Studies on the Physical State of Water
in Living Cells and Model Systems.. II. NMR Relaxation Times of Water
Protons in Aqueous Solutions of Gelatin and Oxygen-Containing Polymers
Which Reduce the Solvency of Water for Na+, Sugars, and Free Amino Acids-,
Physiol. Chem. PhIA. 15:xxx (1983)

5 Ling, G. N., " Studies on the Physical State of Water in Living Cells
and Model Systems. III. The High Osmotic Activities of Aqueous Solutions
of Gelatin, Polyvinylpyrrolidone and Poly (ethylene oxide) and Their
Relation to the Reduced Solubility for Na +, Sugars, and Free Amino Acids",
Physiol. Chem. Phys. 15:xxx (1983)

6 Ling, G. N., " The Association-Induction Hypothesis. A Theoretical
Foundation Provided for the Possible Beneficial Effects of a Low Na,
High K Diet and Other Similar Regimens in the Treatment of Patients
Suffering from Debilitating Illnesses", Symp. or Metael-3ic Dysfunctions,
Mexico, Jan 30-31, 1981, Agressologie 24:xxx (1983)

7 Ling, G. N., " The Molecular Mechanisms of Cellular Potentials", in
Structure and Function in Excitable Cells, Plenum Publishing Corp.,
New York

8 Ling, G. N., "Experimental Confirmation of the Polarized Multilayer
Theory of Cell Water Including Data That Lead to An Improved Definition
of Colloids", in New Trends in the Study of Water and Ions in Biological,
Systems, Plenum Publishing Corp., New York

Manuscripts

9 Ling, G. N., and Zhang, Zheng lian, " Evidence Showing That the
Bulk of Na in Suifonate lon Exchange Resii, Exists in an Adsorbed State

+ +
and Its Significance for the Interpretation of NMR Data on Na , K and
Other Ions in Living Cells", Physiol. Chem. Phys.

10 Ling, G. N., and Kwon, Y., " Cold Injury-Induced Brain and Other Tissue

Swelling and Its Molecular Mechanism", Physiol. Chem. Phys.
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11 Zhang, Z. L., and Ling, G. N., Studies on the Physical State of Water
in Living Cells and Model Systems. V. Further Studies of the Warming

Exothermic Reaction of Frozen Aqueous Solutions of Polyvinylpyrrolidone
(Poly (Ethylene Oxide), and Urea-denatured Proteins", Physiol. Chem. Phys.

12 Ling, G. N., and Tucker, M., " Only Solid Red Blood Cell Ghosts Trans-

port K+ and Na+ Against Concentration Gradients: Hollow Intact Ghosts
With K+-Na Activated ATPase Do Not", Physiol. Chem. Phys.

13 Ling, G. N., and Fisher, A., " Cooperative Interaction Among Cell Sur-
face Sites: Further Evidence in Support of the Surface Adsorption
Theory of Cellular Electrical Potential", Physiol. Chem. Phys.

14 Ling, G. N., " The Osmotic Activity of Aqueous Solutions of Several
N" Polymers Including Gelatin, Polyvinylpyrrolidone and Poly (Ethylene

Oxide) Which Reduce the Solubility of Water for NaT, Sugars, and Free
Amino Acids", Physiol. Chem. Phys.

15 Ling, G. N., Walton, C. L., and Ochsenfeld, M. M. "The Resting Poten-
tial of Frog Muscle is Indifferent to External Mg Even Though Mg
is Substantially More Permeant Than K + , Physiol. Chem. Phys.

16 Ling, G. N., " The Physical State of Water and K+ in Living Cells",
2nd International Conf. on Water and Ions in Biological Systems, National
Institute of Health
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INTRODUCTION

There are two diametrically opposed views concerning the physical state

of the countercations like Na+ in a connercially available nuclear sulfonate

type of cation exchange resins. In one widely cited view proposed by H.

Gregor (1948, 1951) the bulk of the countercationsin the resin exists as free

ions. In the opposite view, first presented by Ling in 1952 and later incor-

porated into the larger theme, the association-induction (AI) hypothesis, the

counterions are adsorbed in the classic sense, i.e., one (hydrated) counter-

cation is closely associated with and in direct contact most of the time with

one fixed anion of the resin phase. The major force holding the adsorbed ion

in close association is electrostatic attraction, enhanced by the phenomeno-

of dielectric saturation at the near vicinity of a charged ion. (A theory

similar to that of Ling was given by Harris and Rice in 1956, apparently un-

aware of the earlier work.)

The main interest of Ling in 1952 on exchange resins originated from the

resemblence between the ability of virtually all living cells to accumulate

K+ selectively over Na+ and the ability of certain types of cation exchange

resins to do the same. The suggestion was then made that in both systems, a

similar mechanism operates. Gregor (1948, 1951), on the other hand,had little

interest in cell physiology. He suggested an entirely different mechanism

based on the assumption of free countercatiorin the resin water: as free ions,

the smaller, less hydrated K+ is preferred over the larger, more hydrated

Na+ due to the intense pressure postulated to exist in the exchange resins.

The dichotomy in these two different interpretations of the same

phenomenon seen in ion exchange resin produced another set of divergent inter-

23+
pretations of the NMR of Na in living cells. Based on the assumption of Na+

binding in ion exchange resin, Cope (1967) and Ling and Cope (1969) cited the

-4
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23

similar NMR behaviors of Na in living cells and in the nuclear sulfonate

ion exchange resin, Dowex 50, as evidence for Na+ adsorption in living cells.

Based on the assumption of full counterion dissociation in the same ion ex-

change resin, the same similarity of NMR behaviors in the two systems led

Berendsen and Edzes (1973) to conclude just the opposite, i.e., Na+ (and K+ )

in living cells is all free.

The above are examples of the schism created by the uncertainty of the

physical state of the counter cations, in particular Na+ in an obviously

attractive model system, the man-made ion exchange resins. To help resolve

this problem, we undertook an investigation of the physical state of Na+ in

solutions of the linear polymers of Na+ poly-styrene sulfonate, which exists

in a solution form,easily amenable to investigation. It is well known that

sulfonate ion exchange resins like Dowex 50 are simply these linear polymers

(at high concentration) crosslinked into a three dimensional network with the

cross-linking agent, divinylbenzene. Since increasing ion concentration de--

creases the free energy of dissociation and enhances ionic association, the

demonstration of a significant degree of counterion association in dilute

solutions of the linear polymer would confirm the adsorption concept of the AI

hypothesis. On the other hand, the demonstration of complete dissociation of

the countercation would offer support for Gregor's theory.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The polymers studied were poly-styrene sulfonate (PSS) obtained as

several batches of gifts under the commercial name Versa-TI 400 and Versa-

Tl® 500 from Proctor Chemical Company, a subsidiary of National Starch and

Chemical Corp., Bridgewater, NJ. The approximate molecular weight of the Versa-Tl'-

500 is 500,000 daltons; that of Versa-Tl 400, 400,000 daltons.
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All the chemicals used were of the reagent grade. Guanidine HCl and

choline chloride were from Eastman, Rochester, N. Y. Arginine HC1 and lysine

HCl were from Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo.

The Na electrode (Corning 476-210) used in the early part of this work

was a gift from Corning Glass Works, Medfield; MA, when this electrode

was still not in production. However, this fine electrode is comercially

available now. Made with glass of NAS 11-18 composition, this el, rode has

high specificity for Na+ . Thus at pH 7, the Na+/K+ selectivity is 1out 1000;

++that of Na+/Li , 250. For maximum reproducibility we kept the ell .- e bulbs

immersed in a 0.1 N NaCI at all times when not in use. The reference elec-

trode used was a single junction calomel electrode (Model 90-01, Orion Res.

Inc.) connected to the measuring vessel by a salt bridge of heavy wall capillary

tubing filled with 0.1 N KCI and 2%. agar. The end of this salt bridge in the

solution to be measured is drawn to a very small diameter with the tip inner

bore of less than I nmm. The electrodes were coupled to either a Fisher pH

meter Model 620, or a Beckman pH meter Model 4500. The output of the meter

was fed into a Linseis multi-channel strip-chart recorder and readings were

taken after steady levels were reached. This usually took 2 to 3 minutes. As

a rule new standard curves were constructed each day. However, reading of an

unknown sample was always sandwiched between a pair of readings of standards

above and below the reading of the unknown sample.

For the determination of total Na+ concentration of the polymer solu-

tions, we relied on atomic adsorption spectrophotometry (Perkin-Elmer Model

103). Extreme care was exercised in diluting the viscous samples to assure

complete homogeneity. The samples diluted to contain Na+ concentration in the

"*, range , 5 to 100 4M, were read in the presence of a constant concentration of

LiCI (97 mM) and NH4H2PO4 (3.0 mM) which served as radiation buffers.
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RESULT

Determination of Free and Bound Na+

We chose two methods to convert the polystyrene sulfonate (PSS) into

the Na form: (i) extensive dialysis with repeated changes of solutions of

1 M NaCI and (ii) by conversion of PSS first into a H form after overnite

exposure of PSS in a dialysis bag to 1 N HCl at 4 C and by subsequent dialy-

sis against repeated changes of I M NaCl until neutrality was reached. The

results are similar; both methods produced pum Na + polymers. PSS in the Na +

form thus obtained is then further dialyzed against distilled water adjusted 1j
to pH 11 with NaOH. The dry weight of aliquots of the stock solution was

determined by heating in vacuo at 100 ° C. Some aliquots were diluted with

similar basic distilled water to the various desired concentrations before

their free Na + concentrations were measured with the Corning 476-210 Na elec-

trode. Other aliquots were diluted to the proper con:entration range for the

determination of total Na with the aid of atomic absorption spectrometry.

Figure 1 shows the result of a series of such measurements. From the

total Na+ concentration one estimates a Na+ concentration of 5 mmoles of Na+

per gram of dry NaPSS, which is slightly higher than that predicted on the

H
assumption of a uniform monomer formula (-CH 2-C-) n, which has a monomer weight

SO Na
3

of 206.20 and a predicted Na+ content of 4.85 mmoles/g. NaPSS.

The free Na+ concentration for each of these samples as indicated in

Fig. I fell far below the level of total Na+ concentrations measured. By

subtraction, one obtains the bound fraction of Na + . Figure 2 combines the

results of data given in Fig. I and another set of data. The ordinate repre-

sents adsorbed Na+ expressed as a percentage of total Na+. To be noted is that
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the percentage of adsorbed Na+ was low in very dilute solutions of NaPSS but

it increased sharply with increase of NaPSS concentration until at about

4. NaPSS, the adsorbed Na+ makes up 80. of the total Nat. From 4%/ on, the

adsorbed Nat rose much less steeply to still higher levels.

Demonstration of Specificity in Cation Adsorption

The results presented in Figures I and 2 show that the bulk of Na+

in solutions of NaPSS is not " seen" by the Na+ electrode. The simplest in-

terpretation is that the bulk of Na+ is adsorbed. However, there is also the

theoretical possibility that the " invisible" Na+ reflects not a one Na+-

one sulfonate anionic site close contact adsorption, but rather fully dissociated

Na+ hovering around in the vicinity of the anionic sites in spaces not acces-

sible to the electrode.

There is a method to distinguish between these two alternative condi-

tions of the " invisible" Na+ (Ling and Ochsenfeld, 1966; Ling, 1977). This

method relies on the employment of two or more competing ions which, like

Na , carry in each case a net single positive charge and are thus quite alike

in their long-range attributes but differ from one another in short-range

attributes. If the " invisible"Na+ is not in direct contact with the anionic

site, then the displacement effect of a pair of these competing cations would

depend only on their identical long-range attributes (i.e., their valency) and

are thus indistinguishable. If on the other hand, the " invisible" Na+ is

in close contact with the anionic sites, then the degree of displacement

by two such ions with different short-range attributes may be quite different.

As competing ions, we chose the chloride salts of four " cations" that

carry a single net positive charge: arginine HCI, quanidine HC1I, choline

chloride, and lysine HCl.

. . , . . . . . . . . ... .'- ,,- .":-i
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Before testing their effects on displacing Na+ from PSS, we must

first establish that these cations do not by themselves significantly alter

the accuracy of the Na+ electrode to register (only) the free Na+ concentration

in a solution. To do so, wt determined the Na concentrqtion at the concen-

-5 -43
trations of 10- , 10- , and 10- M in the absence and presence of each of these

competing ions at concentrations 100 times higher than the respective Na

concentration. The results (Table I) show that the deviation in the electrode

reading is less than 2/. Since in the actual experimental measurements to be

described, the competing ion concentrations wom not 100 times higher than the

Na+ concentration but we at most only.5 times higher than that of the Na+ -

concentration, there ws in essence no direct significant interference of these

ions on the Na+ electrode and that the Na+ electrode continued to faithfully

monitor only the free Na+ concentration present.

Figure 3 presents a typical experiment in which the effect of varying

the concentration of the competing ions (indicated on the abscissa) on the

percentage of displaced bound Na+. Note that the bulk of bound Na+ (i.e., 77/) ar

displaced by 300 rrM guar=dre. However, at 100 mrM concentration, the most

effective displacement was not guanidine but arginine. (Due to its lower

solubility, we could not study the effect of arginine at the highest concen-

trations as we did in the case of the 3 other cations.) The great difference

between the effectiveness of arginine and that of lysine, both trifunctional

amino acids, clearly shows that the ineffectiveness of lysine in displacing

bound Na+ was not due to its possession of the additional cy-amino and 2-

carbonyl groups, a feature shared by both lysine and arginine. The data presented

in Fig. 3 shows that there was a-high degree of specificity in the effectiveness

of displacing the Na+ even though all carry a single net positive electric

charge and thus would have, identical effectiveness if they had acted only

. . . , , -- .,, ¢ • . • , • - , : - , -, ,-, . -._ -. -----, , -- .... ..4 .- - - - - .... -.,-
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to displace the " invisible" Nat through their long-range attributes. In

addition, the data show that the short-range attributes played major roles

in the displacement of the Na+, thereby proving that the " invisible" Nat

is indeed adsorbed in the sense that the Na is in close contact with the

anionic sites in a one Na+-one sulfonate group relationship.

Since guanidine can displace 77% of the bound Nat while lysine at equal

concentration can only replace 8% of the bound Na+, at least 77 - 8% = 69% of

the " invisible" Na+ is in the close-contact adsorbed state. However, the

slope of the guanidine curve at 300 mM is considerably higher than that of the

lysine curve. Thus one may safely conclude that more than 69% of the " in-

visible" Nat is in the direct-contact adsorbed state in the PSS solution.

DISCUSSION

The results of our investigation presented above left no doubt that the

bulk of Na in a solution of Na PSS at concentrations higher than 2% is in a

close-contact adsorbed state. As a rule, with the increase of the concentra-

tion of Na PSS, the fraction of Na existing in this adsorbed state increases.

Commercial nuclear sulfonic acid ion exchange resins like Dowex 50 are cross-

linked polystyrene sulfonate just like the Versa-Tl we studied. The total

solid content of Dowex 50 and other similar resins are in the 4M. to 50% range

and are higher than the highest concentration of Na PSS we studied (i.e., 35%,

see Fig. 1). Therefore we have little doubt that virtually all Nar in a

Dowex-50 exists in a close-contact adsorbed form.

These findings therefore disprove Gregor's theory of total counterion

dissociation in sulfonate ion exchange resin and clearly confirms the prediction

of the AI hypothesis.

- A--". - - .
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As mentioned earlier, the present finding that the counterions in

Dowex 50 as well as other types of ion exchange resins are in an adsorbed

state also offers simple explanations for much of the characteristics of ion

exchange resin properties that Gregor's theory could not explain, including

the much higher preference for Ag , TI+ over Cs+ and other monovalent cations

of equal size (Helfferich, 1962) and the diametricilly opposite selective

preference of Na+ vs. K' when the functional groups differ: preference for

K over Na in sulfonate resins; preference for Na over K in phosphoric and

"" carboxylic resins (Bregman, 1953). The model presented by the AI hypothesis

also offers an explanation why in resin bearing the same functional groups

(nuclear sulfonate), an increase of the percentage of cross-linking agent

DVB, causes a "selectivity reversal" from preferring K over Na and one

favoring Na over K+ (Reichenberg, 1951, 1955; Bregman, 1953), a finding that

also cannot be explained by Gregor's theory (see Hellferich, 1962, p. 159)

but agree well with the theoretically calculated relations between the electron

density at the acidic group (i.e., the c-value) and that incorporation of DVB

changes this electric density (see Reichenberg, 1966; also Ling, 1981).

The conclusion derived from the present studies also reaffirms the

parallelism seen thirty years ago between the mechanism of selective K accumu-

lation in ion exchange resin and in living cells (Ling, 1952, 1962, 1983),

since it is now firmly established thatK in living muscle cells also exists in an

adsorbed state, by three laboratories, using a total of four independent

methods: autoradiography (Ling, 1977, Edelmann, 1980); transmission electron

microscopy (Edelmann, 1977); dispersive x-ray microprobe analysis (Edelmann,

1978; Trombitas and Tigyi-Sebes, 1979); and laser mass spectrometer microprobe

analysis (LAMMA) (Edelmann, 1981).

-'4
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In the fifties, Jardetsky (1956) and Jardetsky and Wertz (1956a, b)

studied Na+ complexing in various solutions and other systems including the

sulfonate ion exchange resins, Dowex 50. They found that only about half of

the Na in Dowex 50 resin was NMR-visible. They suggested that there are

two fractions of Na+ in the resin: one free and is NMR visible, the other

adsorbed and is NMR invisible. Accepting this logic, Cope (1967) studied

Na t NMR or living tissues, arriving at the conclusion that much of the Na+

in living tissues exists in an adsorbed state. Later Ling and Cope (1969)

measured the Na+ NR of frog muscle whose K+ has been replaced stoichiomet-

rically by Na+. They also used the same assumption of Jardetsky and Wertz,

and concluded that muscle K + is in an adsorbed state. Many other studies of a

similar type rapidly followed (see Ling, 1984) until in 1972 this trend was

abruptly brought to a stop by Berendsen and Edzes (1973).

Berendsen and Edzes (1973) pointed out that the disappearance of part

of the Na signal is not due to partial binding. Instead, according to them,

it reflects a 40-60 splitting of the Na+ signal when the Na+ nuclei (which has

a quadruple moment) is in an electric field gradient. They then postulated

that the electric field gradient in living cells to be a diffuse one, spread

over domains of 100 R or wider. To support their view, they showed that in

deteriorated muscle (deteriorated to such an extent that " it swelled") and

in Dowex 50 ion exchange resin charged with Na", the Na+ signals show similar

40-60% behaviors as well as other characteristics. They based their argument

on the assumption that all Na+ in Dowex 50 resin exists in a free-form,

much as the widely known theory of Gregor had predicted. They did not explain

how can a diffuse gradient over a space of 100 be generated in Dowex 50.

Thus with a total anionic site density of 2 M in these resins the average

23 V/3
charge-to-charge distance should be closer to (2 X 6.06 X 102) or 1.06

rather than 100

.'°'..'.. * +' - .' °0 .* . ***. + " . -' .. ~ ,. . *. -°" ".' **. ",* - "*. "*• .
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The present proof that the bulk of Na+ in Dowex 50 is adsorbed shows

that the evidence Berendsen and Edzes used to support the diffuse electric

4+
field gradient idea is wrong: countercation Na+ is in close contact with

fixed sulfonate groups. The similarity they demonstrated in the NMR behavior

of deteriorating muscle and Dowex 50, only established that Na+ in the

deteriorating muscle also existed in an adsorbed state. Whether this Na±

was adsorbed on the proteins of the dead muscles or perhaps even in the

bacteria growing in the sample that had already produced the bad smell, re-

mains to be determined.

It is also appropriate to point'out that in 1978 Chang and Woessner

(1978) from purely theoretical grounds reached the conclusion that the elec-

tric field gradient required to produce the NMR behavior seen must be a

great deal steeper than Berendsen and Edzes envisaged. In fact, they argued

that a reasonable estimate gives a gradient over such a short distance that it

is quite compatible with that of a Na adsorbed on a negatively charged site.

Ironically, Edzes, Ginzburg, Ginzburg, and Berendsen (1977, p. 733) themselves

seemed to have changed their early view and had suggested that the 40-60

split of 23Na and other nuclei in an electric field gradient can be the result

of " binding of an ion in a specific site." But this was not new either.

Lindblom (1971) long ago cvme to a similar conclusion.

These more recent development have fully restored our confidence that

NMR study of Na and K was and still is an exciting and highly useful approach

to understanding the cell physiology of ions and that past conclusions concern-

+
ing the adsorbed state of Na in living cells and model systems of Cope and

others are qualitatively quite correct even though quantitatively, the amount of

adsorbed Na+ might have been underestimated (see Ling, 1984).

-•°.
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SUMMARY

Using Na+ specific glass electrode, the free Na+ concentrations in

solutions of Na polystyrene sulfonate (Na PSS) were measured. The data showed

at Na PSS concentration equal to or higher than 5%, 80%. or more of the Na

exists in an adsorbed state in the sense that Na+ exists in close contact

with" the sulfonate group, one Na to one anionic site and that the degree of

association increased with PSS concentration. Since Dowex 50 ion exchange

resins are cross-linked PSS at high concentration (40% to 50 ) the present

23
finding showed that Na NMR can indeed determine the adsorbed Na + in living

cells as was once believed though in a quantitatively incorrect way but

erroneously challenged.
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LEGENDS

Figure I- The concentration of total Na+ and free Na+ in solutions of+ +

Na polystyrene sulfonate (Na+PS). The abscissa represents

the concentration of NaPS expressed as percentage (W/V). The

ordinate represents the concentration of total NaT and free Na+

both in molarity. The free Na represents that which was

detected by the Na* sensitive electrode.

A.4

Figure 2 The fraction of Na that exists in a bound form not detected by

the Na+ electrode in different concentrations of Na+ polystyrene

sulfonate.

Figure 3 - Fractional displacement of bound Na+ in solutions of Na PSS (5%)

The ordinate represents the percentage of bound Na+ that has been

displaced by the competing ions. The abscissa represents the

concentration of the competing ions.

Table 1 - Effect of competing ions on the Na+ electrode readings in

millivolts in solution containing 10, 10- , and 10 M free

Na+. Competing ions were at concentrations 100 times higher than

the concentration of Na+ present.
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Concentration of Na+ (c)
Competing Ion (M) Na
(100 X C a)(M) -3 -4n io5

None -81.6 -140.3 -195.1

Arginine -81.9 -139.7 -192.8

Choline -83.4 -140.3 -195.2

Guanidine -83.7 -141.3 -196.1

Lysine -82.5 -141.5 -203.5

TABLE 1

. all
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The Association-induction hypothesis
A theoretical Foundation Provided,. ossible beneficial Effects

of a low Na, high K Diet and other similar Regimens
in the Treatment of Patients suffering from debilitating Illnesses

G.N. LING
Department of Molecular Biology, Pennsylvania Hospital, Philadelphia

Elements d'une thdorie explicative des effets btn~iques du r6gime pauvre en Na et nche en K
et de ses analogues. dans le traitement de sujets soufrant de maladies dbihitantes.

Apris un bref rappel de I'histoire de la physiologie cellulaire cet article r~sume que,ques ar-guments qul renden aulourd'hui I'hypothese
conventionnelle, largement enseignie, de la pompe memDranaire insoutenable. Une autre theorie, rhypothese association-induction (Al hypothesis)
est prsentie avec les tolments theonques qu'elle apporre pour comprendre les effets b6ndfiques dun regime pauvre en Na et riche en K,
ou autres comparables, pour le traitement de sulets soufrant dune maladie debilitante.

In 1805, thirty years before Schleiden and Schwann's pro- Perhaps the failure of the atomic sieve idea, first suggested
nouncement of the Cell Theory, Lorenz Oken, in his monog- ) by Traube and later revived by Boyle and Conway (1941) might
raph 'Oie Zeugung" (The Creation), clearly described living be partially responsible for the increasing acceptance of the
cells as the basis of life. The living cell in turn, according to lipoidal membrane theory of Overton (1896). According to this
Oken, is made of "Urschlein', which later was named "protop- ),view, the cell membrane is not colloidal in nature as Traube's
lasm". copper ferrocyanide gel is, but is a lipid shanng basic proper-

ties with olive oil, for example. Solubility in the lipoid membrane
Sortie sixty years later Moritz Traube (1867) discovered an in this hypothesis determines the relative permeability of a par-

artificial membrane made by mixing copper sulfate with K fer- ticular solute.
rocyanide, which like living membranes was semipermeable,
i.e., permeable to water but not to ions, sugars. and other sol- In years following, especially after the advent of radioactive
utes. Using the copper ferrocyanide membrane as a model, tracer technique. it became clear that the living cell membrane
plant physiologist Wilhelm Pfeffer (1877) proposed the mem- is not just permeable to water but is also permeable to a host

of other solutes dissolved in water, The most surprising of thisbrane theory which was to dominate the knking of biologists
4 for fully a whole century to come. Traube offered an "atomic new revelation concerns the permeability of sugar, free amino

sieve" theory to explain the semipermeability of the copper fer- acids, and Na- (salt), which at high strength cause sustained
rocyanide me-nbrane. That is the membrane has pores lust big cell shrinkage and had therefore been long considered as im-
enough to allow the passage of water molecules but not the permeant. The discovered permeability of these solutes posed
larger sugar and ions, etc. Later electron and x-ray diffraction other questions.
studies disproved Traube's theory. The interstices (100 to
200 A) are much bigger than solutes to which it is impermeable If the cell membrane is permeable to a particular solute, one
(e.g.. sucrose, Z.4 A) (see G:as., no, 1. 4e). expects that over A long period of time, this solute wou d reach

and be maintained in the cell water at the sa-re con.cen-tricI
A contemporary of Traube, English chemist Thomas Graham as that in the external medium. Yet old cells as well as young

introduced colloidal chemistry. Graham (1861) stated "As cells share the striking characteristic of maintaining the same
g aelatine appears to be its type, it is proposed to designate sub- high level of K- and the same low level of Na- in the cell

Stance of the class as collOids (KOAAOa, glue) and to speak water while the aqueous environment in which these cells are
of their peculiar form of aggregateancecblloida; condition of mat bathed contain as a rule a low level of K- and a high level
ter". Graham noted two characteristics of the colloids: slow dif- of a (Figure 1
fusibility and a gelatinous consistency when hydrated. Among
the colloids that Graham discussed was coppe, ferrocyanide To meet the new challenge, the Na pump hypothesis was
gel, the substance that is nearly perfectly semipermeable when suggested and in due time accepted by many scientists In this
cast in the form of a membrane as Traube did. hypothesis the low level of Na- was achieved by certain de-

vices in the lipid cell membrane called pumps. These Na
The recognition of cells as the basic unit of life implies that pumps continually extrude Na- tom the cell so that a iow level

living matter is not a continuous mass but consists of separate in the cell of this ion is maintained in spite of its constant in-
units. This discontinuity betwwen cell and cell as well as the ward diffusion into the cells (Dean, 1941).
discontinuity between cell and its aqueous environment is
selective in a subtle manner. Thus from the earliest days of At first glance, the Na pump concept seems reasonable
biology, it wai recognized that water can move in and out of enough. There is no question that Na" can be transported
cells with relative ease. The near-perfect semipermeable prop- against concentration gradient as across certain specialized tis- -
erties of copper ferrocyanide gel membrane was thus at one sues such as frog skin an ,ntestinal epithelium. The question',
time considered to be duplicating the properties of all living that must be answered is, "Is there enough energy to operate
cells. ih rli,mn for all livino cells?.

i/
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ing list of other pumps beside the Na pump, the finding of ex-
cessive energy need of the Na pump alone, in my belief, is (
enough to disprove the pump hypothesis. Apparently only

110. No few scientists shared this view with me at that time. However,
as time went by, other new evidence have been accumulating

100. also against the membrane-pump concept. Several of these
will be briefly mentioned: (1) Squid axon membrane sheatfwith

\ the axoplasm removed remained anatomically as well asiunc-
90 K-. tionally intact. Yet it does not pump Na- outward and K' in-

-Ward in the presence of ATP and thus recreate the K' and

80 Na' distribution pattern seen in normal squid axons as the
membrane pump hypothesis predicts (Ling, 1965.; Ling and 1/
Negendank, 1980); (2) Frog muscle cellswhose cell mem-

E brane (and postulated pumps) is made non-functional by being
partially amputated and partially suspended in air and thus de-

-60. prived of "sinks" or "sources" for the pumps can nevertheless
accunulate K' and exclude Na- in its cytosplasm much as

5 0intact cells do (Ling, 1978); (3) There is gathenng evidence
z 50- that lipids in the cell membrane do not form a continuous layer

but exist only in pocke, or 'islands". Anatomical evidence for /Z 40- this view was provided by the indifference of the trilaminar

structure of unit membranes to removal of 95 % of membrane
lipids prior to fixation (Fleischer and Stoeckenius, 1967;

..30 Morowitz and Terry, 1969) ; by careful procedures to prevent
membrane protein denaturation (Sj6strand and Bernhard,

.20 1976) and by the failure of specific K' ionophores, valinomycin
and monactin to increase cell membrane permeability to K
while a model membrane of continuous layer of natural or syn-',",.,O i,; 10 thetic phospholipids increases its K' permeabilty by several ti
orders of magnitude o4wresponse to these agents (Stillman,

I Gilbert and Robbinj. 970; Maloff, Scordiis et al., 1978; Ling

-CEL- - PLASMA- and Ochsenfeld, 1978.. Jain, 1972)) (4) Unanimous evidence
from three different laboratories across the world using at least
three different methods that the bulk of intracellular K' is in

F.gure '- The assy,'et',cal Cisrt u! on of K' and Na. between living an adsorbed state, thereby directly contradicting one of the
cells (frog muscle) ano 1,s environment, the plasma. basic tenets of the membrane theory, i.e., the major intracellu-

lar K' as well as the bulk of intracellular water exists in the
free state. This subject will be taken up in more detail again.

To move a mole of positively charged Na- from the cell in- This powerful array of diverse and mutually supportive evi-
side to the outside requires the expenditure of energy, in order dence contradicting the membrane-pump theory, made it man-
to ove'come the unfavoracle elect-ochemical potential gradient datory to seek a new framework of thinking, a new paradigm
rlie to the h'rher concentration of Na- in the outside medium of the living cell such as that provided by the association-induc-

**'. L.. thanethe cell and theqularresting potential which is positive tion hypothesis (Al Hypothesis).
on the outside. The polanrty and magnitude of the electrochemi-
cal gradient also dictate that virtually all the outward Na"
movement has to be due to active pumping if the basic as-
sumption of free K' and free water in the cell are taken as The Physical State of Ions, and Water In the Resting Living
correct (see below). By labelling intracellular-Na' with radioac- Cells According to the Association-Induction Hypothesis.
tive tracer, the minimal energy need of the Na pump could
be calculated from the efflux rate, the resting potential and the Contrary to the membrane pump theory, the major cation in
intra-extracellular Na' concentration ratio. While early work the cell. K- as well as the entire amount of water (excluding

- suggests that the Na pump would consume only a not un- that in vacuoles. etc.) in a resting normal living cell is in ai'.
reasonable amount of energy (Levi and Ussing. 1948) a more adsorbed state. K- is preferentially (over Na') adsorbed on
stnngently controlled study led to an altogether different conclu- P- and ,-carboxyl groups of certain cellular proteins while water

, sion: the Na pump. alone would consume from 15 to 30 times is adsorbed in polarized multilayers on a matrix of extended
as much energy as the cell commands (Ling, 1962). protein chains (Ling, 1952, 1965 a, b. 1969. 1977 a, Ling, Miller

and Ochsenfeld, 1973) (Figure 2).
Both the basic finding of Ling that the efflux rate Na- from

frog muscles was not affected by the arrest of bOth aerobic Thus the reason K' is accumulated to a higher level in the
and gtycolytic metabolism (Keynes and Maisel, 1945: Convay, cell than in the external envronment is due to the preference
Keman and Zadumarsky, 1961) and the findings of excessive of the 5- and y-carboxyl groups (under the condition of the liv-

- energy need for the pumps (Jones, 1965: Minkoff and Dams- ing. resting cells) for K- over, say Na'. The low level of Na'
dian, 1973) were repeatedly confirmed. Three remedial in the cell is largely due to the reduced solubility of water exist-
hypothesis: exchange diffusion, Na sequestration in open sar- ing in the state of polarized multilayers for (hydrated) Na* asycoplam reticulum and nonenergy consuming Na pumps were well as K', sugars, and amino acids. However, the cell pro-
each experimentally disproven (for review, see Ling, Wafton teins serving these functions do not do so always: they do so

. and Ling, 1979). . ,, .. only when they are found in the proper "environment", conduc-
" .. .- ..- five to the maintenance of the protein-ion-water assembly in

If we take on the .reeistc task forthe cell provideenergy a resting high energy living state to be described next. This
to Operate not just a Na pump but a long and steadily lengthen- "environment" includes the availability of ATP.
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Temperature was 25 = 1tC and test !uLes were agitated. excet in the exDeriments of E. w,c. were
carred Out at 0 ± !oC and ,n which some test tutes. marked C. were quiescent and unsttrred. S repre-
sens sacs shaken in test tubes at 30 excursions,'min (each excursion spans 1 inch) except the first ,1
set (S') for which agitation-was achieved by to-and-fro movement of silicone-rubber coatet lead shot .,/
within the sacs. The symbole'a and b indicate that the media contained initially 1.5 M Na 2SO. and 0.5 M
Na-citrate rOectivey tn O,'POIy(ethylene oxide) (moil.wt. 600.000) was dissolved as a 10 % 1w/w) solu-
tion, and the viSCOUS SOlutiOn was vigorously stirred before being introduced into dialysis tubing. In E,
the quiescent samples contained more water. This higher water content accounts for only a minor part
of the difference, as shown by comparison of the 6th and 7th sets of data: even with a larger water
content, the Q-value is lower in the stirred samples (6th). Na was labeled with 22Na and assayed with

a y-Counter. (By pIeirmiesaon of Physpol. Chem. Phys.).

Concentration Number Water content
=p-value

Group Polymer of medium of %) (mean ± SE)
(M) assays (mean ± SE)

(A) Albumin (bovine serum) 1.5 a 4 81.9 ± 0.063 0.973 ± 0.005
Albumin (egg) 1.5 a 4 82.1 ± 0.058 1.000 ± 0.016
ChonOroitin sulfate 1.5 a 4 84.2 ± 0.061 1.009 " 0.003
a-Chymotrypsinogen 1.5 a 4 82.7 ± 0.089 1.004 ± 0.009
Fibrinogen 1.5 a .4 82.8 - 0.12 1.004 ± 0.002
y-Globulin (bovine) 1.5 a 4 82.0 " 0.16 1.004 ± 0.004
y-Globulin (human) 1.5 a 4 83.5 ± 0.16 1.016 ± 0.005
Hemoglobin 1.5 a 4 73.7 ± 0.073 0.923 ± 0.006
;-Lactoglobutin 1.5 a 4 82.6 ± 0.029 0.991 ± 0.005

Lysozyme 1.5 a 4 82.0 -t 0.085 1.009 ± 0.005
Pepsin 1.5 a 4 83.4 ± 0.11 1.031 t 0.006
Protamine 1.5 a 4 83.9 ± 0.10 0.990 ± 0.020
Ribonuclease 1.5 a 4 79.9 ± 0.19 0.984 ± 0.006

(B) Gelatin 1.5 a 37 57.0 ± 1.1 0.537 ± 0.013

(C) PVP 1.5 a 61.0 ± 0.30 0.239 ± 0.005

(D) Poly(ethylene oxide) 0.75 a 5 81.1 ± 0.34 0.475 ± 0.009
0.5 a 5 89.2 ± 0.06 0.623 ± 0.011
0.1 a 5 91.1 ± 0.162 0.754 ± 0.015

(E) PVP a 0.2 b 4 89.9 ± 0.06 0.955 ± 0.004
S" 0.2 b 4 87.2 = 0.05 0.865 = 0.004
C 0.5 b 3 83.3 ±- 009 0.7E8 ± 0012
S 0.5 b 3 81.8 ± 0.07 0.665 = 0.007
o 10 b 3 67.0 ± 0.26 0 4z8 - 0012
S 1.0 b 3 66.6 ± 0.006 0.294 ± 0 008
o 1.5 b 3 56.3 ± 087 0.313 ± 0.025
S 1.5 b 3 1 55.0 ± 1.00 0.22 - 0021

P-Values of Nat in Water Containing Native Proteins (A), Gelatin (B),
PVP (C,E), and Poly(Ethylene Oxide) (D).

The Living State and ATP certain key compounds called cardinal adsorbents (Ling, 1962).
One of the most important cardinal adsorbents is ATP. This

The physical state of liquid water is different from that of main product of metabolism, serves to energize biological work
solid ice not because individual water molecules are different performance by electronic polarization of the protein molecules
but rather because the relationships among these individual (Ling, 1977 a). The hydrolysis of ATP by the ATPase provides
molecules in a space-time coordinate are different. According an effective and prompt means of removing ATP, thereby tip-
to the Al Hypothesis, being alive signifies not only just the ping the protein-ion-water system into a lower energy active
presence of the right composition of chemical compounds but state as exemplified by a contracted muscle. Energy is injected
t, at they must maintain a special relation to one another both into the system by ATP resynthesis and resorption onto the
sterically and electronically. The unique state is called the living cardinal site. A diagram which illus!,ates the interaction of ATP,
state-oit is a high energy state in the same sense that a cocked protein, ion and water is, shown in Figure 3. Here interaction .
gunt bent bow, and a set mousetrap are in a high energy of ATP with the proteini molecules maintains the protein in -.

state. such an electronic and steric conformation that K' is preferen-
tially adsorbed on the 3-and -- carboxyl chains and the

The maintenance of the high energy living state of the pro- backbone NHCO group react with and polarize multilayers of
tein-ion-water system depends on interaction of the protein with water.



.. muscle cells be located'at the same subcellular structure that
ATP .. 0..: .' stains dark in EM pictures. Figure4 A shows the stain of

0. . . 0 uranium marked the concentration of 0- and y-carboxyl groups
s." . o on the edges of the A bands and the Z-line which bisects the
."" "". ' "' " . I band.

Cardinal site
00

A TtT t ..

", 0 " c t

Co:. -"Q";": ,- -'- 1 .

slti /: " ' I 0"
linkage 0

0 - I

44 .4 -'. 4d" LI ' -

...- . .. ; , ,'. ... , .

- '0 . :
No o~ - 1

Figure 2- Diagrammatic illustration of a living cell. Regularly-arrayed . .. ,
dots in the cells represent water molecules existing in the ? ,-".' I
present normal liquid water. Empty circles represent Na "

solid one, K'. .jr, ,

AT

A0 B

0 0

0 Figure 4- Electron micrographs of dry cut, unstained section of freeze-
dried frog sartorius muscle. A. Muscle fixed and stained with
uranium-lead by conventional procecure. B, EM of Cs -Ioa- )(
ded muscle witnout chemical hxaton or staining. D, Same
as C after exposure of section to moist air, which causes
the hitherto even distribution of thalium to form granular ae-
posits in the A band. E, Section of central portion of B after

Figure 3 - Diagram of a portion of a protein molecule undergoing auto- loading in distilled water. F. Normal K -loaded" muscle. (A.
cooperative transformation. For simplicity, adsoroed water Parlial reproduction of EM from Huxley (1953)) B to F, from
molecules in multilayers are shown as a single layer. .- sha- K Edelmann (1977) (By permission of Physiol. Chem. Phys.).
ped symbol represents a cardinal adsorbent, from Ling
(1969) by permission of Inter. Rev. Cytol.

To test these expectations, the first obstacle to overcome
was to prevent K' from diffusing away from its natural sites

Evidence for the Adsorbed State of residence during the preparation of the electron microscope
of K' In Frog Muscle Cells section. This was accomplished by Edelmann (1978 a) with a

simple and very effective freeze-drying method he leveloped.
Since in voluntary muscle more than 60 % of the 13- and Y- The second step was to replace the light K- atom by more

carboxyl groups are carried by myosin and since myosin is ex- dense ions so that they can be visible in the electron micro-
clusively found in the A band of the myofibrils, the idea that scope. Cs and TI ions are electron dense; techniques had been
13- and y-carboxyl groups adsorb K' demands that the bulk of previously perfected for the replacement of K by these ions
K- be found in the A band (Ling, 1977 b). Furthermore, since in surviving frog muscle (Ling and Ochsenfeld, 1966; Ling,
13- and y-carboxyl groups are also known to be the sites for 1977 c). When these Cs- or T1I loaded muscles were frozen
uranium binding in conventional electron microscopic sections dried. imbedded and sections dry-cut, pictures like those
of tissue proteins. the theory also demands that K in striated shown in Floute 4 B ano C were obtained bv Edelmann. To



on -6,l -'6 m- -,

the last detail the picture is the same as the uranium stained
EM of fixed voluntary muscle shown as Figure 4 A. Thus - REPULSION
clearly K* does not distribute evenly in the cell as demanded - ATTRACTION
by the memt rane-pump theory but is localized. -

As mentioned above these findings have been completely
c .4/ corroborated in two other laboratories with three different addi-

tional -i n methods (Edelmann, 1977, 1978 b, 1980; Ling,
1977 b). Other evidence were also provided to demonstrate
that K- does not merely exist as free-floating counterion to
some fixed anionic site but is, one ion-to-one site specifically
(Ling, 1977 b, c).

Evldence for the Existence of the Bulk k' A P-TYPE B P-TYPE
of Cell Water in the State
of Polarized Multilayers ..

-~~e . .- . .. .

The establishment of the adsorbed state of cell K' demands
that the cell water cannot be normal for the following reason.
The resting cell is in equilibrium with what is in essence a 0.1
M NaCI solution in which Na' and Cr are completely dis-
sociated and water i the normal liquid state. In the past,
the fact that cell K alt also exists at a concentration roughly
0.1 M led to the wide elief that.K", like Na' outside the cell,
must also be free. Thus osmotically, the inside of the cell is D. N-P TYPE
a "duplicate" of what is outside the cell, both representing a
simple 0.1 M salt solution. The establishment that the Intra- C N-T Y PE
cellular cation K' is not free but adsorbed has changed
the picture completely. That is, if K- is adsorbed but water
is free, then the osmotic activity inside and outside the cell . - .

would be quite different. Water will rapidly move from the cell
to the outside and the cell would shrink drastically. Since this
does not occur, something else must lower the water activity - -

inside the cell. According to the Al Hypothesis, it is the matrix
protein chains that reduce the water activity by polarizing it in
multilayers. This is diagrammatically illustrated in Figure 5.

To test this theory, one must be able to prove that outside
the living cells. extended protein chains can indeed polarize
water in multilayers. A corollary of this theory is that when pro- E. NP TYPE F NP-NP TYPE
tens exist in its na(ive globular state in which the backbone
NHCO groups are locked in a-helical or 0-pleated sheet H-
bonds there would be little or no multilayer polarization. Figure 5 - Effect of charged site distribution on the stability of polanzedmultitayers of water molecules: - repulsion' attraction

To test the multilayer polarization, we rely on the characteris- - Unstable multilayers are produced in surfaces becau- X
ic of water in polarized multilayers as suggested in the Al se of lateral repulsion between molecules in the same layer
Hypothesis, i.e., water in this state has ieduced soluoitty for (A) P-type site. chrrgof esCitive r' ,a! P." clt,. un'-
large and complex molecules. The top section of Table I shows L formly positive, (C) N-type site, uniformly negative.- Iae,
that when 20% aqueous solutions of 13 native proteins were -y s-dee/ -a .ter resurlmeson' (D) N-P

dayeags type. P-type surface placed face to face with N-tyM surface;
introduced into 1/4 inch dialysis tubing and dialyzed against (E) NP-type surfaces with alternating positive and negative
1.5 M Na2SO, solution for a time period many times longer sites.' (F) two NP-type-surfaces placed face to face (ceatest
than those needed to reach equilibrium, the Na" concentration stability). (Ling. 1972)by permission of Wiley. Interscience)
inside the protein solute and in the outside medium are indeed
mostly nearly equal. In other words, the apparent equilibrium
distribution coefficients of Na-, the .-values are equal to or
close to unity (Li.g Ochsenfed ef al., 1980). lowerino the o-value for Na2SO4 of polyvinytpyrrolidone and of

In contrast to the near unity p-value of these proteins, the poly(ethylene oxide). Neither forms gel or coarcervates under
Q-value of Na' in a gelatin solution is totally different. It has the conditions of the experiments nor can either one form intra-
a value of only 0.537. In other words, about half o1 the water or intermolecular H-bond due to the lack of H-donating groups.
is strongly affected by the presence of gelatin. This low g-value
produced by gelatin is in full accord with the polarized multi- e nc effets etree side structe and
layer theory because the presence of the triad, glycine-proline- vency is most remarkane. Its extremely simple structure and
hydroxyproline in gelatin (which is denatured collagen) pre- the fact that its methylene and trimethylene analogues do not
vents the formation of a-helical structure. The chain-to-chain even dissolve in water and the copolymer of the methylene
H bonds in native collagen are largely dissolved during the de- and Imoxide with ethylene oxide have decreasing
naturing process, leaving much of the backbone NHCO groups solubility in proportion to the percentage of these non-water
directly -to bulk water, producing the expected and observed soluble polymers (Stone and Stratta, 1967). All these led to
r: bthe conclusion that in order to produce the effect on water sol-

vency, the basic requirement is the presence of a matrix of

That the gelatin effect on water solvency is not due to the chains carrying oxygen atoms at distances approximately that
gel state is supported by the even more pronounced effect in of two water diameters.

", "
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Figure 8 - Effect of Cuabain (3.2 X 10*7 M)On6 the Equilibrium distribu- '

hion ofIK'andNa' ion. Curves with open (Na) andtilled.I
(K-) circles were equilibrium data from muscles not. treated v/L
with ouabain. The point of intersection gives a K p, of
100. 4rmce-eeewti-ojbi (.2 X 401ZA.I 4t-x'

Eh#-4OW In muscles treated with ouabain (3.2 XI7 f 4 , -F
*K~p,..c shifted to 21.7, from Ling and Bohr (1970) by permis- -. , ,,4( Ipl-.$'- ~iiision of Physiol. Chem. Phys. ?f

fI1V, TC~ T T1 IF(T

where- - >0. Adsorption of this latter type is called auto-B

cooperative which signifies that each time Site 2 adsorbs a
K', it will make the two neighboring sites prefer K- more than
if Site 2 adsorbs a Na. It is autocooperative interaction that taccounts for the kind of sigmoid shaped adsorption isotherm f LJ J
in oxygen uptake of red cells as well as in K- (and Na-) upta- :"-'" '

ke in a variety o1 living cells studied (Figure 8. curves labeled
zero ouabain).

* -. * .- Tne s'c-noid-shaped adsorption isotherm means that with the Figure 9 - A. Cooperative shifts between i andl States due to a change
initial chance of the ratio of external K' and Na., It-e hacDens in the relative concentration of the / and I solutes in the

* urit threshocld is reached at which point a small further inc'ea- environment S. Cooperative shift between i and j state due
Se of the [K-],, [Na-Ie. ratio tips the sites fromn an al Na- state Ito adsorption~desorption of cardinal aesorbent fnian environ-
to an all K- state. Similar sensitivity to small changes ol oxy ment with unchanging i and j concentrations. 98By permissioni of Annals of New York Academy of Sciences.,gen tends to permit red cells effectively to serve its function I - .

of oxygen tramsport. The Na--K- exchange curve, has the
san'e s'c'nodc shape as oxygen uptake curve of red bloodi
cells. On 'y here this sigmoidity a.; such cloes not serve an ob-

vious purpose because muscle cells are stationary and are not 10 BOO00
involved in transporting of K- or Na' between different loci
of the animal body. Indeed the concentration ratio of [K-1..1

*[Nal.., in the natural environment of most living cells including so Z
muscle are constant. Here somewhat more complicated me-
chanism operates involving the cardinal adsorbents. an

As shown in Figure 9A shifting between the two states i an 6s
I eg. sae n N~state) can be produced by varying\ the *atio of K-(il and Na-(j) in the external medium. In tIur

9B 9,shifting' between the two states occurs as a result ol the Po 40
adsor tion or desorption'of the cardinal adsorbent, labeled C. Z

From tme preceding section. I have shown how in the Al Z
Hypothesis. the healthy resting cell is poised at a metastable
equilibrium state at which the cooperative assembly of protein-
water and ions are such that ATP must be present at a defined
!eve; and amply replenished following its physiological deg'ada- 0 o k2 3 Wtlon, and that K' (and not Na-) Must Occupy Most of the 0.-lemisg
and -'-carboxyl groups involved and that water be maintainedIATP3n omls/
in the state of polarized multitayers.

10,shos ow helevl f AP asobedan man- Figure 10 - Diagrammatic illustration of the variation of the K'. Na',
Figureand sucrose concentrations in frog saitorius muscles losinotamedl in the cell critically determines the level of K' in a A ID bY the action of 0. 1 mM IAA at O-. luing and ocli-

* medium containing the usual amount of K' and Na' (Ling and senfeld. 1973) (bY peRmission of the Ann. NY Aced. Scien.
Ochsenteld. 1973). ces).

. , . -2.
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The pore diameters of the 'active" layer of cellulose acetate'
membranes have been measured and shown to be 44 A +It) (1 _ ), l)
(Schultz and Asunmaa, 1969) which is many times wider than 2 1 + 4 exp (y/ -
the diameter of sucrose (9.4 A) to which it is virtually imperme- ,,, "(-- 1)' +_"
able. Clearly like 7Traube's copper ferrocyanide gel membrane where IK']ad is the concentration of adsorbed K' and is in "
the selective permeability of cellulose acetate membrane is not units of moles per kilogram oil fresh cells. If] is the concentra- A'
due to an atomic sieve either. According to the Al Hypothesis tion of K' (and Na ) adsorlfion sites, which according to the
and experimental factsipolarized water has solubility for solutes Al Hypothesis, are the 0- and y-carboxyl groups dudrto aspartic
roughly in invers, ppeoessi'o- to molecule size and complexity' and glutamic residues in the proteins. R and T s re the gas

il ' .L"bie~a parallel llien-diffusion coefficient in the polarized constant and absolute temperature respectively.
water Then accounts for., in my opinion, the semipermeable
selective permeability -of the cellular acetate as well as .
Traube's copper ferrocyanide gel membrane. The key variables are t and - - .

A major advantage offered by the polarized water model is 2 ,

that it offers a rational basis for the cell permeability to ions is defined as follows for the K- - Na " adsorption.
and nonelectrolytes as well as water to be under the control
of hormones, and drugs known to affect cell permeability by -- L :.,?.interacti~note n with cardinal sites on the water polarizing surface . " --- ,_-''''''--,rK 'Jex,' \ • .. , ". ,, '\ ".." -
proteins. .-. - -. '

.nd the Maintenance - ., " - (--_-"

If tNo Il High Energy Resting State of Living Cells where [K*]oe and [Na'],, are the equilibrium concentration of
An important and distinguishing feature of the protein-ion- KOand Na" in the external medium respectively. ..

water system of the living cells is its internal coherence. That . it itnc qlrm .at o h
is to say, the system behaves as a single unit .Aed often in -Na K- K exchange and is a pure number. It is very important
all or none manner. According to the Al Hypothesis, this coher A note that the same change of can be achieved by chang-
ence is the result of what, in statistical mechanical terms is Ing either the ratio of external K' and Na' concentration [K .,/
called cooperative phenonemon (Ling, 1962, 1969, 1980). [NaJ.x or by changing,,.

Cooperative phenomenon arises from the presence of inter- 1,4. , j
action between neighboring elements of the assembly. Thus KN-.K - ,. :
a piece of soft iron behaves cooperatively. The individual ele- ...
ments of iron atoms (domains of atoms) are each a little mag- -', the nearest neighbor interaction energy describes the
net. Under normal conditions these little magnets are randomly adsorption. If - -- is negative, it means that the adsorption
oriented. Thus as a whole the soft iron is not a magnet. How- 2
ever, if this soft iron is brought into contact with a powerlul of. say. a K- at one site (Site 2) makes the two neighboring -
magnet, then these individual domains become oriented in one sites (Site 1 and Site 3) prefer Na more, than it Site 2 adsorbs
direction and the whole piece now behaves like a magnet. a Na'. This type of cooperative interaction ,called-
Here the cooperative behavior is the consequence of magnetic heterocooperative is of lesser importance than the case,
interaction among the individual domains. -

"' '' Pz, As mentionec aovet he critic(pai e --s aF
According to the Al Hypothesis, this basic near neighbor in-" m o vt i par2meters ar

teraction in the living cells is an e;ectrical polarization or induc- .. The sae effect on the adsorpt.on can he achieved b"y eithe-
tive effect. Inductive effect through the partially resoratirg the K']e Naect rathoe or by changing thevalue of .'. -

polypeptide chains provides basis for cooperativity and the KN"-K. According to the Al Hypothesis, this change of K-..K
sensitivity of one segment of the protein chain to changes e" is induced by a propagated inductive effect (or indirect F-effect)
tw&ug at aev-region (allosteric interaction); inductive effect also in consecuence of the desorption or adsorption of the cardinal , i
underlies the multilayer _polarization of layers of water adsorbent.
molecules. e- "

yl L"- K4,.: '' ~The cardinal adsorbent known To have such an effect in-
Familiar cooperat[ve behavior in living system is the oxyge-., cludes Ca--, ouabain and ATP. Figure 8 illustrates the effecLnation of hemoglobin. Here the uptake of oxygen with increas- of 3.26 X 10? M ouabain. Note that the K- as well as .K- ! .,'ing oxygen tension does not follow the usual hyperbolic pattern curves simply moved along the axis without significant distor-

of an ordinary (Lanomuir) type of adsorption. Rather it is sip- tions as a result of the ouabain action. Indeed at a fixed ratior s2-"
mold shaped and has been often described by a purely empiri- of [K-*e, [Na]e. corresponding to that of the plasma, the effect
cal equation, due to Hill (1910). o! ouabain was to shift the sites from all adsorbing K' to all

In 1964 Yang and Ling (Ling, 1964). using statistical adsorbing Na- a result of a decrease of <&'_.. Removal of

" mechanical method, or more specifically the one-dimensional Co-and ATP have qualitativeiv similar effect as the addition
Ising method, derived a cooperative adsorption isotherm based
on a model of linear chains of sites each of which may have These findings once more emphasize that the normal high
the option of two alternative adsorbents (e.g., oxygen energy resting state involves (1) ATP adsorbing al its cardinaJix
molecules or H20 molecules; K or Na-, etc.). sites. (2) K- adsorbing on the P3- and %'-carboxyl groups primil-

Since it is now firmly established that the bulk of intracellular ary at the A band and Z-lines, and (3) water existing in a-grate• . inceit i no firly etabishe tha thebul of ntrae _Tao polarized mullilayers with low solubility for No' etc.
K' in muscle cells is adsorbed and it has already been estab-.
lished that this K' can be quantitatively replaced by Nao by A theoretical Basis for Preserving the Healthy Resting
merely lowering the K' level in the incubation medium, it Living State of Living Cells by Increasing the K' Concen-
seems reasonable that here we are dealing with an exchange- tratlon and by Decreasing No Concentration In the
adsorption phenomenon. As such, one can apply the Yang- Plasma or Bathing Medium When Adverse Condition Sig-
Ling isotherm to describe the adsorption (Ling and Bohr, 1970). nificantly Interferes with the Supply of ATP.

S- '. , . , . .
.. . . . --.. .-.-'--." ,-".-". i - ,,.] , ." -" ' -., ' "• ] - "



Figure 6 shows further that while native globular proteins do for the solute exclusion in living cells"? The answer is, there
not significantly affect water solvency for Na 2SOd, denatured is still some significant difference due to the disordered ar-

i proteins whose secondary structure was disrupted (by urea, or rangement of these polymers and proteins in the solution form.
) guanidine HCI) develop similag reduced solvency for probe In the cell environment, the matrix chaii'can be expected to

molecules sugar and glycine'(at near neutral pH). Sodium be more orderly arranged. An orderly arrangement of the water
dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and n-propanol known to disrupt only polarizing chain favors effective polarization. Another point
tertiary protein structure had no effect. worth pointing out is that the number of water molecules layers

to be polarized in living cells is not nearly as extensive as
some readers wrongly construed from the Al Hypothesis. In
general one may estimate that the chain-to-chain distance to

BOVINE SERUM 15 PROTEINS, be no more than 10 water molecules apart. Thus counted from
ALBUMIN AVERAGE the basis of one chain alone, the layers polarized are only

A L0 -. some 5or less water molecules deep.
0.808 - Going back to gelatin, one recalls how 120 years ago.

o 0.6 06- Graham clearly recognized the uniqueness of gelatin and

molecular interpretation of this fundamental uniqueness of
0.2 0.2 gelatin has so far been offered. The present discourse presents

0 0 an interpretation of the colloidal state as that condition in which
0-~!0 ' the solvent, wa ter is polarized in multilayers.

z 0 Polarized water at the Cell Surface
2 in lieu of Lipid Layers as-the Seat.5 15 of SemipereabilIt )

,,> 1 I have already reviewe the recent evidence against the
Ta *o1 1.0 lipoidal membrane theory. What then comprises the continuous

Sin selective, semipermeable barrier at the cell surface?

E0-05 E .- 05 - According to the Al Hypothesis, it is water in the state of2 t M :: 0polarized multilayers. In support of this view, it was shown that
• a . - - a model membrane containing polymer oriented water (cel-

C 0 lulose acetate membrane) strongly resembles living cell mem-
brane (inverted frog skin-n it selective permeability to nonelec-

repounds (at three temperatures) through these membranes are
F-~,re 6: The o-values of sucrose (A and C) and the acoare mini. not just well correlated (r = + 0.96) but actually show near

mum "non-solvent' water (B and 0) of rative aC cea.jred perfect correspondence (Ling, 1973) (Figure 7): the slope of
proteins. C and 0 represent the averages of 15 c-atemns
studied: actin. albumin (bovine), albumrin teec c7o.croirin the best fitting curve is 0.99.

* sulfate a-chymotrypstnogen edesfin. hbirnocen :-g oculhn. .
hemociobln. /3-lactogobuhn. lvsozyrne. myosin. tryps'! tryp- l00
sin mnibitor. and histone. Values for the native and urea 100

denatured states were determined from all 15 proteis. gua- LawPitos WKIN) i .
nidine ICI values from prolens 2-11. 13, 14. SOS and n- 0.00 LO I"ULDSE ACTAEtI-OJ5 "6 ,

c-opanol values from proteins 2-11. No s ,nf, cant r-value
differerne v-i- abservd :-7 'e nat,,,' protein value K '7ether 1O

" 
:/

-- it was determined from 15. 12. or t0 proteins. Incubating E
* . ..C solutions contained Na2 SO, (100 maM), glycine (10 mM), su- 7

crose (10 mM), and MgCI, (10 mM). In addition, urea (9 M) . +e
and guariidine H CI (6 M), sodium dodecyl sulfate i0 I M), . 00. -
and n-propanol C2 M) were present as indicated Incubation E
at 25 ± tC lasted Irom 28 to 96 hours, a sufficient time
to establish equilibrium. The test tubes were shaken (30 ex-
cursions per min, each excursion measuring 3 4 inch; Wa- -- 10.3
ter contents were assayed by 3 different methods (see ten.
sucrose was labeled with 'C or I, extracts were assayed
with a 0-scintillaton counter (Ling et al 198c. by e-mis-
sion of Physiol. Chem. Phys.) .iC"' ,

These findings showed that extended protein chains and 5*.- .__C____ 0____
even the simpler oxygen-containing chains can indeed sinific- O rr I' O"  I{ " ) 0" IO0
antly reduce the solvency for Na. sucrose and glycine. solute
usually excluded to various extents by living cells. The data P(CELLULOSE AcETAT), (pm.cm'2 .h'.mM.)
also show clearly that proteins can exist in either a water sol-
vency affecting state and a wayrer solvency indifferent state. Figure 7- Plot of the permeability to 11 hydroxylic compounds ranging

Detailed calculations of the number of water molecules invol- from water (1) to sucrose (17) at 3 different temperatures
ved -4eoxygen site shows multilayer polanzation (Ling," ii0.. 4 , 25eC) of reversed frog skin against the permeability

of heat-freated cellulose-acetate membrane. Straight line
Ochsenfeld et al., 1980). The question may be raised. "is the desecnbed by equation shown in graph was obtained by the
number of water molecules whose solvency has been affected method of least square (from Ling, 1973 by permission of
large enough to compare with the number required to account Biophysical Journal).

. -. . . - " " ." '- "-. " " . " " . " , ,' . L ._ - . - , ' -



~Thus as ATP becomes lower the cell system will tend to -fpam lvlo and Na' may be achieved for example.
btipped over to thie lower energy state where Na' is ad- by lowering dietary Na- uptake and by enhancing K' uptake

sorbed and at least part of the cell water depolarized which or by infusion with the solutions of proper K- and Na- concen-
then also takes up more Na' as the Q-value for Na' rises. trations.
Along with this, the cell also undergoes swelling due to the
enhanced affinity for Na4 at the fixed anionic site under this Aknowleidgment:- The foregoing work was supported by Office of
condition and the dissociation of the restraining salt linkages Naval Research Contract N00014-79-C-0126 and
essential for the maintenance of normal cell volume (Ling and NIH Grants 2-R01-C 16301-03 and 2-Rol-
Peterson, 1977). GM1 1422-13.

The best way to restore the system to health would be to Reprints: Gilbert N. LING -

restore ATP to its normal value. This, however, may be difficult Department of Molecular Biology
if impairments of the mefabolic chains are not within reach ofPenlanaostl

.. clinical management. In other words IN*-Kcannot be kept at Eihladpac Streets7 -
\/ its normal high value. U.S.A.

Fortunately the critical determining factor between health or ___

deiiaIo isnt*bt~ a ekp tnra ee That the Association- Induction Hypothesis may offer an interpretation
even if KN' 0'.K has been seriously diminished if one increases for beneficial effect of low Na' and high K- diet was pointed out
the ratio of IKij..Naj., in the blood plasma. Such a change by Cope in 1977.
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Figure 4.

Electron micrographs of frog sartorius muscle. (A) Muscle fixed in glutaraldehyde

only and stained with uranium by conventional procedure. (B) EM of section of

freeze-dried Cs+-loaded muscle, without chemical fixation or staining. (C) TI+ -

loaded muscle without chemical fixation or staining. (D) Same as C after

exposure of section to moist air, which causes the hitherto even distribution

of thallium to form granular deposits in the A band. (E) Section of central

portion of B after leaching in distilled water. (F) Normal " K-loaded" muscle.

A: from Edelmann, unpublished. B to F from Edelmann (1977) (By permission of

Physiol. Chem. Phys.)
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AUTHOR'S CALLEYS

STUDIES ON THE PHYSICAL STATE OF WATER IN LIVING CELLS AND

MODEL SYSTEMS. I. THE QUANTITATIVE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN

THE CONCENTRATION OF GELATIN AND CERTAIN OXYGEN-

CONTAINING POLYMERS AND THEIR INFLUENCE UPON THE

SOLUBILITY OF WATER FOR NA* SALTS

G. N. LING and M. NI. OCHSENFELD -4

Molecular Biolo. Deponment. Pennsylvania Hospital. Eighth and Spruce Streets, Philadclphia. Pcnna.
19107

* The quantitative relationships between the concentrations of solutions of gelatin. pollr-

in irlprrrolidone. polr(ethylene oxide), polyivinlyhnethylet her. and polyv(ethylene glvcol), and J
their abilio* to reduce the solubility of water for Na citrate are presented. The data in general
are in harmony with the polarized multilayer theory ofprotein (and polymer) dominated water

in vitro and in living cells.

..

INTRODUCTION

V According to the membrane-pump theory, carboxyl groups) and the low levels of Na'.

cell water and ions are largely free as in a sugars, and free amino acids reflect a unitary

dilute aqueous salt solution. To explain the cause: reduced solubility in the ceil water of

asymmetrical distribution of Na" and other these and other "large" and complex mole-

, permeant solutes, membrane pumps were cules and hydrated ions. Due to interaction

" postulated. Extensive evidence now exists with a matrix of protein chains, called the

against the membrane-pump theory. For matrix probens - which are postulated to

example, (i) pumps require an amount of exist throughout the cell interior of all cells

energy greater than that available;5*14 (ii) - the bulk of cell water exists in the state of

closed membrane sacs without cytoplasm do polarized multilayers. The postulated matrix

not generate and maintain asymmetrical Na" proteins in this theory must exist in an

or K" gradients '15 while cells without func- extended conformation with their pdly-

" tional cell membranes do; 1 (iii) in the mem- peptide chain NH and CO groups directly

brane-pump theory, the major intracellular exposed to the bulk phase water. providing

cation, K, must exist in a free state in order anchoring and polarizing sites for multiple

to explain the maintenance of osmotic layers of water molecules.

balance add the generation of a "membrane i,,-:ent . reported studies of severai model

potential"; recent evidence shows that cell K" systems lend support to this view. Proteins

does no, exist in i tree state but is aosorbe which. for szructurai reasons (e.g., gelatin) or

on specific sites on intracellular pro- :.n response to secondar. -structure breakers

teins. 1  - " While contradicting the mem- (e.g.. urea. guanidine HCI). exist in an ex-

brane-pump theory, these findings are either tended conformation. reduce the solvency of

in harmony with or directly support an alter- the bulk phase water for Na" salts, sucrose,

native theory of the living cell, the associa- and glycine. In contrast, many native globu-

tion-induction hypothesis.'" ' Accord- lar proteins with their NH and CO groups

ing to this hypothesis, the high level of cell K" locked in a-helical or other intramacromole-

is due to specific adsorption of this cation on cular H-bonds are ineffective. Several

proteinacous anionic sites (e.g., 0- and "y- synthetic polymers resemble the postulated
Al
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matrix proteins and also carry oxygen atoms various concentration of Na citrate labelledat a distance roughly equal to two water with Z Incubation was, in most cases. atdiameters from the nearest neighboring 250 ± I°C in a constant temperature room
oxygen atoms and are unable to form intra- for a length of time long enough to insuremacromolecular or intermacromolecular H- equilibrium (2 to 3 days). At the conclusionbonds. These polymers, including polyvinyl- of the experiment, the labelled Na' contentpyrrolidone (PVP), poly(ethylene oxide) was assayed with the aid of a -y-scintillation
(PEO), polyvinylmethylether (PVME), and a counter and expressed as a ratio to thenumber of native gums, polysaccharides, etc.A labelled Na" concentration in the externalalso reduce water bolvency for Na" salts, bathing solution, called the apparent equili-sucrose and glycine.16 7 In the terminology of brium distribution coefficient or p-value.
the association-induction hypothesis, a
matrix of extended protein chains with alter- _ Na" conccntration in the sacnatingly negative (N) CO and positive (P) L. Na" concentration in the bathing solution
NH sites is called an NP-NP-NP system,
while a matrix of polymer chains like PVP, The P-% alue of Na" (as citrate). equals the trueand PEO with only negative (N) oxygen cquiiibrium distribution coefficient (or q-
separated from each other by vacant (0) sites va!ue) of Na' when there is no adsorption onis called an NO-NO-NO system. or complexing of this ion \%ith macromole-

These water-polarizing polymers providc a cules and when the Na' is entirely dissolved
way to produce experimental models of in the water in the sac. The water contentwater in a physical state (the state of polar- within the sac and in the external bathing
ized multilayers) hitherto known only in solution were determined by weighing beforetheorv. The reduced solvency of water in this and after drying under vacuum in a 100*C
state is highly relevant to the physiological o\en for PVME. PVP, and gelatin and in a
role of cell water in the maintenance of cell 601C oven for PEO.
solutes at physiological levels; it also makes it By definition, both the q-value and the p-p-ssible to measure quantitatively the value are ratios of molar concentrations. The
minimal amount of water affected by the molar concentration of the probe molecules. polymer present. To date. our published data or ions in the bathing solution is easily deter-
on this subject have been presented only in a mined by dividing the measured probepiecermn.al manne:. The pre...,L communitw- content in moles by the volume of the solu-
tion presents in a systematic way the quanti- tion. The molar concentration of the probe
tative relationship between the degree of molecule inside the sac is less simple since the
solvency change and the colcentration of the sac contains a high content of the polymer
water-polarizing polymer present. Results of under study. The method chosen to obtainI. I studies of a new polymer, pol(ethylene the molar concentration is to determine first
glycol) are also presented. zhe molal concentration of the probe by

dividing the quantity of probe in moles in a
MATERIALS AND METHODS sample by its water content (in liters). The

molal concentration of the probe in the sacThe basic method used was equilibrium thus obtained is then converted to the molardialysis by procedures described in earlier concentration with the aid of the data given
work. .6,7 Polymer solutions (20 to 40%) were in Figure I which presents the molal to molarprojected into V. inch dialysis tubing and conversion ratios for the Na citrate and Naincubated with gentle shaking in solutions of sulfate at 250C.
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The p-value determined was used to calcu- Thus, if at a polymer concentration of. say,late the amount of Na citrate in the sac, 20% the p-value for Na citrate is 0.5, then

which was subtracted from the total dry (I0.2)X0.5) = 2 grams of water per gram
weight of the sac content to yield by 0.2
difference the final polymer concentration in of dry polymer has appeared to have corn-
percentage (w/w) in the sac. pletely lost its solvency for Na citrate. This

To determine the molar concentrations of water has been referred to as the apparent
Na citrate and Na sulfate prepared in molal minima' "non-solvent" water (AMINOW).'
concentrations, calibrated Babcock "milk Since each of the po mers studied contain
bottles" with thin and long graduated necks only one kind of monomeric unit and since
were used (A. H. Thomas. Phila., PA). there are good reasons to believe that the

Gelatin manufactured from pig and calf sites of polymer-water interaction are the
skin was obtained from Eastman and from oxygen atoms present in each monomeric
Fischer Scientific Co.. Phila., PA. PVP was unit, the minimal amount of affected water
from Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis. MO.. can be more meaningfully expressed in terms

(Mo]. wt. 360,000). PVME (Gantrez M-154) of the number of water molecules per oxygen
was in part a gift and purchased from GAF atom or per monomer unit of the polymer.
Corp., New York, NY. PEO (Polyox 2050) These monomers are
was a gift from Union Carbide, New York,
NY. fNa2 was obtained from ICN, Irvine. CA for o rE

Nuclear. Boston. MA (Lots 4771CGI0 and 0
58(2RG6). Poly(ethylenc glycol) (Carbowax, ( ,H - - 2 ) f r P O n

(-CH -O-CH2 - for PEO, and'"PEG 20.000) was from Fis, Iher Scientific Co.,2 2

Phila.. PA (Lot 714-714)... .' ( -C.H-C H.Z"

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 2. 3, 4. 5, and 6 present the p- for PVME. with monomer weigh's of 112.15.
values for Na citrate in the presence of 32.04, 44.05, and 58.08 rtspectively. As an
different concentrations of gelatin. PVP. example, for t, calculation f the molar
PEO. PVME. and PEG respectively. The AMINOW. we chose a 20% PEO solution
data on gelatin, PVP, PEO, and PVME are with a p-value equal to 0.5. In this solution,
those accumulated between 1976 and 1982 there are 200,44.05 = 4.54 moles of mono-
and include previously published data.' 6  mers each carrying one oxygen site. The
The data on PEG are new, minimum number of water molecules

\\-.n compared kin equai affected by eac oxygen site is then
percenage basis. cc'iaiun was the Icast eflec-
t,.e ir, reducing the \%ater solkenc\ for Na 55.5X (-0.2)X 0.5 = 4.89. From the
citrate. The rn:,et effect \e are PEG and 4.54
PV\ME %%ith PEO and PVP falling in bct'\cen
PV"'NIE and gelatin. smoothed curves of Figures 2 to 6 the p-

Figures 2 to 6 provide the data to calculate values and AMINOWS for all concentra-
the minimum number of water molecules tic.ns of PVP, PEO, PVME, and PEG are
that have been affected by interaction with tabulated in Table I. We have no idea how
the polymer at a specific concentration. many of the NHCO groups in gelatin are free
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and not locked in -collagen foldsl'and thus their polarization realms reduces the average
made unavailable in reacting with bulk phase number of water polarized by these sites. In

estimate of AMINOW for gelatin, already showed that stirring, which tends to

Figure 7 plots the molar AMINOW at line up linear polymer chains, decreases p-
different concentrations of the polymer. Note values. (2) The AMINOW is an estimate of
that as tC conccntrations of PEO and the minimal number of water molecules
PVME increase there is first a rapid rise of polarized. Since it is highly unlikely that
AMINOW. folloved by a decline. The rise there is absolute exclusion of Na' from this

and decline are absent or less conspicuous for water, the actual number of water molecules
PEG and PVP in the concentration ranges under the influence of each polymer oxygen
studied. must also. for this reason. be higher. With

The o.' -\llNO\\ at ver\ lo k PEO and these considerations in mind, we are inclin;._
PV\IE content sucest: that the emstencc of to believe that under optimal,,,con-itions a
oxygen atoms on the pol.mer chain at right PVME oxygen atom polariz s considerably
distances apart is, by itself, an insufficient more than 20 water moleculesi.Regardless of
condition for the maximum reduction of exactly how many more than 20 are ad-
water solvency toward Na citrate. It seems sorbed. there seems little question that multi-
that the polymer to polymer relation may layers of water are involved.
play a role in the enhancement of the water- Let us next raise the question: If the
solvency reducing effect. In the polarized optimal spatial configuration of the PVME
multilayer theory, the role of the chain to molecules as seen in a 7.5% solution can be
chain interaction is to reinforce water polar- uniformly maintained at a hicher concentra-
ization as the chain-to-chain distance de- tion, what PVME conccntration would bc
creases. diagrammatically illustrated in required to yield a q-value of 0 for Na citrate?
Figure 8. However, when the chain-to-chain Let us represent this concentration as n%.
distance becomes too close (i.e., polymer The total number of non-solvent water would
concentration too high), the number of water be 30 X11 n while the total molar concen-

molecules with "non-solvent" properties will 58.08
decrease as the water molecules polarized by n
one chain overlap those polarized by tr.

neighboring chains. This decreased efficiency w:;er is nons!'. e \n en (0 - - =

may not only reflect duplication of the Io

polarizing effects but may also involve 30 > 5S.OS. One calculates that n is equal to
mutual cancellation since in these cases all 9.7. Thus. ideally, a 9.7% PVME should be
polarizing sites carry electrical charges of the able to have a q-value of 0 for Na citrate. In
same sign. reality, the q-value of a 9.7% PVME is not

At a 7.5% concentration, the molar zero but about 0.45. There are no doubts that

AMINOW of PVME reaches a figure of the random distribution of the chains play a

about 20. There are reasons to believe that role in this loss of efficiency.

under favorable conditions the actual num- As mentioned earlier. PVP. PEO. and

ber of water molecules that an oxygen atom PVME are all what are called NO-NO-NO
of PVME can polarize may exceed 20 con- systems. Theoretically NO-NO-NO systems

siderably: 1I) the polymer chains in our are less effective than one like the NP-NP-NP

samples must be highly random in distribu- system of the extended polypeptide chains.

tion. Many oxygen sites are therefore too Here, the altematingly positive and negative

close to other oxygen sites, and overlap of stes of CO and NH group further stabilize

%:-
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the multilayer water structures. 3.2 It may (i) the high ellectiveness of PEG in reducing
w'ell be expected that the postulated matrix the solvencv for Na citrate and t) the failure
proteins in living cells may be so ordered as of the AM INOW of PEG to undergo asharp
to avoid any wasteful overlap of water polar- drop even after PEG conccntration has
ization as has been shown for the solutions of reached as low as 2.5i%.
synthetic polymers. In this case. perhaps less
than 9.7% of the matrix protein would be
needed to polarize all the cell water, even if The foregoing work was supported b% MIH Grants 2,

one completely ignores (i) the space-filling ROI-CA16301-03 and 2.ROI-GM1142.-I.. Office Of

and wkater-content reducing effect of other Na%;iI Research Contract kW)014-79-C-0126. and

non-matrix proteins and macromolecules in Pennsyhiania Hospital General Research Support
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FIGURE 1. The nwohatalmr conversion factor for glass) containing N and P sites w~ith regular spacing like
solutions of Na cotra dW Nat sulfate. a checkerboard. NP-N.P-NP system represents an sqw- I

Nalent matrix of linear chains carrv in& N and P sites at

FIGURE 2. The apparent equilibrium distribution regular intervals separated from each other by distances -

coefficient (p-value) of Na citrate between various con- ruhyta foesae imtr n arepresent the CO and NH groups of an extended protein
centrations of gelatin solutions in the baes and in the can
external solution (370 C). The higher temperature was to can

keep the gelatin in the same fluid state as in other poly-
mers. For data at 250C and 00 C see Lin~g et . a.+4*

FIGURE 3. The apparent equilibrium distribution
coefficieni (P-%allue) of Na citrate between various
concentration of PV'P solutes in the bag and in the
external solution at various concentrations of P
(25- C).

F:KRE - ,C a~prn t:jiiiri,_rn .:;r:
~e::.c ~ Nj: n 'c\!%:c-:eienr uaier in the

(1: d %.1. Ml! - ~~in of p' i~hn
'n da' ':5 bis arno the %ater in the external

so:L:ions containrng no poh-mers it!Ci Co-nb~ncd
reslts of 4 sets of experiments. Distances bet~oeen bars
represent tuice the standard error.

FIGURE 5. The apparent equilibrium distribution
coefficient (p-value) of Na citrate betmeen varying
concentration of potvvinvlmeshvtlether solutions in the
dial'.sis sacs and the external solutions ('SIC). The
initial Na citrate (or sulfate) concent~ations in the
bathing solutions were from 5 mM to 1,5 M and are
indicated in the figure. Combined data from -,sets of
etpenments fMtantv! betmeen ham' represenit mum~'
the ftandird error. points ati lost P\ ME concentrat ion
%tere given as %,ngle determinations: the great variability
of the water an-' polymer contents made averaging of
thiese data undesirable.

FIGURE 6. The apparent equilibrium distribution
coefficient (p-value) of Na citrate between various
concentrations of PEG solution and the external
solutions (25'C).

FIGURE 7. The apparent minimal "nnoent-
%ter (AMINOW) to Na citrate in solutions of PYP,

* PEO. P\VNIE. and PEG solutions of different concen-

number of Hit0 molecules per oxygen atom in the

polymer.

FIGURE g Diagrammatic illustration of the effect of
decreasing distance between extended protein chains or
model polished glass surfaces. N represents negatively
charged sites and P posisisely charged sites. NP-N\P
system represets two juxtaposed surfaces (e.g.. polished

2. .2. 2.- -( -



T.ABLE I. The p-%alue and the molar apparent minimal -non-sokent" %ater for Na citrate in solutions of PVP.

PEO. PVME. and PEG of different concentrations.

PoRimer Content (1%. %k A) 2.5 5 7.5 10 I5 20 30 40 50 60

Water Content (%. A A) 97.5 95 92.5 90 85 80 70 60 so 40

- - - 0.80 0.72 0.63 0.42 0.30 0.13 0
PVP AMINOW (aerage number of

H.O molecules per oxygen atom) - - - 11.2 9.77 9.21 8.43 6.52 5 40 4.15

, .'i, - - 0.87 0.73 0.51 0.39 0.22 0.13 0.08 -

PEO AMI.%O\ (aerage number of
H..O molccul.s pcr ox.tccn atorl - - 3.92 5.90 6 80 5.96 445 3 19 2.25

S;,-Ci t - 0.89 0.50 0.45 0.39 0.34 0.22 0.11 0.05 -

PVME AMIO\ V (a~erage number of
HO molecules per oxygen atom) 6 6.70 19.9 16.0 11.2 8.52 5.87 4.30 2.96

pNa-Cit., 0.75 0.65 0.56 0.49 0.38 0.29 0.16

PEG AMINOW (aerage number of
HzO molecules per oxygen atom) 13.5 11.8 9.66 8.17 6.26 5.05 3.49

=.g.. ___________________________________________
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PSYSIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS
-: AUTHOR'S GALLEYS

STUDIES ON THE PHYSICAL STATE OF WATER IN LIVING CELLS AND
MODEL SYSTEMS. II. NMR RELAXATION TIMES OF WATER PROTONS
IN AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS OF GELATIN AND OXYGEN-CONTAINING
POLYMERS WHICH REDUCE THE SOLVENCY OF WATER FOR NA',
SUGARS, AND FREE AMINO ACIDS

G. N. LING and R. C. MURPHY
Molecular Biology Department. Pennsy, ania Hospital. Eighth & Spruce Streets. Philadelphia. Penna.
19107.

9 This communication reports our studt' of the NSMR relaxation times. T, and T2 of 11ater
protons in aqueous solutions of bovine serum albumin, gelatin. poly)vinYilpyrrolhdone.
polh(ethylene oxide), and polyvinylmethylether over a wide concentration range. In contrast to
solutions of gelatin and bovine serum albumin, the Tt/ T2 ratio of the three synthetic polymers :%

are close to unit), over the entire range studied. When combined with earlier-reported'data of
water made "non-solvent "to Na salts, the present data provided the basis for calculating the T
and T'2 as well as the rotational correlation time r, of the "non-solvent" water. It was shown
that onlv a modest reduction by a factor of about 3 of rc is enough to produce water that is
f"on-solvent "for Na citrate and sulfate. The new data reconciles NMR data of living cells wvith

the theorr of the cell iwater given in the association-induction h.ypothesis. The variability of r,
of "non-solvent" water also offers explanations of apparently conflicting conclusions on the
phtsical state of cell water from dielectric measurements.

INTRODUCTION

The development of the theories and tech- the spin-spin relaxation time. also called T2.
n ques of N M R spectre.:opy ope,.'d ways of The theory of NMR describes ithe magnituue
studying living cells never known before. One of T, and T2 as functions of the correlation
subject of interest concerns the most time (rc) - which is the characteristic time of
abundant and ubiquitous component of all the rotation of a molecule or the time of its
living cells: water. The central question is. diffusion into its next position (Bloerbergen
"Does the bulk of water in living cells exist as et al. 1948,_Kubo and Tomita, 1954,4Solo-
free water as postulated in the membrane mon. 1950. When water molecules turn
(pump) theory?" or "Does the bulk of cell freely as in liquid water. r, of the water
water exist in the state of polarized protons is short (2.6 X 10"t2 sec.) (25'C)
multilavers and suffer rotational as well as (Smith and Powles. 1966 in this case. T,
diffusional motional restriction as suggested and T2 of the kater protons are nearly equal
in a more recent theory of the living cell'the (see below). When water molecules freeze
associ~tion-ind ction - othes s Link. . into ice. the r, becomes much longer. T2 then
1965a t 196 Q96 1972.O  I977, becomes much shorter than T1.
1979. . 1979b,.1981.ing and Sobel. Since (Odeblad et al, 1956 - made NMR
197_i-1,T* In testing these alterr.,tive theories, measurements of water protons in living
a potentially useful approach involves the cells, much information on this subject has
measurement of the spin-lattice relaxation accumulated (for review, see Hazlewood.
time of the water protons. also called T1, and 1970. In general, it has been found that T,
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of water protons in living cells is considerably In the early 70's % hen the N IR in'estiga.

longer than T2. often by a factor of about 10. tion of cell %%ater uas most vigorously pur-
This differenc: -- etAeen T, and T: by itself sued. the polarized multila.er theory vas not
may be taken to indicate an "ice-like" or well known, nor was there a %erifiable "test
quasi-crystalline structure of cell water. tube- model for this theoretically postulated
However an examination of other charac- state of water. Fortunately the condition has
teristics of cell water tells a different story. improed. First it was shown on theoretical
Thus, the self-diffusion coefficient of water in grounds that the polarized multilayer theory
living cells differs as a rule from that of does not imply a high degree of motional
normal liquid water bl'.actor not more restriction of the "ater involved. Indeed.
than 2 (ling et al. 1967:L Abet darskaya et even large and complexed hydrated mole-
al. 196, 'Nild et al. 1972 .- r Finch et al, cules and ions like Na' only need to be

m1971 or review see Hazlewood. 197o," reduced in their motional freedom by a factor
while in ice, the self-diffusion coefficient of of ,' to account for the ol,.rved degree of
water is one million times slower than that of Na' exclusion (Ling l979a' Simple model
normal liquid ..water (Eisenberg and systems have also been found in which the
Kauzmann. 1962f Therefore little doubt bulk of the water does indeed exhibit
exists that cell water cannot be literally ice- properties predicted by the polarized multi-

like. layer theory. including the ability to exclude
Taking into consideration these and other Na'. sucros,. pd free amino acids (Ling et

findings, some workers in this field have al, 198oa,- b". One recalls that it is the
adopted the view that the bulk of cell water is maintenance of low levels of these solutes in

simply normal liquid water. The reduced T, cell water that led first to the introduction of
and T"2 observed are seen as the consequence the membrane-pump theory and then the
of rapid exchange of this normal liquid water polarized M.Iftlaver theory of cell water
with one or more small fractions of rotation- (Ling. 196513?
ally bound or otherwise effectively relaxing The choice of solvency reduction as the
water molecules with much shoqi.r Ti and T 2  criterion for the recognition and detection of
(Zimmermarand Brittin. l95 ,'ooke and water in the state of polarized multilavers
Kuntz, 19-A-0. offers various advantages. Direct relevance

Now if the bulk of cell water is truly to cell physiology is one. Another advantage
- normal liquid water, many "pumps" must be lies in the quantitative information about the

postulated for living cells (see Ling, Miller affected water that the solute distribution
and Ochsenfeld. 1973C--in order to account study provides. That is. the true equilibrium
for the asymmetrical distribution of sugars. distribution coefficient of a probe molecule
Na' (vs. K'). etc.. between living cells and (or q-value) or the apparent equilibrium
their environments. Yet it has been shown distribution coefficient (or p-value) (Ling and
tha" the cell does not have enough energy to Sobel. 197 45. can tell us quite unambigu-
cope with e~enrone of tt, postulated pumps ously the minimal amount of the water that
(Ling. 1962FChapt. 8 1965a."-1980?;. has been altered by the condition or sub-
Serious and probably insumountable as this stance that brings about the multilayer polar-
objection is. it is but one of a lengthening list ization. Studies of a familk of polymers and
of evidence against the merr .rane-pump proteins has shed light on the mechanism
theory (Ling. 1977 ' 1983a, l 1983 1 2' "  whereby these pol. mers and proteins chant
Clearly some other explanations must be the properties of water tLing et al. I9s0a"-

found in order to explain all the relesant 0W" Thus all the effectise ones contain
data. oxygen atoms at distances roughly equal to

S .- . . . .. '. . . . .
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that of two water diameters apart. They are I98 ,
all -extended:- 'he oxygen atoms are not tied
up in one or anoher form of macromolecular MATERIALS AND METHODS
H-bonds and thus are available to interact
%%ith the bulk phase water. M1aterials. Pol.%in>Imeth, lether (PV ME)

Among the polymers that affect water (Gantrez M-154--. Batch 185. was from
properties, gelatin has a long historv,..dating GAF Corp., NY: poly(ethylene oxide)
back to before Thomas Graham (186 -t''who (PEO). (Polhox-205). from Union Carbide.
used it to represent colloids. This unusual NY: polyvinylpyrrolidone. PVP-360. from
protein falls into the cate of an NP-NP- Sigma Chemical Co.. St. Louis. Lot 57C-
NP system (Ling. 1972i- its positively 0071: and gelatin (Type 1. approx. 300
charged polypeptide NH (P) and negatively Bloom), (swine skin) also from Sigma.
charged CO (N) groups are held in an
extended and exposed condition due to the ,MR relaxation rime measurements.
possession of many helix-breaking amino Water proton NMR relaxation times T, and
acid residues: glycinvroline, and hydroxy- T2 uere measured with a coherent CPS-2
proline (Veis. I964 Chou and Fasman, NMR pulse spectrometer (Spin Lock. Ltd..
1974 ".Other simpler water-polarizing poly- Port Credit. Canada) operating at a reson-
mers include polyvinylmethylether (PVME). ance frequency of 17.1 MHz. T, was deter-
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), and poly(ethy- mined with a 180'-r-90* pulse sequence: care
lene oxide) (PEO): all belong to what is was taken to insure reestablishment of
called an NO-NO-NO system as these equilibrium between readings by allowing at
polymers possess no P sites but only N sites least five times Ti in bet Sn readings (see
in the form of oxygen atoms with its nega- Farrar and Becker, 1971'5-. T2 was deter-
tively charged two lone pairs of electrons, mined with Carr-Purcell spin echo methods.
The sites between each pair of N sites are The sample temperature was 250 = 1.00C.
vacant and are referred to as 0 sites.

Following the recognition of the water- Preparation of paraniagnetic ion-free pol.1-
p-crperty-allering p.,ser of these polymers, mers. AL glassuare -- in,::uding d,>irm
%ke (and others) conducted investigations of vessels and transfer pipets - which came
several other physico-chemical attributes of into contact with polymers, were acid washed
water in this unusual physical state. Besides (concentrated HCI or aqua regia) and triple

its olvency-reducing effects already rinsed in distilled water. A 5(c polymer

mentioned (Lingtt al. 1980a.u b:tLingand solution \%as prepared by floating dry
Ochsenfeld. 1983 .otherstu4d'sricludethe polymer over water in a \Aide vessel and

osmotic activity (Ling. I8a-M:iswelliog allowing it to shake Lcntl, until dissolhed.
and shrinkage (Ling 1980b.9"93dr\ Washed Chelex 100 resin (Bio-Rad.

free ing and thawing (Zhan and Ling, Richmond. Calif.. 100-200 mesh. sodium

198 , and quasi-elastic neutron scattering form) %%as added to the solution and alloved

(Rorschach. 198.'1'. This communication to shake wtith the polymer solution until the
adds the results of our measurements of the solutions were free of paramagnetic ions (2-8
NMR relaxation times T, and T2 of similar days depending on polymer). To assay for
polymer- and gelatin-dominated water and of paramagnetic impurities the solutions v ere
%%ater in solutions of a protein that does not dried and the dry residues ashed at 600'C in

hase the sol\encv-reducing power. native a muffle furnace. The T, of a dilute acid

bovine serum albumin (BSA). A brief note extract of the ashes when compared \\ith that

"as published earlier (Ling and Murphy. of the acid itself determines the presence or

..................................................- .- -. .
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absence of the paramagnetic impurities. No much closer together. The T, T2 ratios of

attempt was rmade to remove oxygen in the solutions of these polymers as given in Table

samnles. 2 are not that far different from pure water at:
several pH's in air and in nitrogen as given in

RESULTS Table I (see aiso Meiboon et al. 1957'
Meiboon. 196. Figures 10. i. and 12 ,

Bovine serum albumin and gelatin. Figure show nearly equal rates of spin lattice relaxa-
I gives illustrative examples of plots of tion and spin-spin relaxation represented by
ln(A,-Ar) against varying values of r for I T, and I T2 respectively, in marked
solutions of purified bovine serum albumin contrast to the widely divergent I T] and
(BSA). gelatin as well as the polymers PEO. I T2 of the two proteins shown in Figures 3
PVP, and PVME. PAis the initial amplitude and 4. Table 2. ii
of the free induction decay signal following
the 900 pulse at time r. A,. equals iywhen 7 - DISCUSSION

-- . As a rule. the data can be adequately
described by a single slope, equal to - (T) "1 . Earlier Interpretations of NMR Data of
Figure 2 illustrates the Carr-Purcell plots for Protein Solutions and'of Living Cells. The
the determination of T2. The logarithm of the theory. of Bloembergen. Purcell .and Pound
echo height at time t, In At. is linearly related (1948).bKubo and Tomita (1954''and Solo-
to t also with a single slope, equal to - (T2)-'. mon (1952K'permitted the calculation of the
With these methods the data on T, and T2  relaxation rates (IT and I/T 2)asa function

were obtained for solutions of BSA and of r, at a specific field frequency. For water
gelatin at different concentrations and shown protons in a magnetic field of 17. 1 MHz (the
in Figures 3 and 4 respectively. The Ti's are frequency of our instrument), the relation
considerably longer than T2 throughout the between -e, Ti and T2 is illustrated in Figure
entire range of concentrations studied. The 13. To be noted is that T, goes through a
differences between Ti and T2 are most pro- minimum, the value of which varies with the
nounced at the lower H20 contents where field frequency. At rc lower than that corre-
both the T, and T2 curves bend sharply. In sponding to the Ti minimum, T, and T2 are
Figures 5 and 6. the same ,ata %%ere plotted essentially equal; above it. they diverge. As
as I T, and I,'T2 against the H20 contents. mentioned earlier, the longer Ti than the T2

Note that in each case the I T, and I T2  often observed for water protons in living
abruptly diverge after the water content falls cells and in solutions of a variety of isolated
below a certain value: 72,% for BSA and 51% proteins have been interpreted as due to
for gelatin. In general these data are close to rapid exchange between a minor fraction of
those reported earlier fer isolated proteins water protons with a very high value of r,

(Cooke and Wien. 197 iK-lowever. quanti- and a much larger fraction with a much lower
tativelv the curves for gelatin and BSA differ 1.. Thus if the rate of this exchange is much
considerably. At the same concentrations. T: faster than the NMR relaxation rates, then
and T2 of gelatin are much longer than those the observed NMR relaxation time Tob,

of BSA. would be a single value equal to the weighted
a~erage of relaxation times in the n different

P ', PEO and PI'ME. Figures 7. 8. and 9 populations of water protons (Zimmerman
show the T, and T2 values from solutions of and Britten. 195a"
PVP. PEO. and PVME. respectively. The
results differ markedly from those of protein n .

',* solutions. First. the T, and T2 curves are Tob,1 = P, T, , (1)
" ~i= I '
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%khere P, is the probability of the water tence of special sites that can powerfully,
proton being found in that specific ith popu- restrict the rotational motional freedom of
larion with T uato T. R, is usually taken water mnolecules as succested for T~pe Il
to be equal to the size of the proportion of .water in protein solution (Cooke and
water belonging to that population. KuntzA. lIn agreement %k.ith these simple

-7Cooke and Kuntz (1974 'explained the facts. T: and T2 of water in solutions of these
*observed T, and T2 of water protons in three pdlymers are essentially equal over the

isolated protein solutions at I to 100 MHz on %%hole range of polymer concentration -W
the assumption that the bulk of wvater is studied. much as they are in distilled water. A
normal liquid water (Type 1) with a 7c equal comparison of the data with Figure 13 shows
to 3 X 10-12 sec. in rapid exchange with one that no significant population of water
fraction of hydrated water (Type 11) of an protons could have -, much longer than that

*amount equal to 0.3 to 0.6 g. H2 0 g. protein corresponding to the Ti minimum at 3 X 10.8
with a r, of 10-9 sec.. and with another sec. Further analysis, to be described later.
minute fraction (Type 1ll) as little as 0.003 g. shows that the 7c is in fact much shorter than
H20 g. protein with a r, of 10,6 sec. They this.

- ~ then extended this conclusion to living cells. Since sites that theoretically could produce
Cooke and Kuntz's model of protein Cooke and Kuntz's Type 11 and Ill water

solutions and living cells In fact maintains cannot exist in these polymers, the reduced
that the observed T, is determined primarily T, and T2 when compared to those of liquid
by the Type 11 water and the observed T2 by water can be explained inonly two ways: All
the Type Ill water. This masking of the Ti water at all polymer concentrations is
and T2 of the large fraction of Type I water influenced by the polymers-, this is not im-
by the relaxations of the minor fractions of possible but rather unlikely. A more likely
water makes it difficult to learn much about interpretation is that some water molecules
the nature of the bulk phase water in these are significantly affected by the poly mers and
cases from the Ti and T2 data. Nevertheless, the rest of the water molecules are normal
Cooke and Kuntz did draw the conclusion liquid water.
from their NMR studies that the bulk of Even though from the viewpoint of the
water in living ceils is normal liquid water. polarized multila,,er theory. there cannot be
This conclusion was perhaps founded partly sharp boundaries between water molecules

*on the similarity in the behavior of protein affected by the polymers and those that are
solutions and living cells they studied, and not. it is. nevertheless. con\ enient to assume

* partly on the assumption that if the bulk arbitrarily that water in the PV P. PEO. and
*phase cell water is in the state of polarized PVME solution can be divided into t%%o

multilavers. its 7, would be much longer than kinds. They are designated as pol~ mer-
that of normal %,ater and the T, and T2 would altered \%ater (PAW) and normal liquid

*no longer agree with the values observed. The %%ater. Our next questions are: d I ) What part
data on the polymer~dominated water pre- of the polymer molecules could have affected

*sented here leads us to conclude that this the \%ater')* (2) -Howk much %ater is altered
assumotion is not correct. by the polymer at each ro:.mer conccntra-

tionT' and finally (3) "What is the corrclation
Estimates of r, of Polinmer-donminated time. -,. of this' po1l mer-altered wkaterl'

Water. PVP. PEO. and PV'M*E are all long
linear chains of similar bifunctional mono- 1. WIhat paOrt of the iohmi ?er tmW/e'cuie

meric units joined end to end. There are no a/wer !he %%ater,' The structures of PEO and
polar side chains, hence no Type 11 water. P\'ME are \cry simple. there are only two
Nor is there the basis for postulating the exis- tx pes of atoms or atomic groups: CH 2 and

"-7 f
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CH3 on the one hand. oxygen on the other. 3. Ifliat is tMe roational correlation time J

There is no significant interaction between 7, of the polimer-altered "aierl Once %ke

saturated hydrocarbons and water; indeed it knot% how much of the %%ater in a particular

is this lack of hydrocarbon-water interaction concentration of PEO or P\'lE is made

that creates the so-called "hydrophobic non-solkent to Na citrate. %e can calculate

bonds. This leaves oxygen atoms as the the T, of this altered Aater from the mea-

primary seats of water-polymer interaction. sured TIof that polymer solution by making

There is other evidence supporting this use of Equation I. The fact that only asingie

conclusion. As an example, in his studies of T, (and T.) tas observed. justified " 'se of

amide-water interaction, Wolfenden ( 1978 ±*4 the rapid exchange model on which Equdtion

found that the peptide oxygen. not the NH I tas based. For an illustrati'e discussion te

group. is the major site of interaction with may choose a 50(c PEO solution. Here the

water. measured T, taken from the data of Figure 8.
and tabulated in Table 3 is 520 msec or 0.52
seconds. Since the un-degassed water mea-

2. How much water is altered by the pol,- sured s4ith our spectrometer has a T, of 2.6

mers at each polymer concentration? Due to sec. (Table I). the average T, of the polymer-i
.." " altered water. represented as T P '  is

the masking effect of any rapid exchange of described by
magnetic energy among water molecules and
between water and non-water molecules or 0.92 + 0.08 _ (2)
atoms by spin diffusion, it is difficult to tell Ti PA 2.6 0.52
from NMR data how many water moleculesfromNNI dat ho marv satermolcule %%here 0.92 and 0.08 are respectively the
in a complex system like a polymer solution

volume percentage of polymer-altered waterha~e altered NMR relaxation times. How,-

ever. it is here that the property of solvency and normal liquid water respectively. From

reduction of the water is most useful. Thus if this equation, a T1PAw of 487 rsec, is calcu-

a p-value of 0.5 for a certain probe molecule lated. This and other data are recorded in
Table 3.

is demonstrated. at least 50% of the water Ta- 3.
must be affected. In Tables 3 and 4, w! have A uriey of the TPAs in Tables 3 and 4.
included the p-values for Na citrate of solu- re~eals that, as a rule, its value increases as

tions of the two polymers PEO and PVME the percentage of polymer decreases. Based

from Ling and Ochsenfeld (1983. Also on the theoretical curve of Figure 13, we also

cited in these tables are the estimated estimated the rotational correlation time, r,
for the polymer-altered water. The r, %alues

minimal amount of polymer-altered water for te
gi'en in percentage. Thus at 50(c concentra- of T, 2iven in Tables 3 and 4 range from

tion. at least 90( of the water of both PEO 7.6 X 10 a second for 7.5% PVME to 4.88 X

and PVME solutions has lost its solvency for 10 for 50% PVME. Comparing these 1ith.

Na citrate. In 7.5- PEO solutions, only 13% the r, of normal liquid water (3 X 102
of the water has been so affected while in second) one finds that (i) it is longer but only j
7.5% PVME 50% of the water has lost its by a %er\ modest factor and (ii) the r, for the
soivency for Na citrate. Moreover, the polymer-altered %ater ranges from 3 to 19

altered water is not likely to have lost com- times slo%er than the -. of normal liquid
pltctlv its sol,.enc.. In that case. the per- tater. We caution that the precise values of

centage of pol. mer-altered water i ill bee en 7, estimated must not be oerly emphasized.
greater. N First. the exact values of constants used in
g t computing the cur'es are subject to some

%ariation. Second. the theoretical cure of
rotational correlation time we used refers

S,



onl. to the intramolecular dipolar interaction Type I1 water to range from 0.3 g. protein to
(T:..) %hile the obser'e6 lone~tudinal tMice that much. The, also considered that
re.i .ation (T.) orgia:es from both T: Litrr Type I1 water is th ,non-freezable water.
and intermolecular interaction (T:te. Kuntz et al (1969 sho~ed that the non-
imoking largely diffusional motion, Esti- freezable water in a BSA solut!Lin amounts to

mates of from 25( (Abragam. 196 .'p. 302) 0.4 g. H20 g. protein. It has long been estab-

to as high as 50% (Emsley. Feenev. and lished that 60c% gelatin does not freeze even

Sutcliffe. 1965A Krvnici. 196&0 ) of the T, in liquid nitrogen (Moran. 1928ir.Thus the

of m ater proton ma. originate from the non-freelzable water of gelatin is 40 60 = 0.67
intramolecular effect. Since g. H 2 C. protein. Comparing the two, one

concludes that a gelatin solution has much

TI; = T - T,,,wia, , (3) more Type 11\waterthan one of BSA of equal
concentration. With more Type II water, the

by ignoring the intermolecular contribution. T, of a gelatin solution should be consider-

we in fact somewhat o'erestimate the %alue ably shorter than that of an equal concen-

r. But this error is not very significant in the tration of BSA.
degree of quantitative accuracy we strive for Now Cooke and Kuntz estimated the
now. "intrinsic" T, for Type 11 water at 40 msec, a

value corresponding to a rc of 10-9 sec. At
A New Interpretation of the .\IR Data this rc value. T, is independent of the field

from Living Cells. Up to now, major dis- frequency (see Figure 13). Thus their data of
agreements exist on the subject of the physi- 40 msec or .04 sec. estimated at 100 MHz can

cal state of water in living cells: From NMR be directly applied to our measurements at
studies some investigators claim the bulk of 17.1 MHz. Using Equation I we have for a
cell uater is normal. Others objected to this 20- solution of BSA and a value of 2.6
\iew because of the insufficiency of energy to second for Ti of normal liquid water, a pre-
operate the membrane-pumps which the dicted T, for water protons given by:

normalcy of cell %ater inevitably demands 1 H0.2 X 0.4 + 0.2 X 0.4
(for fuiLdiscussin on this subject. see Ling. - + (4)

196-i 1983bj. i1  2.6 0.04
As mentioned earlier, part of the free-cell- Tx = 426 msec. (5)

vater conclusion might ha%e originated from

an erroneous guess of what r, should be for For a 20c gelatin solution.

"ater protons in the state of polarized multi- ... l-0.2 × 0.66) 0.2 XO.66 .l
a.aers. The experimental demonstration T

T.6 0.04
presented here shows that the 7, of water (6)
fully able to exclude Na citrate may. ne~er- TI = 275 msec. (7)

theless. be different from that of normal

vkater by a modest factor of 3. This modest No'h let us compare these theoretical values
lengthening of r, opens the door toward a with those actually measured. An examina-

new interpretation of the NMR data of water tion of Figure 3 sho%%s that T, of 20,% BSA is
in liing cells. 620 msec. which is not a good fit of the

First we must understand that the founda- predicted value of 426 msec but perhaps

tion for the conclusion of normal liquid cell acceptable. A much worse prediction is that
water is of limited precision and inoles of the gelatin solution. Thus T, of a 20%
assumptions that seemed reasonable but not gelatin solution actually measured is not
pro~en. Thus Cnoke and Kuntz est:mated shorter than that of BSA as predicted.

• ~~~.... #• .'.............................).o .. .... ...... • . .
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Rather it is longer considerably, at 1300 proton NMR relaxation in proteins. Indeed.
msec' another compelling reason for its invoihe-

This rather severe d!.,crepancy beteen ment is the even shorter T, for SAe BS.

theoretical predictions and experimental solution, which Ling et al (1980a, b ha~e
obsenations illistrates first that the non- shown to contain little "non-solvent water"
freezable water may not necessarily be the for Na sulfate. However the role of polar side
source of T. reduction in all r'rotein solu- chains In causing water proton relaxation

tions. Second. we suspect that non-freezable may be more complicated than that of a
water may not be always equated \ ith hydra- direct equation with hydration water of polar
tion water of polar side chains. (Bull and side chains. Some specific polar side chains
Breese. 1968M untz et al, 19692. Were it or perhaps combinations of polar side chains
otherwise, there should be no non-freezing of the same or even neighboring protein
water in solutions of PEO. PVNIE, and PVP molecules may be more effective than others.
at all. None of these polymers contains polar If we assume that water influenced by the
side chains but they all show large amounts "polar side chains" or polar-side-chain com-
of non-freezing water as will be described in plexes" has a T, of about 40 msec, one can
detail in a {t-coming paper, hang & also make a rough estimate as to how much
-iM'' 1983). fl of this water (x) exists in a 20% gelatin

Fror . the data of Ling and Ochsenfeld solution, assuming that the non-solvent
(983) 'one finds that the p-value for Na water has the same T1 as in PEO or PVME
citrate in a 20% gelatin solution is 0.87. If one solutions at an equal concentration.
assumes that there are only two kinds of
water in this gelatin solution, "non-solvent" = (-0.13-x) 0.3 + x

water and normal liquid water, they would 1.3 2.6 .2 0.04 )
correspond. respectively, to 13c% and 87% of
the total water. Again using Equation I. and x = 0.013. (11)
the measured T, of 1300 msec for a 20%
gelatin solution one finds that Thus only 1.3% of the water in the 20%

gelatin needs to be influenced by the "polar
I - 0.87 0.13 side chains" in order to produce a T, of 1300

1.3 2.6 T.PAW (8) msec in a 20% gelatin solution.
Now let us turn to living cells. From the AI

and 
No

Hypothesis. the bulk of cell water would be
non-solvent to Na citrate: none or very little

T
1

PA 
w  = 0.300 second. (9) free water exists in normal resting cells. Ling

also expressed the opinion that paramagnetic
A comparison with the T, of non-solvent ions associated with cell proteins most likely
water in the PEO and PVME systems at contribute to..Ohe water proton rela.ition
similar concentrations given in Tables 3 and (Ling. 1979a. 26 Ling and Tucker. 198 'J). To
4 suggests that 300 msec may be too low a discuss NMR properties of water protons inigure to be consistent with the PEO and living cells some specific data are needed. We
PVME data. That is. in promoting w'ater cite the following: On December 26, 1980.
proton relaxation, gelatin may have in addi- four pairs of sarorius muscles from four
tion to what it shares with PEO and PVME. male frogs were isolated. Using the same
something extra. What can this extra element instruments the T, measured was, for each
be? Probably polar side chains. pair: 580, 600: 610, 610, 680, 690; 620, 640

So \he have come a full cycle back to theor sie hain co a fullr cycle ba othe msec. The mean ± S.D. was 629 ± 38.7 msec.
polar side chains as a major source of water The water contents were all close to 80%.

.................................--........-".-"-.".
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Let us lump ihe fast-relaxing water asso- First we .ould like to menion that in our

ciated , ith paramagnetic ion-protein com- experience %Ith barnacle muscles (Reisin and

plexes and *-.. se assoc:ated \ith special L-. 93, "z ,hn,, of he muscie cei:.,
..polar side chains" of cell proteins and repre- from the barnacle shell inxol~es inevitable

sent their sum as y with a Ti equal to .04 sec. cutting and severe damage of one end of

Again assuming the bulk of cell %%ater to have these muscles. This deleterious effect. which

the same T, as in a 20c PEO or PVME tends to'spread. seems exacerbated by subse-

solution (1.3 sec.), we have quent exposure to 0'C. It would seem that a
better alternative is to study frog muscles.

- 0.8-\ % %hich come in intact form and are entirely
0.63 1.3 004 (12) healthy at 0 C. However. even if frog

muscles \,ere studied, it %ould not be alto-
v = 0.04. (13) gether surprising that the data do not com-

pletely agree with those from the study of
Thus only 4- of the muscle cell vater Artemia c.sts for the follo\,ing reason.

needs to be associated with paramagnetic \We haxe already presented some of the
ion-protein compiex and %,ith special "polar- reasons %hy the bulk of water in all types of
side chains" to account for the observed Ti in lix ing cells %"ould be "non-solvent" to Na.,

frog sartorius muscle while the bulk of cell citrate (for full account, see Ling. 1983b) .
water is "non-iolxent." This single set of Thus if the trend of decreasing r, with

figures has showkn that it is possible to ex- increasing water content and decreasing
plain at once the NMR data and the lox. polymer (or protein) content (Tables 3 and 4)
levels of Na. sugar, free amino acids. etc.. in holds in living cells, then the much higher
living cells. %xithout postulating an ever- water contents of barnacle or frog muscle

lengthening list of membrane pumps. (80() %ill predict a lover 7, for muscle water
We now turn to another aspect of the find- protons than for those of Artemia cysts.

ings described in this paper. i.e.. the ,ari- which had a water content of 50%. Since the
ability of -c of the -non-solvent" water and Debye rotational correlation time rd is equal
the increase of rc with decreasing water to 2.5 r. (Eisenberg and Kauzmann.
conter. and increasing polymer conceitra- the anticipated smaller difference in rd of
tion. We shall demonstrate that this facet of normal liquid water may be easily over-
the present finding may help to clarify some looked.
other current conflicts of opinions. It seems fitting to end this discussion by

pointing out that the recent quasi-elasticVie Iticrease ,of Motional Restriction in neutron diffraction studies of Artemia cysts
the "'.o-so lt" l'ater ,ith Inc reasing also led to the conclusion that the rotational
Poli nier Concentraton as the Basis for motioral freedom of \,ater in these cells was.
Reconciling Seemuingi Cuntradictorv Find- clearl restricted Jrantham et al. 1983).
ings of the Dielectric Properties of Cell cla"

Rorschach (1983) also studied the neutron
Rater. Studies of cells of Artemia cysts diffract:on of a 3." solution of PEO. which

revealed a dielectric constant of the cell w ater
as in fact a samrpi- from the same PEO used

distinctly different from thAt of normal liquid in t rt R Ho h

water (Clegg et al. 1982N -ln contrast. Foster. P s et n st ud\ e foun thaternie

Schepps. and Schwann ( 980 failed to find PEO solution Tarongl. resembles the arteia3cxst. From Table S one finds that at 35';
significant differences in the dielectric
constant of water in isolated barnacle muscle 10 t sec ..6

at O*C when compared to normal iiquid
water.

A.
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FIGU RE 1, Plotsof In ov.; ,A%~gainst A. is the initial amplitude of the iree induction deca% signal fo i~osk ing
*the 90-' pulsc at time *.is As r - The data illustrate that thceplots can he fIlled Aith a single slope, equal to -

( T,) 1. The concentrations were: BSA (10 O' ); geatin (2.94(- 1. F'\P (5.66';1. PEO 0' 6"';), PVM E us.&6C

F tK. . arr- Purcll pljots of In A, against t As here Aisthe echo hekani at time t The data illustrate that the
Plots can be fitted A ith a single slope equal to - (T2) ' The concentrations s4ere: BSA (83r) gelatin (8.0r'). PV P
(9.3%);. PEO (61%): PVM1E (9-9(%).

* FIGURE 3. T, and T2 of %kater proton in aqueous solutions of bovine serum albumin plotted against
* their water contents.

FIGURE 4. T, and T2 of water proton in aqueous gelatin gel plotted against their water contents.

FIGURE 5 Plots of (TO) ' () and (T2) o)against the
water contents of different concentrations of bo~ine
serum albumin (BSAi. Data same as in Figure 3.

FIGU RE 6. Plots of (To) ' (etand (T-,) I ot against the
water contents of different concentrations of ielatin gel.
Data same as in Figure 4

FIGURE 7. T: and T, %%ater protons in aquc.,us solutions of poly~in~Ip~rrohdone (P' P1 against their
W", water contents.

FIGURE 8. T-. and Ta of \sater proton in aqueous solutions of poleth~ lene cside d'EOi aga:nst 'heir
ssater contents.

FIGURE 9. Ti and T2 of skater protons in a Sq;L.soans o: po(n;-crvnrP\ NlEi against
* their water contents.

FI~iUR~k 10. Plots of (Tj i and (T, (o1 against \... - ----

t he w'a\e r .ontents of'h~~.~tF4~-4--

*FIGLURE 10 Plots of iT, i ' # and (T Li i oi against
the wsater contents of he solution% ot pols\ ns\ sro
done of different concentrations. Data 5.ime Figure 7.

FIGURE it. Plots -) 01 I ii i and iT., ioi agaist the w~ater contents o: po ec\tdjei Data

,amc as in Figure h

FIGURE 1'. Plots of tiT' i jt and (T) ;L) against the uater contents of 5 anous pol\\inmi-eth~lcther
scitut ions, Data same as in Figure 9.
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FIGL RE I I Theoretical curxes of T: and T2 of Aater proton at arious rotationjl correlation ".Mes. r.

.ai: !aed from the euuations of Bloemberger. Purcell and Poind iJ 94, is rnod:tcd h.% Kbo and Tomjita

= lOb6 1 2, -

p.'.- :!,a.'.

'2--

%Ahere -y is the manaietogpric ratio iequal to 5 5b5 for protons.\ts the Plarti, constant 1h 2.b is the
interproton distance, w~. is the Larmour frequency 117. 1 X 10'Xiz for our instrument). The %alue of A=

used %%as 0 83X 10%

* -,. . .

TAL 1, T", ah
"

nd 5T of"a rtnso itle

-Anterprto dfretne pH s th airo ur reenc. II O-l o u srmnLTevleo

Distilled ""

\\ater pH T:

Air 6.6 2550 1'a0 1 47

N2 66 3200 2100 1.52

Air 3.5 2550 2150 1 21

N2 3.5 3250 2700 1.20

Air 106 2600 2200 1.30
1 0,6 3325 2650 L.2b

TABLE 2. The rat;os of T; T for RS-\. gelatin. PVP. PEO. and P ME at %arious satcr content. lo sasc space.

eser\ 4th set of data trom PVP and escr% second et of data from PEO were deleted. I hsc deleted data are in essence

similar to those retained.

H A Gelatin PvP PEO %\ ME

-; H.0 Ti T. H.O Ti T. 1- HjO Tt T2  "i HjO Tj T" H.O T, T2

980 1 49 89 5 1',3 90 7 1. 10 95,9 1 37 912 1 32

91.7 2 27 74.9 254 XI 6 1.41 90.8 1,41 83.0 1.30

,6.5 25 593 4 6" 764 127 S'4 154 '5 4 127

792 330 47 2 9 29 69.9 1.06 I 40 t,5 9 I 10

"00 2 424 5 50 6'I 1.28 "8 '9 594 1.II

590 11 50 356 1250 599 0,98 6l'4 145 404 1 01

24.8 13.00 418" 1 20 56 3 20 26 I 82
3Q 0 0'4 399 21)

-. " ' , . .. . *. . * .. .... . .. " . .... ." _ , r . ,



* TABLE 3. The T!"A and of estzrmated pohmer altered N~aler iPAY.) in PEO-,Aa:er s%%trm n ie mo~untso
PAVk Acre ohtained from the P.%alues for \a citrated %ere taien frorr L.ne an-d Ocn~,.n'feld i 03i \lctnodi of
caiculations described in text

PEO

ontent1% 7,5 10 15 : 30 4050

H•-0 Content

-').5 90 85 s0 70 w0 50

Timec) 2280 :110 1800 1540 1110 780 50

,- ..%1-07

'1 -0.87 0.0 051 0 39 0.22 0.13 0.08
Minimal poh.-
mcealtered
%%ater 1()3 49 61 78 87 92

T, PA(MSec) 1250 1400 1360 1220 947 707 487
PAW 1...

(sec) l.02X 10*1 9.2X 10 9.4X 10 1,06X 10" 1.36X 10 1.8IX 10 '2.6-,X10

-p

4',

TABLE 4. The T,"" and rcp' of estimated polymer altered "kater (PAW) in PME-vater sstem. The amounts

of PAW -ere obtained from the p-alues for Na ctrate and were takewfrom Ling and Ochsenfeld (1983). Methods of

calculations described in the text.

PVME

Pol% mer content 5 .5 0 15 20

H.0 content 1-r) 95 95 90 :0 5 s0

T: (msec) :, 2 2100 2050 950 1"50 1540

.00.89 0.50 045 0 3 0.4

%Mini.-ral polymr-

altered te 50 55 61 66

T m PAI {msec) 1821 1690 12 0 94 S0 27
PAW 1 O

:  
. 10 1 l 0 .6

4.30 40 50NI

I 1130 -30 .

02 0.11 05 0O i

915 6,0 46)
1.33)X 10 1: 1. 9YX 10 no' 2. 10 '' 4 So.(I0

...-

-. 4

TABL 4.TheTt
r

ad r 
'w

f etimtedpolyer lteed .atr (PW) PVE-v atr sytem Th amunt
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NMR RELAXATION OF WATER PROTONS UNDER THE INFLUENCE OFPROTEINS AND OTHER LINEAR POLYMERS

G. N. LING and R. C. MURPHY
Department of Molecular Biology. Pennsylvania Hospital, Eighth and Spruce Streets, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania 19107

The concept that water in living cells may specimen of water firmly established as
exist in a physical state different from that of existing in the polarized multilayer state.
normal liquid water' 5 stimulated consider- Without an inanimate model, the assumption
able interest in the nuclear magnetic reson- that the major phase cell water is entirely
ance (NMR) relaxation times of water pro- normal liquid water became the more appeal-
tons in living cells.68- (for review, see ref. 9). ing, whereas in truth the "cover-up" effect of
The low T, and 2, as well as the high ratio a minor phase rapidly relaxing water is so
of Ti T2 observed in living cells, led some powerful that the bulk-phase water may very
scientists to the belief that the NMR data lent well have relaxation times quite different
direct support to the association-induction from thsoe of normal liquid water and still
hypothesis. according to which all or nearly remain camouflaged.
all cell water exists in a state of polarized Over the last few years, however, this lab-
multilavers (PMW). oratory has succeeded in developing a simple

Subsequent investigations, however, led but efficient method of diagnosing PMW. By
many to a different conclusion. It was argued use of that method, the existence of PMW
that the short T,. T2 and high Ti / 72 ratio has been established as well as the conditions
reflect only the properties of a minor-phase that convert normal liquid water into PMW.
water in rapid exchange with bulk-phase Specifically, the method consists of exposing
water, which is simply normal liquid water to a matrix of fairly closely placed
water.9- 10  chains containing oxygen atoms the dis-

It is gratifying to note that these efforts tances between the nearest neighboring
aimed primarily at solving a basic science oxygen atoms being roughly equal to twice
problem have already led to the recognition the diameter of a water molecule.'" The
of one fundamental attribute of cancer t and number of layers of water that can be effec-
the development of a potentially powerful tively polarized between chains is estimated
tool for clinical medicine, the FONAR.' 2 In as falling below 10 molecules between a pair
both. Damadian played a major and critical of polarizing chains.
role. Among the water-affecting polymers

A major difficulty in using NMR relaxa- studied as matrices, the most intriguing is
tion time studies to determine whether or not poly (ethylene oxide) (PEO) (-CH2-O-CH 2 )n
the bulk-phase water exists in the PMW state because of its extreme simplicity; this poly-
lay in the lack of recognized criteria by means mer has no side chains whatsoever. Other
of which NM R proton relaxation times could effective polymers are polyvinylmethyl ether
be used to differentiate normal water and (PVME), polyvinyl-pyrrolidine (PVP), and
PMW. This lack of known distinguishing gelatin.
NMR traits of PMW in turn reflected the We have now carried out a series of studies
fact that at the time the PMW model was of the NMR proton relaxation times of water
proposed there was no readily available in highly purified polymer-water systems.

'p.i

83 12 21 002
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Reserving the detailed data for a full presen- can explain the different behavior of both
tation elsewhere, we report here the following native bovine serum albumin solution, whose

* , basic findings: water is essentially normal as judged by its
(i) Both Ti and T2 of the polymer-oriented solvency for Na', sucrose, and glycine, and of

water are considerably shorter than those of gelatin "gel" where water has reduced sol-
normal liquid water, becoming shorter with vency for these probe molecules.t  0

increase of polymer concentrations.
(2) The ratio TI, T2 , on the other hand, is the foregoing work was supported by NIl] ha'1, 2-

close to unity ( 1.0 to 1.4) in all concentrations ROI-CA16301-03 and 2-ROI-GMI1422-13. an. by

of PEO, PVME. and PVP solutions; it Office of Nasal Research Contract N(IX)I4-79-('-126.

resembles the T T2 ratio of normal liquid REFERENCES
water at near neutral pH. 5 R

(3) Gelatin solution like that of native L G. N. ling. The physical state of water in living cell
bovine serum albumin, shows a much higher and model systems. Ann. IYAtad. Sit.. 125. 401

-*.T 1 T ratio at high polymer concentrations. (1965).

Taken as a whole, the data can be inter- 2. G. N. ting. Effects of temperature on the state of
water in the living cell. In Thermohiologr. A.

preted as follows: water in the dynamic state Rose. Ed. Academic Press, New York. 1967, p 5.
of polarized multilayers does indeed suffer 3. G. N. Ling. M. M. Ochsenfeld and G. Karreman.

rotational(and translational)motional restric- Is the Cell Membrane a Universal Rate-l.imiting

tion' : but far less than that seen in solid ice. Barrier to the Movement of Water between the
The correlation time, r,, for water effectively Living Cell and Its Environment. J. g,'n I'h..w
excluding Na', sucrose, and glycine, is 50. 1807 (1967).

4. . N. Ling. A new model for the living cell: A sum-
estimated to be no larger than 3.5 X 10 "l sec mary of the theory and recent experimental evi-

(25C) and thus not more than 10 times dence in its support. Int. Rev. (vioL, 26. 1 (19691.
slower than that in normal water. r' progres- S. 6. N. Ling and W. Negendank. The physical state
sively decreases with decreasing water con- of water in frog muscles. Phtsiol. (hem. Phy.s.. 2.
tent of the polymer-water system, reaching a 15 (1970).

t h6. 0. C. Fritz and I. J. Swift. The state of water in
value of 10 "se at 20 to 35% water contents. polarited and depolarized frog nerves. A proton
Since the Debye dielectric rotational correla- magnetic resonance study. Bioph vs. J.. 7. 675

- tion time (Td) is equal to 2.5 ret 6 18 the (1967).
corresponding Trd should be 2.5 X 10-'1 sec. It 7. F. W. Cope. Nuclear magnetic resonance evidence
is interesting to compare this value with the using D20 for structured water in muscle and
a brain. Biophis.. J.. 9. 303 (1969,,additional dispersion of wet lysozyme d 8 C. F. Hazlewood. B. L. Nichols. and N. F. Cham-

der with a rrd o1"2 \ 10 l sec that Harvey and berlain. Evidence for the existence of a minimum
Hoekstra t9 obscr'ed when the water content of two phases of ordered water in skeletal muscle.
increased beyond 0.35 gig protein. This Nature. 222. 747 (1969).
water content corresponds roughly to the 9. R. Mathur-D)eVre. The NMR studies of water in

limit of polar group hydration.2' Therefore biologtcal systems. Prog. Biophys.AMo/. Bid.. 35.
)03 1979).

the additional hydration referred to might be 10, . D. Kunt/ and W. Kau/mann. Hsdration ol pro-
largely due to polariiation by the polypeptide teins and polypeptides. Adv. Protein ('hent.. 2M.
NHCO groups and thus would be polarized 239 11974).
in a manner similar to polarization of the II. R. l)amadian. Tumor detection h nuclear mag-
PEO-water systen.' 14

.
20  

netic resonance. Science. J71. 1151 11971).
12. J. I.. Marx Ibcid.. 210 (190).

The Tt T2 ratios were found to be quite 13. (i. N. Ling, M M. Ochsenfeld. C. Walton. and i.
different in the two proteins studied. Here a .1, Ocrsinger. Mechanismol solute exclusion from
minor phase of more rapidly relaxing water cells: the role of protein-water mtera.tion.

in rapid exchange with the major phase water Phi.%i,,;. Chem. Phys.. 12. 3 1190)-
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14. G. N. Ling. C. Walton. and T. J. Bersinger. Re- 18. N. Bloembergcn. E. M. Purcell. and R. V. Pound
duced solubility of polymer-oriented water for Relaxation effects in nuclear magnetic res.onance
sodium salts, amino acids. and other solutes absorption. Phisto,4 Rev.. 73. 679 (190),

C% Inormally maintained at low levels in living cells. 19. S. Harvey and P. liockstra. J. P'hi.% Chem,. 76.
Ibid.. I 11. 2987 (1972).

15. S. Meiboom. Z. Luz, and D. Gill. Proton relaxa- 20. G. N. Ling. In Water and .4queou.s Sdutun.
tion in water. J. C'hem. Pin's.. 27, 1411 (1957). R. A. Homne. Ed. Wiley-lnterseience. %es% York,

16. D. Eisenberg and D. Kauzmann. Structure and 1972.
Properties of Water. Clarendon, Oxford. 1969.

17. R. Cooke and 1. D. Kuntz. Annu. Rev. Biop i-s.. 3, (Received Xcovernber 2t), 198)

95 (1974).
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PRELIMINARY NOTE
APPARENT SIMILARITY IN PROTEIN COMPOSITIONS OF MAXIMALLY

DEVIATED CANCER CELLS

GILBERT N. LING and R. C. MURPHY
Department of Molecular Biology, Pennsylvania Hospital. Eighth and Spruce Streets. Philadelphia,

Pennsvlvania 19107

Using SDS gel electrophoresis, we The present results suggest that cancer

examined the total protein contents of 14 may indeed represent a cellular change to

types of mouse cancer cells (Kreb's, Reif- either a single ontologically earlier totipotent

Allen. P815, Hepatoma 134. P4132, I.SA, state or to a single new totipotent state. In

TA3, L1210, P1081, Ehrlich, Meth. A, either case, apparently actively transcribed

15091A, Sarcoma 180, T241) and 5 types of genes specific to their parent normal tissues

rat cancer cells (Walker 256, Yoshida hepa- are shut off and a specific assembly of genes

toma, Novikoff, AS30, Dunning leukemia). common to all cancer cells is transcribed to

We then compared those contents with the produce highly similar if not identical cancer

cellular protein contents of normal mouse cells regardless of their ancestry. El

and rat tissues (brain, muscle, liver, spleen,

heart, lung. nerve).
"he results show, on the one hand, much

similarity in the kinds and amounts of pro- *rhis work was supported by a research grant Irom the "
tcins from the various types of cancer cells National Cancer Institute, 2-ROI-CA16301-04.

although they derived originally from widely

different tissues. On the other hand, great

diversity is seen among the proteins from

normal cells, as to be expected. Eight of the

major polypeptide bands seen in all cancer

cells studied gave apparent molecular weights

'I of 34.000, 36,900, 46,100, 49,800, 57,000,

59,200. 69,600 and 92,500 daltons respective-

ly. All the cancer cells were what Pottert calls

.maximally deviated" as indicated by their REFERENCES

very short transplantation time (i.e., one J.
week). I. v. R. Potter. Transplantable animal cancer, the

Our findings, to be fully described else- primary standard, Cancer Rex., 21, 1331 (1961).
2. J. P. Greenstein. Biochemistry of Cancer. Aca-

where, extend and are in harmony with the demic Press, New York, 1947.

conclusions of J. Greenstein23 from his 3. J. P. Greenstein. Some biochemical characteristics
studies of one special kind of protein, the of morphologically separate cancers. Cancer

enzvmes. These he found different in normal Res., 16. 641 (1956).

tissues but more alike in the cancer cells he

studied. (Received September I, 1982)
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SUMMARY

At constant external K+ and Na+ concentration, variation of external

Mg "++ concentration between 1.2 nM to 73.2 nt4 brought about no change of

the resting potential of frog sartorius muscles which remained constant

S"at 88 mV even though Mg+ (as chloride and sulfate) penetrates into muscle

cells faster than K+ (as chloride). The significance of these findings in

relation to current theories of cellular potentials were discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

A number of theories exist concerning cellular electrical potential,

among which are the membrane potential theory of Hodgkin and Katz,

(l)
first presented in 1949 , and the surface adsorption potential theory,

a part of the association-induction hypothesis presented first briefly in

(2) (3-7)
1955 and later in greater detail in 1960, 1962, 1982, and 1983

Considerable experimental work has already been reported in the literature

aimed at testing the validity of both these theories and will be considered

later in this paper, under Discussion. This paper will present the results

of yet another investigation designed to provide additional factual guide-

lines for determining which theory is the more realistic one.

THEORY

I. The Membrane Pump Theory of Hodgkin and Katz

Details of this well-known theory will not be reiterated here. Briefly,

this theory of cellular potential is seen as a modification of the membrane

(8)
potential theory which was first clearly defined by Bernstein . In Bern-

stein's original version of the theory, cellular potential is described as

an equilibrium potential; its maintenance per se does not demand continuous

energ, expenditure. The discovery that Na+, long thought to be an impermeant

(9,10)
cation, is actually a permeant cation 9 renders this version of the

membrane theory untenable. Partly to overcome this difficulty and partly to

incorporate their important discovery of the key role of Na in the creation

of the action potential ( Hodgkin and Katz presented their own conception

of cellular potential, which though still retaining the basic characteristics

(I)
of the membrane potential was no longer an equilibr:.an potential ; main-

tenance of this potential now depended on the continuous operation of an

(12,13)
energy-consuming pump
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The Hodgkin-Katz model of cellular potential is described by the fol-

lowing equation:

= RT CK+] in + CNa+] in +  CCl -ex (i) 
F PK[K+]ex + PNa[Na+]e X + P cl[C-]i n

where PK' PNa' and PC, are the membrane permeability constants of the respec-

tive ions; [K+]in' [Na+]in, and [Cl] in are their intracellular concentrations;

and [K1 ex, [Na +] , and [CI] are their extracellular concentrations (l)

R, F , and T are the gas constant, the Faraday constant, and the absolute temp-

erature, respectively.

The basic tenet of the membrane theory demands that all particles carry-

ing net electrical charges and capable of traversing the cell membrane contri-

but to the magnitude and polarity of the electrical potential. Thus, ideally,

the equation for cellular potential should incorporate all permeant ions found
-p

inside and outside the cells under the condition when the potential is mea-

sured. The Hodgkin-Katz equation, however, deals explicitly with only three

ions: K , Na+
, and Cl . The ubiquitous divalent Mg and Ca cations were

not included in this equation. Presumably, this omission was justified on

the grounds that the intracellular as well as extracellular concentrations

of Mg and Ca were lower than those of K , Na , and C1 and on the assump-

tion that these alkaline earth ions were also less permeable than K+ , Na

and Cl. However, unequivocal evidence that the divalent ions have a much

lower permeability is not available; indeed, evidence exists showing just

the opposite. Thus Tasaki, Teorell, and Spyropoulos demonstrated that in

perfused squid axons the time constant of Ca -++ efflux was only 25 minutes

while that of K+ efflux was 8 hours (14) In other words, the membrane

•4 ,"' . . .... , .... .. .. . '. .. . . ." , "-".... . . •.. ." • , '. "."'.
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permeability is many times higher for Ca+  than for K On the other hand,

the earlier conclusion that Mg++ permeability is very low (15) was chal-

lenged. Thus Ling et al (16) showed that the gain of external Mg++ in a high

Mg ++-Ringer solution in frog muscle was complete within 20 min. even though

some of the muscles used were as thick as 2mm in diameters.

In order to test the Hodgkin-Katz model, unequivocal knowledge about

Mg++ permeability is essential. Since similar data do not appear to be avail-

Ii
able for Mg , another purpose of the present investigation was to acquire

such information. If Mg++ should prove to be equally permeable as, for example,
..

K+, the membrane potential theory would predict a substantial lowering of

the resting potential or even reversal of the sign of the potential when there

is a large increase in external Mg+  concentration.

II. The Adsorption Potential Theory According to the Association-Induction

Hypothesis

According to the association-induction hypothesis, the bulk of intracel-

lular K+ is adsorbed on the e- and Y-carboxyl groups of intracellular proteins

(4,7,17) and is not involved in the generation of the electrical potentials.

Instead, the potential is determined by the 6- and Y-carboxyl groups found on

a microscopically thin layer of cell sulface and by their preferentially ad-

sorbed ions (2-4,6,7)

A. The Resting Potential

In this theory, the cellular resting potential is again an equilibrium

potential, the maintenance of which does not demand a continuous expenditure of

energy. Written in the simplest form possible, the cellular electrical

.4.w
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potential is described by the equation:

K [K+3 + [N a] (2)F F JT F% ex a ex)

where [f-] is the concentration of fixed anions on the microscopic layer of the

cell surface and KK and a are the adsorption constants for K+ and Nat,

(2 -4)respectively, on the 0- and Y-carboxyl groups on the cell surface . As

mentioned earlier, this equation was first presented in 1959 and again in 1960

and 1962. A further theoretical development of this model was given in 1979

its experimental support presented in 1982 and 1983 (6,7,19)

B. Characteristics and Predictions.

I. There is no causal relationship between ionic permeabilities and

cellular electrical potential.

2. No macroscopic interface separating the membrane from the cytoplasm

has been recognized. Instead, only one discrete interface that separates the

cell surface from the surrounding medium is considered to exist. However, this

is not to say that another artificial interface may not be created, such as by
.4

the removal of cytoplasm; in this case, no or little potential difference at

this artificial interface is expected if the exposed surface is amphoteric,

containing roughly equivalent concentrations of fixed cations and fixed anions

and if the pH is near the isoionic point (6,7)

3. The major determinants in the potential are the nature and density

of fixed anionic sites on the cell surface and the concentrations of ions in

the surrounding medium that can adsorb to these fixed anionic sites.

Experimental evidence exists showing that the predominant fixed charges

on the surface of frog muscle cells are indeed the 0- and Y-carboxyl groups

carried by the aspartic and glutamic residues of proteins:
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a. The K + adsorbing sites of the muscle cell surface have a pK value

of 4.6 which is characteristic of the 8- and V-carboxyl groups (20)

b. The cell surface binds cationic uranium ions in EM sections of

(21)
fixed cells. Recently, with the aid of transmission electron microscopy

and of autoradiography (22,23) dispersive x-ray microprobe analysis(24 -26)

(27)
and laser mass spectrometer microprobe analysis (LAMMA) , evidence have

been presented suggesting that cytoplasm K+ adsorption sites are the 0- and Y-

carboxyl groups which in fixed cell preparations may also bind uranium ions (see

below).

There is reason to believe that ionic preference in adsorption varies

not only with respect to the nature of the fixed anionic groups, their c-value

(see ref. 4), but also with respect to their spatial distribution in relation

to other fixed anions. Thus, isolated fixed carboxyl groups seem to prefer

alkali-metal ions (Cs+, Rb , K , Na +
, Li+) over the divalent ions Mg ++, Ca++ ,

and Sr + .. As an example, oxidized collodion possessing a relatively low con-

(28)
centration of carboxyl groups shows little or no tendency to adsorb

alkaline earth ions; it does adsorb alkaline metal ions avidly (29)

On the other hand, when fixed carboxyl groups occur in closely placed

pairs or clusters, increasing the probability of chelation, preference of the

carboxyl groups for the alkaline earth cations supersedes that for the alkaline

metal ions. As an example, ion-exchange resins with a very high density of

carboxyl groups prefer Ca
++ and Mg++ over the alkaline metal ions (30)

We may therefore expect that a high external concentration of Mg may or

may not have an effect on the muscle cell resting potential, depending on

whether the 8- and Y-carboxyl groups on the muscle cell surface exist singly

or in pairs or clusters.

.
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Fortunately, this uncertainty in prediction has already been resolved by

the earlier experimental finding that the pK value of the anionic sites of the

frog muscle surface is 4.6, the same as that of " solitary" 6- and Y-carboxyl

(19)
groups . If a significant fraction were in pairs or clusters, the pK would

(31,32)
have been correspondingly higher . These considerations led us to con-

clude that the surface - and Y-carboxyl groups are indeed solitary and show

little preference for Mg+ +. As a result, the prediction of the association-

induction hypothesis is diametrically opposed to that of the membrane pump theory

of Hodgkin and Katz, i.e., the resting potential is expected to be insensitive to

variations of external Mg+' concentration.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

All experiments were carried out on the isolated sartorius muscles of the

North American leopard frog (Rana pipiens, pipiens, Schreber) from Vermont and

occasionally from New Jersey. 28
Mg was obtained from Brookhaven Laboratory, New

York (Lot 121779-7).

Resting Potential Measurements

Resting potentials of the sartorius muscles were measured using the method

(33)
described by Ling and Gerard

Composition of M ++-Rinjger Solutions

To prepare a functionally " isotonic" high Mg -Ringer solution with varying

++Mg concentrations but a constant concentration of K+ (25.0 mM) and of Na+

(28.5 mM), two stock solutions were prepared: the high-Mg++ stock solution con-

tained 24.6 nM MgCI 2, 36.6 mM MgSO 4 , 2.5 mM KCl, 1.0 rrM CaCl 2, 15.7 tM NaHCO 3,

217 nM NaH2PO4 , and 11.6 mM D-glucose in addition to 10. K+-free GIB medium,

penicillin (0.1 mg/ml), and streptomycin (0.1 mg/ml) (34) the low-Mg+ + stock

,2,, ' •,.. r %' *.-.*-'--.. *--. .*-*.-',, ,. - ' ' ." . ," , . - . . . . - . .
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solution contained 147.5 nMH sucrose, 23.2 nrM D-glucose in addition to the

same concentrations of KCI, CaCl 2 , NaHCO 3 , GIB medium, penicillin, and strep-

tomycin as in the high-Mg solution. By mixing these stock solutions in

different proportions, a series of Ringer's solutions containing different MgH-

concentrations ranging from 1.2 to 73.2 ffM but constant concentrations of

K+ (2.5 nt4) and of Na+ (28.5 nrM) were prepared (For further details, see ref. 16).

Measurements of Mg+ Permeability

We determined Mg permeability of frog muscles in two ways.

(I) From volume changes in isotonic MgCI2  and MgSO 4 solutions. This is a very

old method (51): cells are immersed in a Ringer's solution containing besides

all its normal constituents at the normal concentrations, an excess of a high

concentration ofa solute, the permeability of which is being investigated. The

cells promptly and rapidly shrink. If the cells are " imperme-able" to the solute,

the cell will, theoretically at least, remain shrunken indefinitely. On the other

hand, if che cells are permeable" to the solute, the cell will take up the

solute and, in doing so, will regain its lost water. The rate at which the cell's

weight is regained provides the basis for measuring the rate at which the solute

enters the cell.

(2) From radioactive 28Mg isotope efflux analysis. The basic method here

is an extension of the technique extensively used in studying the efflux rates

of Na+, sugars, etc. developed in this laboratory. Isolated and weighed sar-

torius muscles were equilibrated in Ringer solutions either at 250C or 0°C in
which the Mg++ has been labelled with 28Mg. Connective tissues from areas ad-

jacent to the sartorius muscle were isolated and similarly exposed to the labeled

Ringer solutions and for the same lengths of time. At the conclusion of

. . . . .. . .. . .
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incubation in the radioactively labeled Ringer solution, the muscles and

connective tissues were placed between decks of partially wet filter paper, p

sealed hermetically in parafilm and centrifuged for 4 min. at 1000 g. Re-

moved from the filter paper, the tissues were weighed in a torsion balance

kept in a humidity chamber. Previous work has shown this centrifugation removes

all the extracellular fluids and no significant amount of intracellular fluid

(35)
of the sartorius muscle

The time course of labeled Mg efflux of the muscle and connective tissues

were separately studied by washing the tissues in successive portions of Ringer

solution having similar chemical composition but no radioactivity. After about

2k hours of washing, the muscles and connective tissues were blotted dry, re-
++

weighed, and its labeled Mg content analyzed. From the remaining labeled Mg +

found in the tissues of the radioactivities of the washing solution, the efflux

curves were constructed. The efflux curves of the connective tissues from the

same animals were then used to make corrections for the labeled Mg ++ in the

connective tissues of the sartorius muscles using the average volume of

of the centrifuged connective tissue weights. The details of this technique were

(36)
described elsewhere . The corrected efflux curves plotted semilogarithmically

are then resolved into its components by peeling off the slower exponential first,

etc. From the slopes of the fraction their respective half-time of exchange and

permeability constants were obtained.

RESULTS

Time Course of Swelling and Recovery of Frog Sartorius Muscles in Concentrated

Solutions of MgCI2 and KCl

A Using the volume change method, we have made a study of the rate of entry of
4 %

qI
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MgCl2 into isolated sartorius muscle cells. Figure 1 shows the typical pat-

tern of initial rapid loss of weight followed by a slower regain Curve B

represents a muscle immersed in a Ringer's solution that contained an excess

of 600 milliosmoles of MgCI2 per liter; Curve A represents muscle immersed in

a solution containing an excess of only 300 milliosmoles of MgCI2 per liter.

The half-time (t ) of weight gain is about 70 min. for Curve B, while that

for Curve A appears longer, owing in part at least to the merging of the

shrinkage process with the initial re-gain in weight.

For comparison, Figure 2 represents a shrinkage-regain curve of a com-

parable experiment in which an excess of KCI instead of MgCI was added. In
2

this case, the half-time of regain (tk) is approximately 180 minutes - more

than twice as large as the tk of the MgCl2.

We have elected to study the swelling-recovery method in order to leave

little doubt that by any reliable method, high Mg++ salt permeability is

demonstrable. However, there are doubts that the rates for weight changes really

reflect a permeability-limited process (see . Thus for more accurate and

quantitative data we must turn to the radioactive tracer method to be described

next.

Labeled M& Efflux Studies

Figures 3 and 4 show respectively the Mg efflux from the centrifuged

connective tissues and centrifuged sartorius muscles. The curves marked C were

obtained after correction had been made for the connective tissue contributions

and they are resolved into two fractions marked I and II. The slow fraction I

has a half-time of exchange of 100 minutes or longer (A: 136; B: 148; C: 97

min.); its small intercepts (0.4 to 0.5 Imole/g) suggest that this fraction had

. .. _.. .* - . . .;-? .: ; i." :i ....-j- ".- ..- .-C : < .? . ..* -* . . _- .. : :-. ,::. . .-. -' . . ; .-. . -. , .2 - ...
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only exchanged with the labeled Mg + to a small extent. Of much greater

interest here is the fraction II which represents the bulk of labeled Mg
++

' that has excha ,ged. Indeed the t are from the three sets of data respectively

4.5 (A), 4 (B) and 4 (C) minutes. These and other data from three other sets

of data are given in Table I.

That the fast exchanging fraction with a t of 4.7 min. is rate-limited

by permeations through the cell surfaces agrees with the earlier demonstration

++ (16)
that new equilibrium of Mg distribution is reached within 20 min The

present findings do not agree with the conclusion that Mg permeability is low

(15) (14)
in frog muscle . On the contrary, it is very rapid as Tasaki et al

demonstrated for Ca++ permeability in squid axons.

"+ On 2. -.

The outward rate constant of Mg efflux, k =- . The outward per-

meability constant, outw is equal to koutw divided by the surface-volume ratio

(A/V) which equals 550 cm /g for frog muscle (4, p. 208) From the data of t '

given in Table I, one obtains an average K outw equal to 4.7X 550= 2.68 X 10 -

cm sec • At equilibrium the inward flux (M.) and outward flux (M , defined

2
as the number of moles per cm per second must be equal.

Since M M (3)
0

0  outw EMg4*int,

* M =K(5)i inw [Mg++3 ex

where [Mg] is the intracellular free Mg concentration, or interstitial
int [Mg++]~ theexraelulr g

Mg+ + concentration and is the extracellular Mg+ + concentration,

[Mg+]
Sn K (6)
inw [ +M 1 outw.
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From an earlier publication, we know that at equilibrium (25 C), the Mg equili-

brium distribution coefficient, is

[Mg]+1

$I 0.206 *(7)

[Mg++]e

-4 -
Thus (. =0.206 X 2.68 X 104 cm/sec =0.552 X 104 cm/sec. Next we shallinw

calculate the permeability constant for Mg + Mg according to the model of

Hodgkin-Katz-.Goldman (8 0

PMg '(8)

where the factor

Z' F/RT

0 =I - epZ1F/RT (9)

where Z, the valency is 2; 'i, the resting potential, is equal to 86 mV (see below)

*and positive. R and T are the gas constant and absolute temperature respectively.

At 25 0C, RT is equal to 8.614 X 105X 298 2.567 X 102 volt-Faraday or roughly

26 mV-Faraday.

*X 86
2X

1' 1 0 .62. (10)
exp 86

From Equation 8, we find



rl " " .W . -. .
-  
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0.552 X lo-4 7 -1
0. 2 83.4 X 10 cm sec (11)

PMg 6.62

The Mg - permeability constant PMg calculated according to Hodgkin-Katz-Goldman

is then compared with similarly calculated PK in Table 2. Note that

Pg is more than 5 times higher than PK

Mg K

Effect of Varying External Mg+ Concentration upon the Resting Potential of Frog

Sartorius Muscle

Two sartorius muscles were introduced into flasks containing 25 ml of each

of the solutions with different Mg concentrations and were incubated at 40C,

and the flasks were shaken gently for 18 hours. At the end of this period, the

flasks were warmed to room temperature before the resting potentials of at least 8

single muscle fibers (four from each muscle) were measured while the muscles were

immersed in an aliquot of their respective incubation solutions. The result is

shown in Figure 5. No significant depolarization of the resting potential was

observed in response to increasing external Mg+ + concentration from a concentra-

tion of 1.2 mn to 73.2 mM.

Effect of Varying Duration of Exposure to High External MX Concentration at

250C upon Resting Potential

The data of Figure 5 were obtained after prolonged exposure of frog muscles

to the experimental solutions at 40C followed by warming to 250C. Figure 6 shows

the observed indifference of the resting potential to the high external Mg+

concentration was the same when che temperature was maintained at 250C throughout

the incubation period of over 15 hours.

The promptness with which the sartorius muscles responded to high external

* -~N q \.W......7.: :.§j--
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(3;4, p. 277)
K+ concentrations has long been known . In this case, a new

reduced level of potential was reached in the high K+ solution within a matter

of 1 or 2 minutes and remained there for at least 10 hours without further

change. The difference between the effectiveness of high external K in reach-

ing the potential and the total ineffectiveness of similar high concentrations

of external Mg in reducing the potential could not be more striking.

The demonstration that Mg permeability constant calculated according to

Hodgkin and Katz is more than 5 times larger than K + permeability constant and

yet at high concentrations produces no effect on the resting potential

offers strong evidence against the membrane-pump model of the cellular potential.

The same findings also offer evidence in support of the association-induction

hypothesis.

The observed sensitivity to external alkali-metal ions and insensitivity to

external Mg correlates the behavior of the frog muscle cell surface to a model

(29)that was introduced years ago, i.e., oxidized collodion-coated glass electrodes

This model exhibits similar electrical behavior (sensitivity to K+. lesser sensi-

tivity to Na and insensitivity to Mg++ ) as a result of the introduction of car-

boxyl groups onto its surface. These findings support the theory that the muscle

cell surface is endowed with primarily solitary 0- and V-carboxyl groups and that

these fixed anionic groups are responsible for both the polarity and the magni-

tude of the resting potential of frog muscle cells.

This set of experirental findings and conclusions should be viewed with a

number of other developments which are almost unanimously in harmony with the

conclusion from the present study. And it is perhaps timely to review them

briefly.

'4
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There are seven variables in the Hodgkin-Katz equation: T, [K+]"J" ex'

[Na+]ex [Cl-]ex +in in' and [C• The predicted relationship

between 4 and the first three variables has been repeatedly confirmed. How-

ever, this cannot be said for the predicted relationship between and the

last four variables because a lasting change of the potential with variations

(39)
in [Cl] ex was not observed ; and although a confirmation of the predicted

(40)
relationship between [K+]. perfused squid axon and * was reported butin

the slope of '4 vs. 2 [K+] plot has a much lower value than required. Furthermote this con-

firmation was directly contradicted by a subsequent report from another labora-

tory in which no change of potential was observed in perfused squid axons when

a perfusant solution of K2SO was changed to that of Na2 SO4 (41)

In addition, no less than six other sets of independent experimental ob-

servations have been reported; all of which are in agreement with each other

but not with the theoretical predictions of a relation between [K].n and 4 (42-48)

Two of these papers also report failure to detect the predicted relationship be-
(42,4445).

tween [Na±]. and V during nerve or muscle activity
in

If an equation is derived rationally it must have an internal coherence.

When experimental studies failed to confirm the predicted relationship between

four of the seven variables and *, the basic theory is probably incorrect. How-

ever, the association-induction hypothesis offers equations for 4 (Equations 2

and 3) that contain no more than the three variables whose relationships to

have already been verified.

It is to be noted that the association-induction hypothesis agrees well

not only with the data that support the membrane theory, but algo with the data

which do not support the membrane theory. Thus, the association-induction

• .- . ., - .- - + + - . * - *+ +..., . . , + . - ... .. ... *-.,. - . . .. .
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hypothesis does not predict a dependence of the potential upon external anions

(e.g., chloride) and, in fact, none was found. The association-induction hy-

pothesis also does not predict a mandatory dependence on intracellular ions,

and, again, none was consistently found (for further discussion, see 6,7).

Two other new findings bear on the critical subject of a choice between

the two alternate models; in both, the young German scientist, Ludwig Edelmann,

(45)
made a major contribution

If one keeps [Cl e [Cl-]in, [K+]in' and [Nat] essentially constant,
enx in

say, in a short-term experiment, Equation 1 can be written as

= constant - Fn e+ P [Na a+] (12)

Equation 12 is formally identical to Equation 2 except that the coefficients of

the external concentrations have different meanings. The P's are permeability

constants for K and Na , and the K's are adsorption constants of these ions on

surface anionic sites. Edelmann, having noted this fundamental difference, de-

signed an experiment to test the two alternate theories. He concluded that the

cellular electrical potential has no relation to permeability but represents

(45)
adsorption constants, as deacribed by Equation 2

An even more recent finding is that the bulk of intracellular K is not

(21-26)
freely distributed in the cell water ( In skeletal muscles, intracellular

K is localized primarily in the A-bands and the Z-line, in agreement with the

association-induction hypothesis, which has long contended that intracellular K
+

is selectively adsorbed on the - and V-carboxyl groups of cellular proteins.

This follows from the fact that most muscle B- and V-carboxyl groups are carried

.-
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(22)
by the myosin that makes up the A-band and from the fact that 8- and Y-

(49)
carboxyl groups bind uranium in EM plates of fixed cell sections , and that

(50)
uranium is concentrated on the A-band, Z-line, etc.

The demonstration of the adsorbed state of intracellular K+, on one hand,

makes the Hodgkin-Katz equation untenable, since this equation was based on the

'" assumption that virtually all intracellular K exists in the free state. On the

other hand, this demonstration affirms the association-induction hypothesis in

a most basic manner, since in this hypothesis the electrical potential should

have no direct causal relationship to the bulk-phase intracellular K+, its

concentration, or its state of adsorption.

Therefore, the finding presented here of the independence of ' with rela-

tion to external Mg Is not an isolated observation but is one of many findings

contradicting the membrane theory and supporting the association-induction hypo-

thesis.

U
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LEGENDS

FIGURE 1. The time course of weight change of a frog sartorius muscle after

immersion in a Ringer-GIB medium containing, in addition to the

normal constituents at their respective normal concentrations, 100

rMl Mgtl2 (top curve) and 200 mM MgCl 2 (bottom curve). The muscle

was weighed at intervals after blotting on moist filter paper.

FIGURE 2. The time course of weight change of a frog sartorius muscle after

immersion in a Ringer-GIB medium containing, in addition to the

normal constituents at their respective normal concentrations,

150 rrM KCI (top curve) and 300 mM KCl (bottom curve). The muscle

was weighed at intervals after blotting on moist wetted filter

paper.

FIGURE 3. Four curves of labeled Mg - from isolated frog"connective tissues." "

Connective tissues fran 4 different frogs were incubated and washed

in the same manner as frog sartorius muscles and these curves are

used to make corrections for contribution of similar connective

tissues in the sartorius muscle efflux curves (see legend of Fig. 4).

Connective tissues represent loose connective tissues and small

nerves, blood vessels, and other non-muscle cell tissues.

FIGURE 4. The efflux curves of labeled Mg from 3 frog sartorius muscles.

Muscles were incubated in a Ringer solution containing 78 mM labeled

++i 0
Mg for 21 min at 25 C and centrifuged to remove extracellular

space. Washout was carried out in a similar Ringer solution without

28 o
Mg and also at 25 C. Curves marked C were obtained after correct-

ing for connective tissue contribution but without further calcula-

tion to change the unit of concentration to the base of pure cell
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weights. The corrected curves were resolved--into two fractions

(I, and II). The t's of the fast fraction (II) correspond to

the time it took for radioactively labeled Mg+'- belonging to that

'fraction to fall to of its initial value.

FIGURE 5. The effect of external Mg+- concentration upon the resting poten-

tial of isolated frog sartorius muscles. The muscles were exposed

to Ringer's solution with varying concentrations for 18 hours at

4°C followed by warming to 25°C before measurements of resting

potential were made.

FIGURE 6. The graph shows that the resting potential is independent of the

prolonged exposure to a high Mg -+ Ringer solution. The entire

experiment was carried out at 250C.

TABLE 1. The half time of exchange of labeled Mg++ from isolated frog sar-

torius muscle at 25 C. Isolated sartorius muscles were incubated

for different lengths of time at 25 C as indicated. The tk of

exchange was estimated from the fast fraction, i.e., Fraction II

as in Fig. 4.

TABLE 2. A comparison of the Hodgkin and Katz permeability constant (P.) of

K+ and Mg -+ for frog muscles.
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Incubation
Experiment Duration ti of Fast Fraction

Date No. (min) 2 (min)

12-18-79 A 21 4.5

B 21 4.0

C 21 4.0

E 10 5.0

F 10 4.8

H 10 7.0

M 11 5.0

N 11 4.8

0 11 4.8

3-18-80 I 62 3.5

J 62 3.6

K 62 5.0

mean S.E. 4.7 + 0.25

TABLE I
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i Relative
Ion Author (hr - ) Average (cm/see) Permeability

+ -7
K Mullens, 1959 1.92 2.97 9.69 X 10-

Ling, 1962 (25°C) 3.06 15.4 X 10-

Ling and Ochsenfeld, 3.10 15.6 X 10-

1965 (240c)

-7
21.1 X 10

Katz, 1966 3.80 15.4 X 0-

Mg+ +  (present paper) 83.4 X 10- 7  5.4

TABLE 2

-p
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Cell swelling and shrinkage were among the first physiological mani-

festations.of the living cell that lent themselves to quantitative measure-

. ments. Studies of these cell volume changes had led to the founding of the

first major theory in cell physiology - the membrane theory. While the

early laboratory manipulations that produced these volume changes were

usually achieved by altering the osmotic activity of the surrounding fluids,

it also became known that within an environment with an osmotic activity

equal to that of the cell interio; cells can undergo extensive swelling

as they do in an isotonic KCI solution (von Kor~sy, 1914) or in response to

exposure to 00 C temperature while in its natural isotonic environment rich

in NaCI (Stern, et al, 1949; Opie, 1949). Indeed that injury can lead to

tissue swelling is also well known to physicians and lay people. Injury-

induced swelling of brain is especially dangerous and sometimes fatal due to

the confinement of the brain in a rigid box - the cranium.

Early theory of cell swelling and shrinkage was based on the assumption

that the cell membranes were impermeable to solutes that can cause and main-

tain the shrunken state of the cells. A prime example of the impermeant %

solute thus defined was the Na+ ion. This theory was disproven when it was

shown that Na+ is in fact permeant to the cell membrane (Cohn and Cohn, 1939;

Heppel, 1940). The Nat pump was then postulated to maintain a low level of

Na+ in the cell and hence a constant cell volume (Lilly, 1923; Dean, 1941).

Swelling due to injury or metabolic interference has been attributed to an

interference with the functioning of the metabolic pumps, either continually

driving out water (Opie, 1954; Robinson, 1952) or Na+ (Tosteson, 1964). How-

ever, these theories became questionable when it was shown that the Na+ pump

alone would consume energy 15 to 30 times that available and that the swelling
S.

S.
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of cells in hypotonic Ringer solution or in isotonic KCi remained unchanged I
after the intactness of the cell membrane was destroyed by cutting the cell

into small segments (Ling and Walton, 1976). Under this condition, it was

clearly established that there was no regeneration of a new membrane at the

sites of amputation (Ling, 1973).

The basic concepts that swelling behaviors of living cells may reflect

the whole protoplasm rather than primarily the cell membrane can be traced

back to Martin Fischer (1909). In more recent time, the association-

induction hypothesis has presented a unified conceptual framework to ex-

plain different types of swelling phenomena (Ling, 1962, 1969). The basic

assumption, now supported by considerable experimental evidence (Ling, 1984 ),

is that the osmotic activity of living cells (which is a measure of the

reduction of the activity of cell water) is only to a minor extent provided

by free intracellular ions and other solutes, notable K+ . This is so because

virtually all of the cell K+, the major cation found in the cell, (as well as

most of the intracellular anions) exists in an adsorbed state (Ling, 19 77a,

Edelmann, 1977, 1981; Trombitas and Tigyi-Sebes, 1979). In this theory the

. reduction of cell water activity, measured as osmotic activity, is due pri-

marily to certain cellular proteins, called matrix proteins. These matrix

proteins exist in an extended conformation with their polypeptide NH and CO

groups directly exposed to, aipolarizing the bulk of cell water (Ling, 1965,

1972, 1979). Water so polarized has reduced activity and exhibits osmotic

activity far beyond its molar concentration predicted on the basis of Boyle-

van't Hoff Law (Ling, 1980, 1983 ).Experimental confirmation that water so

polarized does indeed have high osmotic activity has just been published

(Ling, 1983).

To put it differently, the behaviors of water in living cells reflects
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its existence in the state of polarized multilayers. In support, Ling and

Negendank (1970) have demonstrated that 957. of the water in isolated frog

muscles follows Bradley's multilayer-adsorption isotherm. Simple osmotic

swelling in hypotonic solution is due to the higher water activity in a hy-

potonic solution

and the natural tendency for water to seek the phase of lower water

activity. Shrinkage in hypertonic solution on the other hand, is just the

opposite. To explain swelling induced by an isotonic KCl solution, a more

complex interpretation is involved: As a rule normal cells have a tendency

to swell but this swelling tendency is held back due to the presence of salt

linkages which are formed between negatively charged side chain functional

groups (e.g., B- and Y-carboxyl groups) and positively charged side chain

functional groups (e.g., £-amino and guanidyl groups)of neighboring protein chains

int lecels.Ihus under normal conditions salt-linkages between adjacent intra-

cellular protein molecules prevent the full amount of water to be taken into

the cell and adsorbed. However, KC1 can split these salt linkages, as fol-

lows (Ling and Peterson, 1977):

f f + K + C1 -0 f C + f K. (I)

It was shown that this dissociation is autocooperative, i.e., all-or-none.

That is, the salt linkages (f+ f-) formed between fixed cations (f+) and

fixed anions (W) will resist the dissociative action of KCI until KCI reached

a certain critical concentration. At this concentration, the salt linkages

would all split up and the cell undergoes a step-wise swelling. As a rule,

as one increases the KC1 concentration gradually in the external medium, the

cell undergoes several step-wise swelling, interspersed with shrinkage due

to the increase of total osmotic activity in the external medium with in-

crease of total KC1 concentration. As mentioned above, after the intactmuscle

. .. . . . . . . . . .
" - -,,-, .. /. ..-. .-. .. .. -. .., '. ... ". ' ' .. ,.- -, -. *.- . . . .. . ..,.-. ... .-. ,. ...-..-. .,.,. . , ., . .,., ., ,.- ' ..-.- .
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cells were cut into small segments 2 or 4 mm long with no membranes at the

ends of these segments, 100 ziM KC1 in the external medium will continue to

induce swelling while 100 hir NaI will not (Ling and Walton, 1976).

According to the association-induction (A) hypothesis, this selective

sensitivity to KCI but not to NaCI reflects a high preference of the fixed

anions (fW) or more specifically, the 8- and Y-carboxyl groups of the pro-

teins to adsorb K+ over Na+ . In other words the reaction

represented by Equation I goes strongly to the right, while reaction repre-

sented by Equation 2 below

f f + Na+ + CI- f+ Cl- + f Na+  (2)

goes only weakly to the right. In the AI hypothesis this Lationic selectivity

reflects a specific electronic density at the 8- and Y-carboxyl groups, repre-

sented by the c-value (Ling, 1960, 1962). Figure 1 reproduces the theoretical

curves showing that when the c-value is, say, around -3.5 A, K+ is greatly

preferred over Na+ in the selective adsorption onto the 8- and Y-carboxyl

groups.

The AI hypothesis suggested that since the fixed cations like a-amino

groups, s-amino groups and guanidyl groups are all modified NH4 , the pref-

erence of some fixed 8- and Y-carboxyl groups to form salt linkages may have

the same cause why K+ is preferred over Na+ by other 0- and Y-carboxyl groups

not engaged in maintaining the cell volume but engaged in selective accumu-

lation of K+ in the cells. As Fig. I shows,NH + and K+ follow very similar

coute of changes with c-value changes. At the c-value of -3.5 , NH4
+ has a

much more favorable adsorption energy than Na+ just as K+ does.
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Another major postulate of the AI hypothesis is that the c-value of the

B- and Y-carboxyl groups functions together in unison due to autocooperative

interaction among these sites, and that normal c-value of those sites as

described above are under the control of cardinal adsorbents including ATP

(for evidence, see Ling, 1977b). Evidence has also been presented showing

that the function of ATP is to lower the c-value (Ling, 1981a, p. 86). Thus,

if the concentration of ATP is reduced as a result of metabolic interference

by cold or injury, the c-value may go to a higher value, say -2.4 X (Fig.

1). At this higher c-value, the theoretical curves show that K and Na are

equally preferred at the f sites. Indeed there are evidence that inter-

ference with metabolism and the consequent ATP depletion does bring about a

depolarization of cell water and an increase of free Na+ as well as a

transient increase of adsorbed Na+ (Ling and Ochsenfeld, 1973; Ling et al,

1981).

As mentioned above, under normal conditions all cell ATP is adsorbed on

cardinal sites on cellular proteins. This is a theoretical postulate by the

Al hypothesis but it is made inevitable by the enormous binding constants of

ATP on the cell protein, myosin (3.25 X 101 "l, Goody et al, 1977; Cardon and

Boyer, 1978). The c-values of the f" engaged in the salt linkages are low

so that only KCI can cause the dissociation of those salt linkages and cell

swelling, NaCl cannot. However, when ATP is depleted, the c-value of f

rises. Now the normally ineffective 100 *M NaCl present in the Ringer solu-

tion or plasma, suddenly becomes as powerful as 100 ut/ KCI in causing f'f

dissociation and cell swelling follows. This then is the theory of injury-

induced swelling according to the Al hypothesis. The Al hypothesis has

offered, for the first time, a theoretical connection between swelling of
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normal cells in isotonic KCl solution and of cells injured by colds or

poisons in normal plasma or Ringer solution. The present communication

represents experiments designed to test this theory.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

All experiments were performed on isolated organs of Swiss (ICR) mice.

Isolated brain, kidney are usually cut sagitally into halves, weighed on a torsion

balance before being introduced into 5 ml of the experimental solution in

0
a closed vial (to be described). These vials were kept at 4 C in a cold

room without shaking. The tissues were taken out 24 hours latter, blotted

lightly and weighed ahen and on every day following for as many as six

days. Low temperature combined with the antibiotics added kept bacteria

from growing.

Table 1 gives the basic formula for the solutions used. Two major

stock solutions U[ and II) were each prepared by mixing three solutions (UA,

IB, IE, etc.) whichwere kept apart to prevent precipitation and deterioration

of the organic components in the GIB medium. The GIB medium was obtained

in sterile dry powder form from Grand Island Biologicals (now GIBCO, Wil-

mington, DE). It is a chemically defined medium (for composition see Ling

and Bohr, 1969).

Determination of ATP was by a firefly method essentially that described

by Kahbhen and Koch (1967). The only significant modificationwas that the

tissue extract was made with a 5% TCA rather than boiling water. The light

emitted by the luciferin-luciferase system in the presence of ATP was mea-

sured in a 0-scintillation counter.
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RESULTS

When isolated mouse kidney tissues were incubated at 4 C in a normal

mammalian Ringer solution containing about 120 mM Na+ it swelled up rapidly

in the first day. Intact kidneys increased their weights for another day be-

fore a gradual decline (Fig. 2). On the other hand, if kidney halves

were measured, the peak height of weight change was reached at one

day and the decline was earlier. Since as a rule half organs were used,

we chose one day equilibrium time as a rule. Half mouse brains, however, were

an exception. It took two days to reach its maximum weight and then re-

mained at these peak values for two more days. For this reason the brain weight

was obtained at two to four days.

Figure 3 shows the weights of three mouse tissues after one day incuba-
0

tion at 4 C in various solutions containing different proportion of NaCl

and sucrose. The ordinate represents the one day weight represented as the

ratio of the final weights, W divided by the initial weight (Wnit In

spite of the fact that all solutions used were isotonic, marked difference

in W fin/W occurred. In all cases the highest ratios were those organs in

the solution containing the most NaCl and the least sucrose. However the

degree of swelling in the presence of the high NaCl concentration varied

considerably among the three tissues studied here. They fall in the rank:

kidney > liver > spleen.

Also.clearly notable is the considerable shrinkage for all three organs

after exposure to the Na-free sucrose Ringer solution represented by tte left-hand

most point along the abscissa. However, this shrinkage in Na-free sucrose Ringer

sokiion is not universal. Other tissues like the brain did not undergo shrink-

age in any solution btudied (see below).

4...

w ..
-o . . . . .. .
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Figure 4 compares the shrinkage-swelling curves of mouse kidney in var-

ious solutions in which the sucrose components (Stock Solution II) were

similar but the NaCl concentrations were either the same as in the experi-

ments described in Fig. 3 or itwau replaced by an isoosmatic equivalent

of LiCI, Li 2 SO4 , or MgSO4. LiCd and MgSO4 replaced NaCl mole for mole.

On the other handeach mole of NaClwa replaced by 2/3 M of Li 2 SO4 .

Note that mole for mole, LiCI seeme even more effective than NaCl.

Yet Li2SO4 was much less effective, suggesting that the swelling depends not

only on the specific nature of the cation but also that of the anion as well.

The virtually complete ineffectiveness of MgSO4 further confirms this view.

The kidney consistently shrank in the sucrose-Ringer.

Figure 5 shows the swelling of mouse brains in NaCl and Na2SO4 Ringers

and in LiCl and in Li 2SO4 respectively. The greater swelling in the chloride

salt than the sulfate salt is in full agreement with the conclusion for the

kidney study. In contrast to kidney, liver and spleen, however, brain tis-

sues did not undergo shrinkage in the sucrose Ringer solution. Figure 6 shows

that LiC1 caused more swelling than isoosmatic concentrations of Li 2SO4

In Figure 7 we have plotted the water contents of half brains against

the ATP concentrations measured in the tissues after they have been incubated

at 4°  for various lengths of time in hours, as indicated by the number in

brackets beside each experimental point . The incubation solution

used contained the full amount of NaCI of a normal mammalian Ringer (118 rM).

The data shows that the swelling of the brain in the presence of a high con-

centration of external NaCl follows closely the decline of the ATP contents of

the tissue.

."1
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DISCUSSION,'

According to the AI hypothesis, water in resting, normal living cells

is not free water in which free K+ salts are dissolved. Rather, water

exists in the cells in the state of polarized multilayers. Most of the

intracellular ions, of which K+ is predominant, is adsorbed singly on anionic

protein sites (Ling, 1981b). The maintenance of the normal amount of cell

water reflects the balance of two opposing forces: expansive force orig-

inates from the tendency of the cells to acquire additional layers of watt

and restrictive bonds between neighboring protein chains, largely in the

of salt-linkages (Ling and Peterson, 1977). When the cardinal adsorbent ATP

is present at normal level and all the cardinal sites for ATP, Ca+ + , etc. fully

occupied, KCl (and RbCI) at about 100 ni concentration causes extensive

swelling because free-energy wise it is more favorable for the reaction des-

cribed in Equation I to proceed to the right. In contrast, isoosmotic concen-

tration of sucrose is totally ineffective. K 2SO or NaCI are also ineffective

or less effective. The sulfate ion is known to be less strongly adsorbed than

Cl" on the "-amino group and guanidyl group (see Ling, 1962, p. 172). Na+

and Li+ are less preferred by the fixed 0- and Y-carboxyl groups when these

groups are held at a relatively low c-value at which K+, NH4+, and the variant

of NH4
+ , the a-amino, C-amino, and guanidyl groups are preferred. Most of

these theoretical expectations have been verified elsewhere experimentally

(Ling and Peterson, 1977).

According to the AI hypothesis, any kind of metabolic interference of or

injury to the living cell whether brought on by chilling, mechanical damage

or metabolic poison, usually leads to a diminished ability of the cell to

regenerate ATP and thus to keep its cardinal sites occupied by this critically

impot pmt cardinal adsorbent. Clearly incubating isolated mouse tissue at a

',.- ., , .. , . . ... .. .- . . .. . ..... . .-. -., . .-... * .- ,,. -, ' . .. .,- .- . ... '",.
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low temperature without its normal efficient supply of oxygen and other

essential exchange of nutrients and water lead to gradual ATP depletion as

Fig. 6 shows. We would also like to suggest that the observed swelling of

slices of liver, kidney, and brain mentioned earlier by exposure to 0 ° C

temperature, metabolic inhibitors like cyanide and 2,4-dinittophenol, and

various mercurials produced NaCl dependent swelling by a similar mechanism.

Let us next discuss the special requirement of NaCl, the major component

of the blood plasma for the injury-induced swelling.

Figures 3 to 6 show quite consistently that tissues exposed to low

temperature in Ringer solution whose NaCl had been replaced by an isoosmotic

concentration of sucrose, exhibited little swelling. Indeed, often there

was shrinkage. This special requirement for Na+ in injury-induced swelling

was recognized by Saladino, Bentley, and Trump (1969). One asks, " Is

this substitution of two mD esof sucrose for one mole of NaCl truly accurate

enough in terms of osmotic activity?" The answer is yes. Thus Negus (see

• Fraser, 1927) gave the partial vapor pressure of 0.15 M NaCl as 0.995. The

partial vapor pressure of 0.30 M sucrose is also 0.995 (Bear, see Fraser,

1927). Clearly the widely different effects of sucrose Ringer solution and NaC 1Rg

solution on swelling is not a simple matter of osmotic activities of the two

solutions, which are in fact identical. Nor can this special requirement for

NaCl be one due to the net electric charges of the particles Na+ and C1.

Thus isoosmotic MgSO4 bearing net charges is nearly as ineffective as isoos-

motic sucrose bearing no net charges in causing injury-initiated swelling

of mouse kidneys.

The failure of sucrose as well as MgSO4 to produce swelling is a clear

affirmation of a high degree of specific (Na+) preference in the reaction

V%
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described by Equation 2 just as there is a high degree of specific K+ prefer-

ence in the reaction described by Equation 1, which is applicable to normal

rather than injured tissues.

That Mg+ cannot replace Na+ in causing swelling is first and foremost

a question of relative adsorption energy. As pointed out earlier the Mg+

and other divalent cations are ineffective in the depolarizing of the elec-

trical potential of living muscle cells and model systems (Ling, Walton, and

Ling, 1979). The interpretation was that divalent ions are only very weakly

adsorbed onto isolated single 3- and Y-carboxyl groups which adsorb monovalent

cations. We believe that in all probability this is the case here. Accord-

ing to this theory, if the 0- and Y-carboxyl groups occur in pairs or clusters,

a different observation would have been made. Namely Mg - salts would be

as effectiveascrmore effective than Na+ salts in causing swelling. But clearly,

this is not the case here.

The ineffectiveness of MgSO4 in causing swelling is partly also due to

2- 2-
the ineffectiveness of SO4 . That SO4 is as a rule very weakly adsorbed

on amino types of cationic groups has been emphasized often in the presenta-

tion of the Al hypothesis and is fully borne out by the compatitive study of

the relative binding energies on weak amino type of ion exchange resins

and on isolated proteins (Ling, 1962, p. 172).

Another strong support for the theoretical interpretation offered here

for injury-induced swelling is the effectiveness of LiCl in promoting

injury-induced tissue swelling. An examination of the theoretical plots of

c-value vs. relative adsorption energy on fixed anionic groups in Fig. 1 shows

that the observation is theoretically predicted: at such a c-value when Na+

is effective in causing swelling, Li+ should also be effective.

2"'..: ' .."." .- " ." .'. .". .. i .-.-- -i.i • . . . ;- - " "" "
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We want to ask next why do injured tiqsues actually undergo shrinkage

in sucrose Ringer solution. This is not the first time that isoosmotic

sucrose-Ringer solution was found to induce cell shrinkage. Ling, Walton,

and Ling (1979) noted the same phenomenon in normal, uninjured frog muscles

when NaCl in a normal Ringer solution was replaced by an isoosmotic concen-

tration of sucrose. In answer, the following explanation is offered: In

normal cells, a small number of salt linkages are kept dissociated by the

NaCl as illustrated in Equation 2. It is possible that the anionic components

of these salt linkages are different from the majority of their counterparts

and have a higher c-value at which Na+ is preferred than at most of the other

sites so that in the presence of 100 nM4 or so of NaCl in the normal environ-

ment the NaCI is able to to sustain the dissociated state of these particular

salt linkages and allow a corresponding number of multilayers of water to

exist in the cells. When this NaCI is replaced by sucrose, the reaction repre-

sented by Equation 2 goes to the left and the cell then loses water as ob-

served.

Finally we would like to point out that in the combined ischemia- and

cold-induced injury seen here, the initial swelling may well be reversible

(see Stern et al, 1949; Robinson, 1950; Whittam and Davies, 1953). But as

time progresses, the cell certainly became irreversibly damaged. Thus the

molecular mechanism as represented by Equation 2 is more fully applicable

to the initial state of swelling. During this stage, the polarized multi-

layered state of water is still maintained. Augmented by the liberated ad-

sorbed ions, the high total osmotic pressure provides the basic force for

swelling when the restraiging force of salt linkages are simultaneously

broken down by the NaCl present. However, this process would continue

only for a certain length of time. As ATP begins to reach very low concentra-
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tion, cell water depolarizes and the initial excessive osmotic activity

of the injured cells due to the combined contribution to the osmotic

activity of polarized water and liberated K+ declines. Although still

apparently swollen, this state is only the remnant of the swollen state:

extended, overblown " shells" filled with free water and free salt ions.

In support of this view, Ling and Walton (1976) had shown that centrifuga-

tion for 4 minutes at 1000 g. of living frog tissues whether intact or

cut into segments remove only water in the extracellular space. But when

tissues that have entered the final state of injury and deterioration, the

swollen dead tissues readily gave up its water after a similar spinning.

SUMMARY

Isolated mouse brain, kidney, and other tissues were incubated for

from one to several days at 40 C in isotonic solution containing varying

mixtures of sucrose and NaCl (or Na 2SO4 , LiCI, Li 2SO4 , MgSO4 ). The ischemic,

cold-injured tissues swelled in proportion to the concentration of NaCI or

LiCl. They swelled less in Na SO and Li SO and they swelled even less and/
2 4 2 4 thyseldeelesad

or shrank in MgSO 4 or sucrose. It was shown that in the presence of about
*44

100 *1 NaCI, the degree of swelling follows inversely the level of ATP present

in the cells. The data were interpreted on the basis of the theory of cell

swelling based on the association-induction hypothesis: NaCI and LiCl in-

duced swelling in injured tissues was compared with KCI-induced swelling

in normal tissues. Bothmexplained as the consequence of the dissociation

of the voLume-restraining effects of salt linkages among cell proteins. It

is the depletion of ATP and the consequent increase of electron density or

c-value of the fixed anionic groups that turns the ineffective NaCI (in

causing swelling of normal tissues) into the fully effective agent for causing

swelling of the injured tissue.

* 4 .*.*.*.,.*' ..-........-.4*. *. .* ..-- * 4. .. .. . . .A
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LEGENDS

Figure 1 .- Theoretical curves of the adsorption energies (ordinate) of

various cations on an oxyacid when the electron density (ex-

pressed as c-value) of the oxyacid group changes. Lower c-

value (toward the left side of the abscissa) represents the

equivalent of lower pK value and vice versa (from Ling, 1962).
aI

Figure 2 - Time course of weight change of isolated intact mouse kidney

(A) and of mouse kidney cut into halves (sagitally) (B). Four

sets of tissues were weighed repeatedly after light blotting

on wetted filter paper. The bathing solution is a normal

mammalian Ringer solution containing I18 M NaCl; its composi-

tion described in Table I. Ordinate represents the relative

volume, obtained by dividing the weight after a certain length

of time (W ) by the initial fresh weight (W ).
'4'fin init

Figure 3 - The relative weight of isolated mouse kidney, liver, and spleen

following incubation for I day in mixtures of the two stock

solutions (I and II) described in Table I. All solutions are

isotonic, but those to the left of abscissa have more sucrose

while those to the right have more NaCI referred to in the

abscissa as salt. The right hand-most experimental point of

each of the 3 curves corresponds to that of a normal mammalian

Ringer solution containing 118 M NaCl.

Figure 4 - The relative weight of isolated mouse kidney following incuba-

tion for one day at 40 C in mixtures of sucrose-Ringer solution

(Stock Solution I) and isotonic Ringer solution (Stock Solution II)

or its variants containing instead of NaCl, LiCl, Li 2SO and

HgSO4
. ,
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Figure 5 - The relative weights of isolated half mouse brain following

incubation for two days at 4 C in mixtures of sucrose-Ringer

(Stock Solution I) and either Stock Solution II containing

118 M NaCl or a modified Stock Solution II in which Na SO
2 4

has replaced the NaCl at isoosmotic strength (i.e., 2/3 M of

Na2 SO4 replaced I M NCI).

Figure 6 - The relative weights of isolated half mouse brain following

incubation for four days at 4 C in mixture of sucrose-Ringer

(Stock Solution I) and modified Stock Solution II in which the

NaCI was replaced either by LiCl (1 mole for I mole) or Li2SO4 v

(2/3 M Li2so4 for I M NaCl).

Figure 7 - The relation between the water contents of mouse brains and

their ATP contents after the isolated half brains were incubated

for various lengths of time in hours (indicated by number in

brakets near each point). Each point represents average 4 or

3 determination t S.E.

Table I - Composition of the two Stock Solutions used in preparing the

solution of varying salt and sucrose concentrations. Each stock

solution was prepared in three separate components which were

mixed just before use. GIB medium was obtained from General

Biological in the form of sterile powder free of NaCl or KCI and

was dissolved in distilled water before mixing with the antibiotics.

Experimental solutions were prepared by mixing Stock Solutions I

and II (or its modification in which the NaCl had been replaced

by LiCl, Li2SO4 , MgSO, etc.) in different proportions.

I..
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Stock Solution I Stock Solution II

Conc. (M) Volume (ml) Volume (ml)

NaCl 5 X 0.154 26.76

*Sucrose 5 X 0.308 27.96

KCl 0.154 5.50 4.30

A NaHCO3  0.154 22.50

Choline
bicarbonate 0.154 22.50

NaH PO 0.154 1.20 1.20

HO0 83.8 83.82

fMsCl 0.11 1.2 1.2

* B CaCl 2  0.11 2.75 2.75

C ~ Glucose 0.308 5.6 5.6

* GIB medium
*(KCl-and NaCI-free) 15.4 15.4

HO0 10.0 10.0
E 2

Penicillin (Na) 13.0 mg 13.0 mg

Streptomycin 13.0 mg 13.0 mg

* TABLE 1

a I * . . * - . - .. * . . . . . . .
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STUDIES ON THE PHYSICAL STATE OF ..ATER IN LIVING CELLS AND
MODEL SYSTEMS. 111. THE HIGH OSMOTIC ACTIVITIES OF AQUEOUS (
SOLUTIONS OF GELATIN, POLYVINYLPYRROLIDONE AND POLY
(ETHYLENE OXIDE) AND THEIR RELATION TO THE REDUCED
SOLUBILITY FOR NA', SUGARS, AND FREE AMINO ACIDS.

GILBERT N. LING / Q/
Department of Molecular Biology, Pennsylvania Hospital. Eig and Spruce Streets. Philadelphia, Pa.
19107

I I erv high osmotic activities of concrntrated aqueots solutions of gelatin. po'Ivinyl-
p.rrrolidone. and polh(ethylene oxide) vtere recorded. 77Tese observed values are far above
those predictable from the molar concentrations of these polymers or those of aqueous
solutions of native hemoglobin of equal concentrations. It was shown that these high osmotic
activities are closely associated with the ability of the gelatin- or polymer-dominated water to
exclude Na' salts, sucrose, and glycine. Both phenomena are interpreted as reflecting the
polarization of multilayers of water by the polrmers enhancing the h 2 0 to 1120 interaction
and also reducing the translational and rotational motional freedom of the water.

INTRODUCTION III

Gelatin. which is denatured collagen nd a exposed to the bulk-phase water. According
major component of glue, has long i crested to the associatidn-induction hypothesis. it is
biologists and chemists. Thor Graham the NH and CO groups of the extended and
used gelatin to represent a class substanr exposed polypeptide chains that polarire and
which he called colloids oxxoK. klue) oricnt multilaers of ,,atcr and cause the
(Graham'). Katz. 2 Kunitz,3 Bungenberg de change in water solvency (Ling'" 2).
Jong and colleagues (Holleman etal"), Lloyd In harmony with this view, 13 globular
and Moran,5 and others discovered many proteins, including hemoglobin, which show
important and unusual attributes of the no or very little effect on water solvency
water in the gelatin-water system. Recently acquired the ability to do so when these pro-
by making use of a modification of the teins were exposed to urea or guanidine HCI
dialysis technique, which was also introduced (Ling et af.). It was argued that native glo-
by Graham (i.e., the equilibrium dialysis bular proteins affect water little or not at all
method), Ling and coworkers 7 presented because their NHCO groups are locked in a-
evidence that the unusual solvent properties helical or other macromolecular H-bonds.
of the gelatin-water system might arise from Urea and guanidine HCI unravel the
the extensive interaction of multilayers of secondary structure of proteins, thereby
water with the gelatin molecules. Their exposing the bulk-phase water to the polar-
reasoning was as follows. izing influence of the NHCO groups; de-
of Due to the presence in the gelatin molecule naturants like SDS and n-propanol that
of an abundance of glycine, proline, and unravel only the tertiary structures had little
hydroxyproline (Veis), all well-known helix or no effect. Additional support for the role
breakers (Chou anW Fasman9). a major part of exposed polyeptide groups in reducing
of the gelatin polyopeptide chain exists in an water solvency came from the studies of
extended conformation and thus directly certain macroscopically electrically neutral

polymers. Although these polymers lack the

83 12 21 010 #5
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NH groups of the extended polypeptide Not all solutes exist in low concentrationchains, they too possess oxygen atoms at in the cell. Some solutes accumulate in livingregular distances apart, and like the oxygen cells at a level substantially higher than thatatoms of the peptide CO groups, te found in the surrounding medium, as it is indistances between the nearest neighboringthe case of K'. in the Ai hypothesis, theoxygen atoms are roughly equal to twice the preferential accumulation of K" involves diameters of water molecules (Ling et a). As selective adsorption of K on te - and ,- .'nanticipated, they cause solute exclusion from carboxyl groups of intracellular proteinsthe surrounding water. The most outstanding (Ling'32  Ling and Ochsenfeld 21 ). In volun-among these polymers are polyvinylpyrroli- tary muscles, these anionic groups are local-done (PVP, poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO), ized primarilv in the A band and Z-line pand polyvinylmethylether (PVME). (LinEs). Therefore, most of the muscle cel!Our interest in gelatin and these synthetic K is expected to be found in the A band andpolymers lies in the belief that they may serve Z-line also. These predictions have been con-as a model for certain important cellular firmed by investigators in West Germany. inproteins which endow water in living cells Hungary, and in the USA. In this task, theywith some of its unique characteristics. From used a total of four techniques: (i) autoradio-the viewpoint of the association-induction graphy of air dried (Lingi) and frozen fresh(Al) hypothesis (Ling'3-1) the ability of muscle cells (Edelman2); (ii) direct EMwater dominated by ge-tin, PEO, PVP, etc., visualization of electron dense Cs" and TI' in ,,partially to exclude Na" and other solutes has frozen dried muscle cells after these ions had.* -great significance. It supports the view that stoichiometrically and reversibly displacedthe exclusion of these solutes in living cells the cell K (Edelmann); (iii) dispersive x-raymay arise from a similar mechanism. That is, microprobe analysis (Edelmann, s Tigyi et *21certain as yet unidentified matrix proteins al'); and (iv) laser mass-spectrometer micro-*': " (though actin, myosin, tubulin, and other probe analysis (la_1.1(Edelrann'). Other..
cytoskeletal proteins are being considered as experimental evimenEe showed that the K%candidates) existing throughout the cell, Cs'. and TI' localization is the result of"may. like gelatin, urca-denaturcd proteins, specific one-ion-on-one-site close-contact ad-PEO, PVP, etc., also exist in an extended sorption (LingOZ). Since K is the majorconformation and in this state, polarize cation of the cells, its adsorption and hencevirtually all the intracellular water molecules, osmotic inactivity leaves unanswered theIn the water thus polarized (in multilayers), question, "What keeps the cell interior in
the solubilities of small molecules and mole- osmotic equilibrium with an isotonic Ringercules that can fit into the muhilayer dynamic solution containing 0.1 M of free Na" andstructure remain normal (or even somewhat free CU?"higher than normal as is known to be the case Since osmotic activity is an expression ofin living cells, Ling. 5 Ling et aleS). For most the decrease of the activity of the water pre-molecules, due to enthalpic, entropic or both sent, the question posed above can befactors, the solubility decreases with in- restated as follows, "What component of the,,. creasing size and complexity of the solute living cell causes the lowering of the activity" involved (Size rule) (Ling0 .12 ; Ling and of the bulk of cell water to match that of aSobel'7). Among the solutes excluded are Ringer solution, now that we know it cannothydrated Na', sugar, and glycine, which have be free K?" According to the association-also long been known to exist in much lower induction hypothesis, this component is pri-levels in living cells than in the surrounding marly the same "matrx proteins" mentionedmedia. A once popular theory, the mem- above, which were postulated to lower thebrane-pump theory, argued that these solutes steady levels of Na', sugars, and free aminoare continually pumped out of the cells, acids in the cell water (Ling"). If this idea isHowever. extensive evidence now exists correct, we would expect that water domi-refuting this view (Ling' t ,3.14.15.

18; Ling and nated by PEO, PVP, and gelatin at a concen-Negendankit). Additional evidence against tration high enough to lower the solvency of
*: the membrane.pump theory is provided by water for Na', sugars, and free amino acids

_ _"_t h _ __ds o r _e d _ _ta t eo_ __e_ _ __' ._s h o u l d e x h i b i t o s m o t i c a c t i v i t y h i g h e r t h a nthat calculated on the basis of the molar 9
concentration of the polymers. This report
describes results from experiments designed''"" -''-. -' -"-' " .. . - -'- " -"," -"".- -" " " .. ' ? . . ." i~4,*. . -. . " * . -. , .
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 3.

To measure the osmotic activity of exhaustively dialyzed against ion-free dis-
polymer-water system, a Wescor Vapor Pres- tilled water until ashes prepared from the
sure Osmometer (Model 5100B, Wescor, dried samples of the polymer solution
Ind., Logan. Utah) was used. This small and (6000C, 24 hrs. in a muffle furnace) yieided
versatile instrument measures the vapor pres- no measurable osmotic activities in the
sure of the solution in a closed chamber by Wescor osmometer when dissolved in 10 mM
monitoring the dew-point temperature HCI. The water contents of the dialyzed poly-
depression (which is a function of the vapor mer solutions, while still in the dialysis sacs.
pressure) with a precision thermocouple were reduced in steps by either being placed
hygrometer. While the instrument was in front of a fan in a cold room or packed in a
designed originally for handling solutions of dry dust-free silica gel (Davidson, mesh size
low viscosity, it was found suitable to 6-16). Great care was taken not to let the
measure osmotic activity of highly viscous polymer dry unevenly. These methods yield
solutions as most of the samples studied preparations of homogeneous samples of
were. The main departure in the proceoure polymer-water systems of widely varying
used from the standard one was to deposit water contents, which were assayed by oven
the sample in the sample holder first and to drying at appropriate temperature (1000 C for
place the paper sample disc over the sample. PVP, PVME. hemoglobin, and gelatin; 60
Trials showed that this modification does not in vacuo for PEO).
in any way adversely affect the results.
Readings taken over a span of time yielded
the same results. This verifying procedure
was followed when new samples of different RESULTS
consistencies were measured.

Solutions (or gel) of three synthetic poly- Figure I shows the osmotic activity of a
mers and two proteins (gelatin and hemo- solution of exhaustielv dialyzed celatin.
globin) were studied. The sources of these where the osmotic activity is expressed in
poiymers were as follows: olyvinylpyrroli- units of OsMolal and the gelatin concentra-
done (M.W. 360,000) (PVP-360), Lot 57c- tion in percentage (W/V). For comparison,
0071 was from Sigma Chemical Co.; poly data from hemoglobin solutions are also
(ethylene oxide) (PEO) was a gift of Union presented. Included also in this figure are six
Carbide. Gelatin, obtained from Eastman, experimental points from the osmolarity
was from pig skin (Lot A4-C, IEP 8.7, ash measurements of hemoglobin of Adair
content 0.0340), and from calf skin (Lot B4B, (Adair.29 Adair and Robinson'). Adair's
IEP 4.7, ash content, 0.0290). Hemoglobin data points in general agree with our own but

from bovine erythrocytes was also purchased they do not reach to as high a concentration
from Sigma Chemical Co.; it existed as a as our own (up to 50%). Comparing the
mixture of methemoglobin and oxyhemo- osmotic activity of gelatin with that of hemo-
globin. -!obin at equal protein concentrations one
We' found that as a rule, samples of syn- finds that the.osmotic activity of gelatin is

thetic polymers as they were received from much higher especially at the higher concen-
the supplier contained very little ionic resi- tration range. Neither the osmotic activity of

dues after ashing. On the other hand, gelatin, gelatin nor that of hemoglobin is commen-
though of the highest quality obtainable surate with the molar concentration of the
commercially, did contain considerable ionic proteins present. Thus a 50% hemoglobin

contaminants. To purify, dilute solutions (ca. solution is roughly 500 6.7 X 10 = 7.45 mM,
2%) of gelatin, hemoglobin as well as all the while the osmotic activity measured corre-
polymers were first prepared and then sponds to a concentration of 450 mM. The
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(Piezu). Dc - •.
-.;he molar

lution is "'here R. T have :he usual meanings. \',i is
.tred to the the volume pcr mole of pure solvent used; "
:1 is equi- is the partial molar volume of the solhent in
.-emarkable the polymer solutions. M2 is the molecular
,ronounced weight of the macromolecule in units of

that the gmol "'. B. C. and D are the second. third,
lower con- and fourth virial coefficients in units of mole

,Iy increases I g2. mol 12 g-. and mol 13 g4 respectively.

., tin concen- However, following tradition, the virial co-
efficients tabulated from these data are given

I'Cdvely similar in units of mol ml g-. etc. (Table 1).
lpyrrolidone These plots show steep curvatures. Hence

.-.ide) (PEO). unusually large 3rd or even 4th virial coeffi-
*nstrates the cients are required to fit the data. Just how

same molar large these virial coefficients really are, is
r. the average revealed b; a comparison of the PVP and

.000) is higher PEO curves with similar plots of hemoglobin
-. gelatin. A 50% in the same figures.

molal) concen-
0.67 mM; yet DISCUSSION

e:..sponds to that
.'-n This is nearly In answer to the main question raised in
a CIculated on the the Introduction, the observations presented

-'on. Similarly. at in this communication show that the osmotic
-.uolar concentra- activities of the aqueous solutions of the two

mM. while the neutral polymers (PEO and PVP) and one
400 mM or 2160 charged protein (gelatin), are indeed much
?lated on the basis higher than that predicted by the molar

concentration of theolymers present or the
shown in Figures osmotic activity of the globular protein,
tted in a different hemoglobin, measured with the same instru-
Here the ordinate ment. These studies are in harmony with the

motic pressure(-) theory that the osmotic pressure in living
of H20 divided by cells does not originate from free solutes like
C2 in grams per K' as was once widely believed but is

issa represents the primarily due to extended chains of some
is plot is based on intracellular (matrix) proteins. However,
ressure given by before final acceptance of this conclusion,

certain trivial causes for the observations

must be considered.
Inadvertent oxidation reactions might give

rise to, say. carboxyl groups and counterions
which might increase the total osmotic
activity beyond that of the originally neutral
polymer. To test this possible trivial cause of
the observed osmotic activity I analyzed the
Na" contents of samples of PVP and PEO

: . - . . .. . -,
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after first equilibrating them in 0.1 NaCI and apart, with these oxygen atoms freely

then exhaustively dilyzing the solution in exposed to the bulk phase water and not
distilled water which was made slightly locked in a-helical or other intra- or inter-
alkaline with the addition of NaOH. The macromolecular H-bonds (Ling et al).
data revealed a total Na" content amounting The present findings thus provide new evi-
to a few micromolar in a 40% polymer solu- dence that the unusual property of gelatin.
tion. This le-el of contaminant is far too and hence Graham's colloid, may reside in
trivial in magnitude to make any significant the powerful effect of its extended polymeric
difference to the data collected. A second chains in reducing the activity of water in its
possible source of error is the heterodisperse surrounding medium.
molecular weights of the polymers studied. Figure I clearly shows that at all concen-
However, the polymers had all been exhaus- tration ranges, gelatin has much greater
tively dialyzed in dialysis tubings with a osmotic or water-activity-depressing effect
molecular cut-off point of about 12.000 than hemoglobin. A similar observation of
daltons. Thus. even if the actual molecular the high osmotic effect was long ago noted by
weights of all the polymers studied were not Kunitz3 who studied the osmotic pressure of
as designated but were only 12,000. a 40% gelatin up to a concentration of only 18%.
polymer solution would still be no more than Yet we have shown in our new data that it is
400' 12,000 = 30 mM. This osmotic activity is when the gelatin reaches the critical concen-
far from the recorded osmotic activity of tration at about 45% that the effect becomes
more than 1000 milliosmolar. Thus hetero- truly pronounced. This type of behavior
disperse molecular weights could not make reminds one of the sigmoid-shaped oxygen
any significant contribution to the activities uptake curve of hemoglobin which is gener-
observed either. all) acknowledged to be due to cooperative

interaction among the heme-sites on which
oxygen molecules are complexed; the binding

Ha%-.- eliminated contarr'nan-s and of one oxygen molecule enhances the affinityei en.-aof other sites for more oxygen. In our
heterod:snerse mclecular %%cigh:s as the
causes of the high osmotic actiity~ obserxed, present case, what one sees is that as theI conclude that gelatin. pvp and PEO. 'hich polymer concentration increases, its effectsI concude tnhoan geltin. h a nd h e poer or ce on the water activity also demonstrateha~e been shown to have the power to reduce characteristically cooperati'c behavior. Let
the solubility of water for Na" salts. sugars, us examine what could be the basis of this
and free amino acids, do indeed also have phenomenon, focusing our attention first on
powerful effects in reducing the activity of PEO.
water in general and especially when the Being simply repeating units of
polymer reaches a certain high concentra- CH2CH2-O-)., this polymer has no side
tion. This pattern of behavior of the two chains and the only seats of direct interaction
synthetic polymers, PEO and PVP, and with water are the oxygen atoms in the chain.
gelatin is shared to a minor degree by Therefore the effect of increasing PEG con-
hemoglobin, a native globular protein. centration on water activity could only be

due to a synergism between the water-The Structural and Concentration c t cing effect produced by one
R.'quiremrents of the, Osmotic Eqert of - ciivrdoxygen atom on one chain and similar effectsPolymers..The minimal structural require- exerted by oxygen atoms on other chains
ments for the polymer to have the pro- when the average chain-to-chain distance
nounced water-activity-reducing effect are decreases to a close enough value. distance

the same as those found for producing the ....
reduction of solubility for Na*, sucrose, and
glycine: the possession of oxygen atoms at
regular intervals about two water diameters

•................................................ ... .. , . ,. ., . .,. : .



e geatin. P\P ano PEO all srio' siml- solution. Therefore, a comparison of the
,mold-shaped cur'cs in their wkrater_ water-activity-reducing effect and the sol-
b-reducing action and since the onl% 1j. vetncv reduction effects can be made legiti-
ig groups they share are the regularly mately. Closely parallel behaviors obscrvd
itably separated oxygen atoms on the include %harpi changes at erta'in polvmcfr

the behavior of these models taken .4110 111 f ~it % .

-r supports the view that certain ti~t t'Qth %ct%. of( tc.:' annor'. :,1c tft'n

ed protein chains in living cells mray polymers studied in thc rank order. gelatin

responsible for the reduction of uater < l1VP < PEQ.

I to match that in the external medium Onc of the rcasons previously Siven for the

water, Plasma. etc.. which owe their greater solvency-reducinlg effect of PEG than

kctivity-reducing effects to free Na* the two other polymers is that due to its I
extreme simplicity of structure and the lack
of any side chains. it cannot form hydro-
phobic bonds or interaction H-bonds as is

R8elarionihip Between Wager-Activiity possible in the case of gelatin (Ling et al').

%on and Water-Solvenc v Reduction
Sand Proteins. Figure 6 plots the

f{or Na* in varying concentrations of r aallb~airbtentewir

~1P P, nd PO. otethatin ~%activity -red ucing effect and the solvency-
~luton, he -vale fr Nahasreducing effect of these oxygen-containing

~to about 0. 1. That is, at least 90% of -po!%ymers and proteins is to be expected from
has been SO Profoundly affected by the proposed mechanism for both pheno-

-that it has lost all its solubility for mn.Teuae-ciiyrdcn feti
'.e.In actthi exlusin o Naseen as the consequence of the polarization

uld hardly be absolute for any an imoiia Ionb h rpg dplr

toupoe wat Thsirtal isl more ization emanating from the ox\ygen atoms
to sppoe tat irtullyalltheand the consequent reduction of. in particu-

'4en poo nlyafced b E lar. the translational and rotational 'parti-
ncv -tion functions" of the water molecules in

speaking, the PEO, PVP. and saitclmcaia em
cenratonsrepesetedher inLing et al36. Such a reduction of transla-

*-,nnot be directly compared with o-!adrainaprtinfucos
~t i Figres an 3. hilethelowers the vapor Pressure Of the water, which

ivity measurements shown in was in fact what we actually observed with

ol 3 erse md ontaisg nof the %N'escor vapor-pressure osmometer. At

olye ystmshw oi iret noer this point. it is most gratifying to learn that
due ata how in igue 6 erethe recent quasi-elastic neutron scattering
1 poymerwate-sysems on-studies of Rorschach. et al", not only have

trate. Indeed it was by varying demonstrated reduction of translational and
tion of the Na' citrate that the rttoa reo fwtri iigclso

-sysmr. criclosed in di3lyS rin l shrimp cyst buteals in liinPelloi

*fferent water contents were brited shtrim yotscbualsoinPE).m

*:1e subject of swelling and Te svencv-redciah)

.lmratrsystem in dialysis Tesleny duinS effect has also been
Lin?) How-explained in terms of a translational but

mpydesribo ced n y / PO primnarily rotational partition function reduc-

cetaion conen 40% Pitrat tion not of the watcr molecules themselves

c:iyenratn ytem Na cinly but of the large, Complex solute molecules or

th~ye srroundin systemi only hydrated ions (Ling'0 12). However, reduction
the urrondig Ni-citateof motional freedom of these solutes is the
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consequence of the reduction of the motional the postulated matrix chains are indeed fully
freedom of the solvent water molemle, in extended, *how would the content of these
the same sense that the loss of motional free- proteins affect the number of water mole-
dom of a butterfly when it is caught on a cules found between the nearest neighboring
spider web is the consequence of the attach- chains? Would there be enough matrix pro-
menit to the immobilized elements of the teins effectively to control the properties of
spider web. the bulk phase water? A simple calculation

goes a long way toward answering these
Quantitative Consideration of the Postu- questions. Thus if one liter of cells contains n

lated Matrix Proteins in Living Cells. The grams of matrix proteins, one can use an
concentration of polymers needed to produce average amino acid residue weight of 112 (see
a pronounced effect on water activity and on Ling , p. 48), an Avogardro's number of
solvency is as a rule quite high (e.g., 40-50%c). X l0, and a peptide linkage lengt 3.5 X
Can this system be compared with that of the 10a cm, to find that the total I gth of the
living cells? The answer is yes for three fully extended polypeptide ains of the

roatrix proteins equaln/11 12)( 6.06 X 1023 Xreasons. X n 10
First, the required osmotic activity of most 3. 10  1.89 X n cm. Cut into 10

living cells falls in the range of 0.2 to 0.3 cm lo filaments, these filaments, uniformly
OsMolal. One does not require a 40-50% distribu d. in a 10 X 10 X 10 cm cube, would
PEO solution to produce this level of osmotic be 1.89 Xl101or 4.34 X le n filaments
activity;, a 20i% PEa or 25% PVP or gelatin to each side. The distance between eachnearest neighboring fila would be
can do quite %%ell. 110n

Second. according to the polarized multi- 10,1(4.34 X 106n 2.30 X 10 n cm. Figure
layer hypothesis of cell water, the maximum 7 shows a plot'-, percen a of matrix
effect on water polarization, solvency reduc- proteins in a cell against the disane it--
tion and water-activitv reduction occurs crdinate) and the number of wate.- mo uies
when the "matrix protein" chains are fully between each pair of nearest neighboi g
extended and are highly ordered as in the chains (left ordinate), assuming a diameter o-. ' xtened nd ae hghlyordeed s inthe3 X for each water molecule. _
highly organized living cell interior. All the h t er mocule.
model systems studied are obviously far from What this figure demonstrates is that
this situation, being more like a randomly between the wide range of matrix protein
tangled mass. Testing the expected effect of contents from 5/ to 80%, an amazingly
ordering these disordered chains on lowering L modest change in the number of water mole-
p-values. Ling et al6'' found that the pN. for cules between the protein filaments occurs.
the PVP-water system did indeed decrease jtm% Indeed. even at a matrix protein concentra-
with stirring, which tends to line up the linear tion as low as 5%. there are no more than 10
chains. These results are in fuil accord with water molecules between a pair of nearest
the earlier report of Woessner and neighboring chains. This is a concentration
Snowden 3 who produced NMR evidence for , that one can reasonably expect of the postu-

increased w ater structuring as a result of the lated matrix protcins. cspcciall if one recalls
that other globular proteins not direcily

stirring of an a bacter s y - participating in polarizing the cell water must
solution of Kelzan, a bacterial poly- take up space and would thus help to reduce
saccharide.

The third point concerns the relation the average chain-to-chain distance between
between protein contents and distances the matrix proteins to below 10 water mole-
between protein chains where cell water is cules. On the other hand, if one or more offound. Even though some cells (e.g.. human the other non-matrix proteins in the cellerythrocytes) contain as much as resembles hemoglobin, the data of Figure I

protein, most living cells contain 20 to 30% suggests that it too will contribute, though to
protein. Furthermore, only a part of this can a much smaller extent, to the mater-activy
be the matrix protein. The question is then. if reduction essential for the maintenance of

normal cell volume.
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except that standard error bars are not represented. The
solid line goin# through the experimental points are
based on Equation 1. Values of siniai coefficients chosen
to fit the data are given in Table 1. For comparison the
hemoglobin data of our own and from Adair are also
shown.



FIGURE 5. .7/C vs. C plots of PEO solutions. Details O
are similar to those described in Figure 4. Value of virial
coefficients are-those given in Table 1. For comparison
hemoglobin data of our o~n and from Adair are also
shown. "

FIGURE 6. Plots of apparent equilibrium distribution S
coefficients of Na salts (,o-value) of polymer water
system against polymer concentration given as % (k : w).
(from Ling and Ochsenfeld'°).

FIGURE 7. The theoretical distances both in Ang-
strom units (right ordinate) and in number of 'sater p
molecules between nearest neighboring (fully extended)
protein chains in hypothetical case when the entire
protein contents (abscissa. in % (% w)) are in the fully
extended state and occupy no space.

TABLEI. iral coefficients from the osmotic properties of aqueous systems of gelatin. PVP. and PEO.

I r1 H •~ rut• j:; ""

TABLE I. %'irial coclficients from the measured osmotic properties of aqueous systcnm ot gclatin. l'VP.
and PEO.

B C D
_.,. (mol.ml.g 2  Imol~ml, :g) irlm-g "'),

PEO 5.54 X 10.2 2.17 X IOt ,
PVP 1.25 X 10 "  - 3.28 XI0-2

-- Gelatin 3.29 X 10 =  5.15 X 10-2

Hemoclohin [,5 X 10"1
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The Molecular Mechanisms ofjCe/lu/ar
Potentials

Z Gilbert N. Ling

. INTRACELLULAR POTASSIUM. PUMPED OR ADSORBED?

Water, proteins, and potassium ions are the three most abundant components of the living
cells. According to the membrane-pump theory, intracellular water and K' exist largely in
the free state. This theory has provided the theoretical framework for a great number of
brilliant achievements, including the theory of cellular potentials of Bemstein (1912), Hodg-
kin and Huxley (1952), and many others.

According to the alternative "bulk-phase theories" as championed by Moore and Roaf
(1908), Fisher and Suer (1935), Gortner (1930), and others, a substantial part of the cells'
K and water may exist in a bound state. This view all but vanished in the early' 1940s.
The membrane-pump concept became almost universally accepted and taught. But not e' ery-
one was so convinced; among the doubters were Ernst (1963). Troshin (1966), and myself.

Haying discovered, that iodoacetate plus anoxia failed to slow down the rate of Na+
efflux in frog muscle (Ling, 1951, 1952, 1962; which in the membrane-pump theory largely
represents outward Na 'pumping rate), a finding subsequently confirmed by Keynes, Conway
and co-workers (Keynes and Maisel, 1954; Conway er al., 1961), 1 reached the conclusion
that the postulated Na pump would consume more energy than the cell commands. As an
alternative. I suggested in 1951 and 1952 a new theory that includes a molecular mechanism
for the s elective accumulation of K" over Na in living cells as \,ell as in (sulfonate type)
cation-exchange resins'. This theory comprises four postulates: (1) fixed anionic (and cationic)
sites exist throughout the living cell and not limited to the cell membrane as previously
suggested (see below), (2) these fixed ionic sites belong primarily to proteins, e.g.. 3- and
y-carboxyl groups, (3) in living cells and some model systems there is a high degree of
counter-ion (for example, K +) association with fixed anionic sites, and (4) electrostatic
adsorption on fixed anionic sites favors the smaller hydrated K oer Na * (Line, 1951,
1952).

Gilbert N. Ling e Depanmnnt of Molecular Biology. Perunsvt'.ania Ho.,pital. MPhttiIA ' , hia. Penn. I' an i Iu 107.
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A \ ariety of experiniental studies ecre carried out to test hethcr iniraJcl~uar K Is
free or -bound,- including the %a-Pr prcesure mca~urcnient of Hill and co\%kwkcr, (Hill.
1930. Hill and Kupalov, 1930), the nitauremecnt of K- rnc'ilit, in nerve and mucecells
t(Hodckin and Ke\nes, 1953: Ku..hmerick andj Fodvs; ky. 1969), the niea'uremrnt of intra-
ccllular K * acti' ity '% Ith a K--sur-isiis rricrocc:;ode (iirnkc. 1961). the dun .(nstra::on
of an abiity of pure ra;tural cell 7memnbranes (rc.d c,,!! ghosts: Frcedmn.n 1976). or s\ nthetic
membtrane \esicles (phic-phPid %esicles contai.:;inz K-Na activated .ATPase) se!ccti'.el to
jaecamu,;te K -or Na -(lI 1dden .dHukin, 197 ; Gcidin arnd Tong. 1974). These findins-s.
in :,ddifion to the apjpitIe! w rirdit (Bu--rcnd.scri Lnd Edzes, 1973; Coolke and Kuntz.
1974) Of e.Atly ClainjS kf d onrainof K' and N.! binding (Cope. 1965: Ling and
Cope, 1969) as '.elas H2 0 b-indine b) NNIR ikHazle-ood et al., 1969; Cope. 1969) led
man\, scientists to the con-,u'ion that the bulk of intracellular K* as %%eli as, vzter is In a
Cfree state.

Mlore careful scra::,n% of dhe evidence. hoskcser. has revealed that this conclusion %kas '
inco rrect (a full in-Jcpth r, u ~ Ib i\,en In m\ forthcoming book (Line. 1983). for a 4

briefer and le-ss complete one, see Line~ -ar.d Negend ank, 19S0).
On the ohcr hand, th e pure mrp.llane *cils par escellence, i.e., the sqj id awon

memb:nirane sacs free of axopl2srn do not pu.mp K' or Na' (Line and Ne2Lndank. 19S0). J
%%hereas an effecti-vely membrar..less open-ended (EMOC) preparation of muscle cells does
preferntially accumulate K and extrude Na (Line, 1978a).

I.EVIDENCE Tb/ AT SUPPORTS BINDING OF INTRACELLULAR K'

*T'he most defini1tive c\pe-rmcntal es idence thtthe bulk of intracellulir K' cxisls in
-. an :id orbed state has comec in th-- last five years.

Acc-ordir,e to thu Associ.&oin-lnducticn (Al) lb pvthesis, the bulk of iaitracellular K
is ads;orbed on P- and -eacrbos\% I :Qrop of culI!a Frotcins (Line, 1952). Because in uj
o- - 00r,( of these anionic crojps bcion, to myo> in (Lino and OchseLnfelId. 1966). -;-J
ni\, n is found only in the A bLnd of the muscle myofibrils (Hanson and Huxlev'. Nil31

*the iheory predicts the localization of K' in the A bands. There is also belief that the siteF
thit bird uranium in el-uctron-mcx:),cope s--cti;ons of iss;ues are also the R- and -y-carbosvl

Sgroups (Ling, 1977a). AcceptinI, this vievv, thc Al H\ pothcsis further predicts that if one
can in sonic way \ isualizc K * as it exists in the li-ine cell, the pitte-n of its distribution
would resernble a con\ entional eiectron-microscope picture. in v- hich the darkly sta;ined arca
(by, uranium) should be %%here most K' is found. To test this hypoithesis. I usecd autora-
diograph\. UnfortunateIl\-. tY 1Ntso rLdioucis\e isotopes of K' s'crc not suitable because one
has too short a half l;fe (4'K) a;;J the othecr is mac-h too e'.pcsise ("'K). For this rca'o n. I
settled for mso "suroats and -TI. both lonz-lisecd andinx'nl.

With a techniqlue for preseF-.ing isolated frog mucein roox-m temperature for up to
eight days (Line andJ Bohr. 1969), most of thL cull K can N- replajcd physioloeicall\ and
rc\ ersiblv b) Cs-l-belled Cs' or i-'1-labcdcd th:!!liam (TJ:; Ling. 1977b). Sin.gle frog,

miuscle fibers, \Ahose K' had Kecn cornp Ltclv or fargeclN replaced b> 1lbled Cs' or TI-
\A-cre isolated arid ra:,idly air -rid. After couti:ng ' d pho emuls.ion and an cxo'rc o
ab)ou t-.4o ueeks. the deieiopod picuures appvar a, sho~n in Fig. I, Ah,-rc the p u-tial
coslerace of the eniflsion --flows identification of the lines alone wAhich slser grariule
conieeate to be zhe A (dark) bind.

This %work was coi-npletely corroborated anid e he~~ by EUrInainn (19803). sho us d
frozen(rath ra dri'ed) mu!cl fies odd A ith. for example. i. Cs!aNLe-Id Cs -, :-rrri d

out the esposure-. in liquid nit:-rovLen and thLr~c ci mulsion film. fromn the undcrl\:n

[P - 441 -1
I,.
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muscle fiber before taking light-microscopic or electron-microscopic pictures. Besides au-
toradiography. Edelmnann carred out no less than three additional types of expcrime-ntal
testing of the prcdictions of the Al Hypothesis, including transmission electron microscopy.
In this work. Edelmann (1977) first replaced electron-light K' (at. %kt. 39) in frog mus;cle
cells with electron dense.Cs* (at. 'kt. 133) and TlV (at. wt. 204). These Cs- or TI-
loaded muscles were then frozen dried, and dry cut. With neither chemical fixation nor
staininiz. he obtained electron-niicrograph plates (Figs. 2B and C) that reveal a pattern of
distribution of these K*-surrogates strikingly similar to the glucaraldehyde-fixed and ura-
nium-btained preparjition (Fig-. 2A). When the sections were exposed to wkater (Fig. 2E) and
in normal -K --loaded- muscle (Fig. 2F) only faintly dark areas show.

Edelmann then used'another method to test the hypothesis (EdelImann, 1978), dispersiVe
x-ray microprobe analysis. In this, an electron beam was focused on either !he A band or
I band of Cs- or TI * -loaded as well as nor-mal "K '-loaded" muscle thin sections. The x-
ray. spectrum revealed that the concentrations of all three elem.rts '.sere hieher in the A
band than in the I band. This work has been full), confirined by Trombitas and Tiovi-Sebes

* (1979), ssho demonstrated much hiL-her K ' concentration in the A bands tha~n in the I bands
of isolated miyofibrils of honeybe thorax muscle.

The ob.ervations described above have established that in voluntary muscz!e K' is
* localized in distribution. Other evidence shosss that the accumnulated K' can be dinplaced

by other univalent cations; the effectivecness varies greatly with different ions that have the
saeln-ranoe attributes (that is, univalencv) but difrby shr-rne atrbuts oniy. The

fact that this ion-specific effect is fully preserved in muscle cells whose membrane (plus
postulated pumps) %~ere made functiona.lly ineffective (EMOC preparation; see Lino, 1977b)
suvggc:ts that the localized K 'is specifically adsorbed, one K -to one anionic site. Additional

evidence of the adsorbed state of K- and Ca- 'distribution in tE-.e A band is dcri'~ed from
another newv technique Edelmann developed.

Ed;:lmnnns (1980b) fourth effort to test the asscination-induction h~ pothe-sis %has even

S. S * * . * - . . . . . . . . . .t~t A .A£ N
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Figure 2. Electron micrographs of frog sariOrius muscle. (A) Muscle fixed in luta Jdch~de only arid vaisned
with uranium by conventional proccdure. (B) EM of section of freeze-dried Cs-loadcJ niusct. %'i:hout chemic:al
fixation or staining. (C) TI '-loadcd muscle without chemical fixation or sijining. ID) Same a, (C) icr expvure
of section to moist air. which causes the hithcrto even distribution of thalliumn to form ir.,nular &p'-i:. in the A
band. (E) Section of central prtrion of (B) after leaching in distilled A ater. (F) Normal -K- loadd rmu'clc. (Fromn
Edelmann. 1977. by permission of Physiol. Chern. Phys.).

more striking. He used the new technology called laser-microprobc mass spcctrometric
analysis (LAMMA). In this, he used freeze-dried and dry cut regular normal frog muscle
cells. The thin sections obtained were dipped in a solution containing 50 rrM K ', 50 mM
Na", and 10 m.M Cs*. Freed of adhering fluid, the A band %,,as vaporized by a focused
laser beam and the vaporized atoms analyzed quantitatively. Peak heights, \%hen compared
to a control gelatin film containing known quantities of 50 nmM K ', 50 niM Na ,and 10
mNM Cs*, revealed preferential uptake of K' and Cs* over Na*. Here, there is no question
of membrane or membrane pumps, as %%e are dealing wvith a thin scction lesthan Il.±m
thick from a single muscle cell 60 pLrm in diameter. Yet selective K- arid Cs* over Na*
adsorption can be demonstrated in vitro, yielding convincing csidcnce for a fundamental
issue of century-old debate. The bulk of intracellular K' is ad~orbc-d on an'onic pro'ein
sites.

II OSMOTIC ACTIVITY

The establishment of the adsorbed state of the major cation. K. deni.nds a "newv"
source of osmotic activity inside the cell to-balance that of free Na' in the c\tem-al medium

.'
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I(Lin,-. 19SOb). Renmembering that osinotic acti it-, in fact is a measure of the decrease of
water acti', it',. this -ne%4- source. in the Al hypcthe~is. is the third major component of the
cells, the proteinv; More specifically. it is the extendcd polypeptide chain of a *midtrix
protein" postulated to exi- t throughout the %&hole call in all living cells. Although, not yet
clearly estahlished. acin tubulin, and other cytioskelcial proteins are likely candidates.
though in the Al hypothesis. they must exist, in the resting living cells, in a liner state ofp dispersion than those usually seen in electronmicroscopic pictures.

The matrix protein or proteins polarize in multilavers and hence reduce the osmotnic
activity of the bulk of cell %kater amounting to. on an average, about ten layers of water
moleculc% bevteen t~ko chLins. It is the reduced solubility of water in this state for large
hy drated ions. e.g .. Na .and molecules, e.g., sugar and amino acids, that functions to
maintiin the low level of these solutes in muscle, nerve, and other cells. Since there are no
other osmotically active molecules or ions in the cell which match in concentration that of

K K. the establishment of the adsorbed state of K 'adds an important reason for the polarized
multila~er theory of cell water. (For recent experimental evidence supporting this view. see
Ling et al., 19S0a,b. Line. 19S 1 a).( .

One major concept of the association-inductfion hypothesis, a high degree of association
between the major components of the cell (proteins, water, and K*), is now reasonably
well established by the experiments described above. The second major concept is yet far
from being estiblished, it concerns the control of coherent behavior through the propagated
short-ranoe inductive effect, or more completely the indirect F-effect, where the F-effect
refers to the combined inductive or [-effects mediated through intervening atoms and D-
effect me-diated through spice. A propagated F-effect is called an indirect F-effect (Ling, 44
1962). This providecs a possible mechanistic basis for what later Monod et al. (1965) called
'allosteric" effect (Ling. 1962. 1977d, 1981b). In the Al hypothesis this inductive effect

lends coherence to the associated protein-K --water system as an autocooperative assembly A
* by pro% iding a nchanism for rt--ar-rneighbor interactions among adsorption sites for ions as

well as H-{O. Just.as important, the indluctive effect provides the theoretical basis for the
control of many binding sites for K , H2 and other molecules on the protein chains by a((, S
small number of "cardinal adhorbents," includine ATP and Ca4 '~ which adsorb on specific
controlling sites of the proteins. called "cardinal sites." Cardinal sites include what are
comnmonly known as receptor sites (Lin-, 1977d, 198 1Ib).

IV. SOLUTE DISTRIBUTION

A generail cqu.ttion for solute distribution in living cells and model systems wa3s intro-
duced in 1965 (Lin-, 1965). Choosing K+ (and Na4 ) as examples, and assuming the \C
existence of only one type of adsorption site, the equation reads:

'I
EK 111 =ctqK (KJ' 1,

free K *1

LI] INa-h . . PAI

1K 4,[K +C,~
[Na' KJk [Na +~

adsorbed K' + 4'

C'.

17la KI b"
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The first term on the richt-hand side of Eq. MI represents frec K' in the cell x'katur. and
the second term represents adsorbed K ' The '~r'~~inof free K -in the ccli dcpcnds
on a, the %4aicr content. 1K Jr, the external K - co'ncerrra'.ien, and qg. the (a'c:raee)
equilibrium distribution coefficient of K- in the c6, %ka~er. The va!uc of q is near unity for
small molecules and molecules thi-t can fit in the polairizccd '% atr lattice but are lo'A for

hydrated ions (q. - 0.1; qK 0.3) and other lar-er n.lues(Line. 1977c; Lin- ct l.
I980a,b; Necendank Lind Shalker, 1979). The ter-m representing adsorbecd K * is an ads:orption
isotherm that xkas introduced in 1964 (Ling, 1964). Here Ufl is the concentr;irion of the
adsorption sites for K- in moles per kilogram 9, fresh ce~ls. KI is the inutnnsic4'C' equilibrium constant for Na -K exchange. ~;'2 is the nearest neichbor ir.,craction
energy bct~keen K* and Na* (for more dletails, 's-e Ling. 1970, 1980a. Line arid Bohr,

*-b /1970). When iszero, the isothermn becomes in essence the usual Lanemnuir rspe.

*12 Howvever. \khe@ s lareer than zero, the isotherm11 is 31utcooplerative. The equilibrium

concentra, on of K' adsor.bed (LKI1d) by the cells Ahen plott;-d against increasing exteral <
K' concentration (a( a constant (NaI],,) is S-shaped or sigmoid. Sho,.ing )o%%er increment
of uptake per unit increment of external K 'conzentration at low external K' concentration
than at a hieher external concentration. WVhen the same data are plotted in a double logarithmic
plot, i.e., vwhen log 1K ' ., or log, ([K * ]jiNa ' J) is plotted against either log IK~h (at
constant [Na ~or log (IK]* , /Na' ,), the slope at the lous where [K *],iequals [Na* kd
is greater than unity. Indeed, the straight line \ssi h this slope arid pay.c, through the locus
of equal K' and Na* occupancy is one described by the equation introduced by A. V. Hill
(1910) to represent the oxwgen upAke ofreolbn The slope of 'his double-log plot is
the Hill's coefficient n. nt. so far an empirical paramneter. has long been suspected to be

related to cooperativity. It is. in fact, equal to exp ( -)\shere R and T have the usual

meanings (Ling. 1964. 1980a).
The remarkable feature of an autocooperative adsorption is its -all-or-none- nature.

That is, with a minor change in the ratio of K 'arnd Na 'concentration in the medium, the
adsorption shifts from all K 'to all Na*, as diagrammacically illustrated in Fig. 3A, where
the At and jth solute may represent Na Lind K -respectisely.

Experimental studies sho\sed that in a variety of living cells, the K' and Na' disti-
bution follows Eq. (1) v ell. These include frog muscles (Line. 1966; Ling and Bohr, 1970),
rabbit uterine muscle (Jones. 1970), canine carotid arieries (Jones, 1973). guinea pig tienia
coli (Karrenian. 1973: Gulaii 1973), and humian lymiphk-ctes (Nesendank and Shaller,
1979). Furthermore, in aercement \% ith the association-ind-uction h pthcsis. a number of
agents including drugs such as ouahain and ions such as C3' vthich colcievare
referred to a- cardinal id,rbcnts. act on the K 'and Na "di':r61ibtion b\ chinging prnarily

K'a- K as diagrtnaticallv illu-,trated in Fig. 13. Thu,. c reof fro- miuscle to a low,
concentration of ouabain 0~.26 X 10 ' M) causes virtually all intracllular K', to be replaced
stoichiomectrically b\ Na' by merely changing the '4aluc of KZ .N fromn 200 to about 10,
as sho\,,n in Fi2z. 4. The fact that K* Is adsorbedl to bL.cin %kith and that thc ouabain effect
is entirely- int ict i n an EN10C preparation (Lir.e-. 1979j) hosks that 'ujhain does not act
on mernbrane-punioing niechanism. but ditnini'hes the sec~sit) of the adsorption sites of
K' over Ns' . Ca- -. on the other hand, uc:tr to proecrnc t~h h6ch K.' , value. so that
removal of Ca' then acts like ouaJin (Jonecs. 1973).

How. a small number of bound Ca ions or toualn mo!clsca fet asmr
K and Na - adsorption sites is a subject of ce:ntral inieret in the At \lKp',thes'is. As I have
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of sel-ctit e K' ptcrineahilirY (Ling 1953. 1960. 1962. 190). In 11)65. Lin- and Ochs-.nfOcld
prosided positive evide:nce that the surface anionic sites may 4,11 Ne - and - -carbo\%l
groupi since the rate of K- permeation sho%4s an inflection at pit 4. 6. the characteristic
pK. of P- and -y-carboxyl groups (Ling and Och,,cnfeld. 1965). Entry of K -by a, sociationj
of the ion with surface P- and -y-carboxyl groups is followed by librsarion of the ion near
the fixed anion. Subsequent dissociation and entry into the cell shows -saturation- and

* competition." This adsorption-de sorption route is one way by %4hich a charged ion of
*opposite sign to the surface fixed ions may gain e * n o t celi s indicated by

has been :' .* re ithel surface Is coee ih onou ii
rotein, Figb. -Asongd raoste for th ie stes n the f ix dI wc ith e%,
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* *la)cred w.ater polarized by cell-surface ma-,rix pmoteins %kith extended pillypeptide chains
p(Ling. 1981a). Niembrane lipids ser-ve the role of stabilizing the protLin-%kd.e sstcrm and

oC smpleinslation (Ling. 19770). This model readily- csp!aiins %khv somne nodel emi-

's, permeable membranes possess "pores" many times the diameter of so~ues to %%hich it is
virtually impermeable. Thus, the copper fcrrocyanidec mcimbrane consists of a netmork of
crystalline particles with an average diameter of 150 A, ard the inerstices aire expected to
be of similar dimensions (see Glasstone, 1946, p. 6.56). The averaue pore size of the acti'e
layer of cellulose acetate is about 44 A (Schultz and Asurnaa, 1969). Both the copper
ferro-cyanide and cellulose acetate membrane are scmipermeable, highly permeable to v4ater
but virtually- imperrmeable to sucrose which has a diameter of only 9.4 A (Linc. 1973). An
additional advantage of the polarized-%katcr model over the conventional lipid layer-rigid
pare model is that the cell surface permeability is amenable to the control bv cardinal
adsorbents (such as Ca' or ATP), sshich are know.%n to react ssIih cardin.-l sites (receptor
sites) on cell surface proteins.

Th is modelI of surface pe rmeat ion %k as desc ri bed by- an cquat ion th at i s a d irect ctens ion
of Eq. (1), except that, for simplicity, nearcst-neighbor interaction wvas neglected. Under
this simplifyi 'ng condition, the rate of entry of an ith mono-,alent cation Into normal muscle
cells is described by Eq. (2) (Ling and Ochsenfeld, 1965):

SI+ EpJ. k, + Lp,]. k, (2)
K-Route I R-Ifoute 2 a~L

where the first and second term on the right-hand side of the equation represent the saltatory
route (route I of Fig. 5) and the adso-,ption--dcsorption route (route 2). [PJ,), and Ipj,, are
the coneenrli±tion of the ith and jth cation in the external medium. R, and k, are their
respective adsorption constants on the cell surface. A and V"' are both constants. Strong
support for this model c~ame from the demonstration that ion ern into liv-ingl cells as scll
asmdlssesof cation-exchane resin sheets, shceps %%ocil. and even a layer of isolated

actoyosi gelare adequately described by this basic equation (Ling, 1960;, Ling and
OchsciffeMj. 1965, 1970).

V. MOLECULAR MECHANISMS OF CELLULAR POTENTIALS

The vecrification (if a locailized aud :td'orbcd state of K 'm:A;cs a fundamental chance
of the cellular electrical potential inevitable. Indeed. a new theory of cellular electrical
potential bL-ed on the early %er~ion of thL Al hy pories, "as alreakIN introduced in 1955
(Ling. 1955, 1959, 1960). According tothis theor\. the cellua kNi-ptnili o
~membrane potential.- but is a surface-adsorption rpotential as \%sas one time sucested in

general principle by Baur (see Baur L:id Kronmiann. 1917). Ho- %cer Baur's theory, as a
variant of the membrane theory, envisages tsso such potentials. one kin each side of the cell
membrane. T'he Al hypothesis suvcsts that the entire cell conq itutes a proteinaccous fixed-
c harge system sharing similar attributes due to ion hinJin- and Aalter [xlariizttion. Therefore,
there is only one surface adsorption potential at the outer cell houndany. It is the density
and polarity of the -urfajce P- and -y-carbox)yl groups,. \%hi~h also determilne the rate of ion
f-rmication. as %%ell as the temperature and the concentration of the external cation that
adsorbs onto these anionic sites that determine the mLnau~iude of the r-ting ix-tential. For
resting frog muscle, the simple equation Was ,iscn hbs Lim: t 1959. bat0. 1(462. 1Q467. 1982):

-S- -.A- - - - - ..
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4,=constant - n ~e ( k, . 1,)

%%here [p,'],. represents the concentration of the ith monovalent cation i. thte exv-na!"'
and k, is the adsorption constant of the ith monovalent cation on the surface amnm;z 'te

In a more explicit formn, Eq. (3) may be expressed as

45 constant - rT (Rv [K~k + K.,. [Na 1.) (4)

where KK and 4.. are the adsorption constants of K* and Na', respectively, and sol
be the same as those in Eq. (2) ( 8  )

When the surface contains no fixed cation (as I belie~e is the case in restineL rnus.Je),
- - there is no sensitivity to external Cr- (Hodgkin and Horowicz, 1960). even thoch muscle

has a very high CI- permeability (Hutter and Padsha, 1959). Indeed, after eliminatiney the
I-Cl terms from the Hodgkin-Katz equation (Katz. 1966: a procedure I feel nor easily

defensible), the modified Hodgkin-Katz equation may. for short-term experiment involving
little change of internal ion concentration, be reduced to a form entirely analogous to Eq
(3), with permeability constants Pi instead of adsorption constantsK,

L.JS45=constant -T /n P Pl 5

Edelmann et al. (1971) have determined both the permeability constants and wurface-ad-
sorption constants of guinea pig heart with the help of Eq. (2) and concluded that kb followed
Eq. (3) but not Eq. (5) (Edelmann, 1973).

The surface-adsorption model offers an explanation for the data of a large number of
reports, including those of Tobias (1950), Falk and Gerard (1954), Kao (1956), Shaw and
Simon (1955), Shaw et al. (1956), Koketsu and Kinura (1960), and Tasaki and his co-
workers (1964, 1965), which indicate that the resting potential does not vary with chu-n-cs
of intracellular K' concentration. Other data of Adrian (1956), Baker et aI.(1961), and
Hagiwara et aI.(1964), show that some dependency of k.u on internal K' can sometimes be
demonstrated (Ling, 1978b), on the basis of variation of one or more 01 t following factors.
(1) change in surface fixed-ion density (Adrian, 1956), and (2) creation of new,, amphoteric
interface between perfusing or injected fluids and the exposed intracellular protoplasm as
well as the degree of ionization of fixed anions (compared to fixed cations).

In 1979, 1 further revised Eq. (3) to take into account neaest-neighbor interaction
among the cell-surface sites (Ling, 1979). The equation for the resting potential now takes

the form:

=constant, - fn [ -+~ (1+( ) +~x~~l] (6)

where, V'

[ RNC K' (7)
[Nai ~ -
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K and -y ha,.e the samec sieunificanice La in Eq. (0) but rcfcr only it) anionic sites
on 3 microscopically thin ccll surface. Eq. (6) can account for the cradu.-I dccre:: c of ii,
Awith decreasin- external K' concentration (and hich Na' conceni-.dtion) below that of the
normal Ringer's solution (Fig. 6). This theoretical equzaion is carz:ble of explaining, for
examnple, Changes of tl described by R uzylIlo and V'ick (1974) for canine Purkinjc cells.

The broader usefulness of Eq. (6) is dcnmonstiated by its abili-,y to explain the exper-
imental data of Maloff et al. (1978) Aho mea~suredt.he resting poten!ial of the giant mito-
chondria of cuprizone-fed mouse Hier. This potential was virtuall\ indifferent to cxitrial
K" concentration before 10- NI valinornwin was added. Contrar to the expectation based

7.. ~on the membrane theory, in wkhich the expected effect of vaiinonr,\cin is to increase K*
permeability of the mitochondrial inner membrane, the absence of chanzc in K 'conductance
wkas demonstrated (see also Ling, 1981a). On the other hand. these observations can be
described by Eq. (6), with the assumption that the afffinity for K* on thc surface anionic
sites is increased by valinomycin by a factor of three (For further discussion, sec Ling,
1 9S I b).

A more general equation for the resting and action potential "ould include a diffusion
potential term,

- -~20-

9-e03

-40 -

60

.1000-

i Figure 6. A rot of the rcstn ic. .ntiia ap,t c~imm. K' 3n,'i Na* c-n:n:- : n rs:i -dine ito Eq.(6)

or.!;njte rzpescnt.% tV %hjch is cqa in r -~'.i~ ' ct"3 r~-...r' ilK ;I j :I, -t-.I :i 1, (IlK*
[Na I.. - K%..L). For cxx:-tnrc C&Mn-d ,tit in the rvtcnce ot a c,-n'tnt c-! crtr..;.' of NA " v. to
mrM. the ..bscissa is thcrt fKlI.. .. 1 C. 1). S% nKId5 ac .t'mvUtCd points. prc .&C-d it) mirk o'ut the 'eprite
curnc,. rvrtn Ling. 1979, by rvnrTi"on of Ph-, s Citrm Ph\.l 1.
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%RT (I (-
- ~ iIV ~ I + ________ti=cofl'taflt, F n It FK j.Y )2 + 4 expet.:RT)J (8

RT N [aL ~ !K_ ~ - - - , 1Z

-F y'[Nai 5  + _y'K~

where -Y,. Y~n y'Y. and ex are the activity coefficients of Na + and K in the cellsufc
layer water and external solution respectively. [Na and [K + ]"" 'are the free Na and

K' concentration in the cell-surface water, respectively. The second term on thc right-hand

K

0No' 0 0

0',
00

p Figure 7. Schernitic illustration or the ce.nts

*occurnnei jt the ccll .urface at rcot and during
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tiallit tJobJ ~he cell surfa,:e. Water in the I 0 r-
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side of Eq. (8). a diffusion potential term, vanishes when the cell is at rest Kecause under

th, condition. -y''y jNa'],,2,Na],. and y,;-y.K = IK K, I... Now

'Yez _ t (9)
q -.,qK , (9) .

where q.,
3 

and qK are the equilibrium distribution coefficients of Na and K4 betv, cen the

surface-cell water and the external solution, respectively. Substituting Eq. (9) into (8), and

taking into account of the fact that "yV,' [Na , + .y IK]c, is a constant and that
K ed to:

ki cntt2 - k + I~- 4epy7~) (10)F 7 + 4Eflfr

During excitation, KOO..K due to the c-value increase of the surface anionic sites,
q., (and qK) concomitantly increases. The inrush of Na4 brings about not only a cancellation

% of thc resting potential but an overshoot. The adsorption of Na displaces K + from adsorption
sites at and near the cell surface, causing an increase of free K *. i.e., [K]c. and hence

IP the delayed outward K + current (Fig. 7).
To be noted is the fact that the fixed-surface anionic site would function as a K- channel

at rest and following activation. But the same sites with a transient c-value change provide
an apparent Na' channel. Yet in both cases, there is both a noncompetitive ("independenC)
component through the cell-surface water and a competitive component through the ad-

V sorption-desorption route.
. The delayed outward current more likely reflects not an opening of a specific "gale"

but the diffusion of K4 after its liberation from adsorption sitcs at and near the cell surface.
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EXPERIMENTAL CONFIRMATION OF THE POLARIZED MULTILAYER THEORY OF CELL

WATER INCLUDING DATA THAT LEAD TO AN IMPROVED DEFINITION OF COLLOIDS

Gilbert N. Ling, Ph.D.

Department of Molecular Biology
Pennsylvania Hospital

Philadelphia, Pa.

SUMMARY

The polarized multilayer theory of cell water, as part of the

association-induction hypothesis, and its rapidly gathering sup-
portive experimental evidence were reviewed. It was shown that

the new insight offered by this theory reconciles many hitherto

unexplained phenomena and that new experimental data also suggest

an improved definition of the concept of colloids.

I. GELATIN: THE NAMESAKE OF COLLOIDAL CHEMISTRY

Thomas Graham, who introduced in 1861 the concept as well as

the name of colloids, explained in these words, " The plastic ele-

ments of the animal body are found in this class. As gelatine

appears to be its type, it is proposed to designate substances of
the class as colloids..." (Ko0.o6 , the Greek word for glue, is

largely gelatine) (Graham, 1861, p. 182). The inventor of dialy-
sis, Graham also stated in the same article (p. 185), "The water

of the gelatinous starch is not directly available as a medium for

the diffusion of either the sugar or gum, being in a state of true

combination, feeble although the union with starch may be..."

Beside gelatine, starch and other colloidal materials, Graham also

investigated copper ferrocyanide, which is a highly gelatinous

reddish-brown precipitate formed when copper sulfate is mixed with
K ferrocyanide. It is the study of a membrane of this gelatinous

precipitate by M. Traube (1867) and by W. Pfeffer (1877) that led

to the fimnding of tLhe m-nbrane theory. Unfortunately, Traube did
not fnr4 w te c lis w 1ihm ri vealed 1 ut ,'-'se to c ,arpion the sc-
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copper ferrocyanide gel membrane to sugars and other solutes.
Later x-ray and electron diffraction studies have shown that the
interstices of the copper ferrocyanide lattice (100-200 R) is much
larger than that of sucrose (diameter, 9 R), thus disproving the
atomic sieve idea (Fordham and Tyson, 1937, Glasstone, 1946). The
semipermeable property of this famous membrane model has remained
unexplained until quite recently (see below).

That interaction of biological materials causes changes of pro-
perty of water was recognized even before Craham's paper of 1861.
For example, in 1849, Carl Ludwig, known as the father of modern
physiology, demonstrated that dried pig bladder when immersed in a
salt solution takes up a much more dilute salt solution than the
bathing solution in which the bladder was immersed. This " water
of imbibition" or " Schwellungswaser" clearly has different solvent
properties from normal water.

In 1934 Holleman, Bungenberg de Jong and Modderman carried out
similar study as that described above by Carl Ludwig. However, in-
stead of dried pig's bladder, gelatine was used. Like Ludwig, they
also found that water in gelatine gel accommodated, at equilibrium,
less Na2SO4 than that present in the incubation solution. These
authors interpreted their data in terms of " negative adsorption."
Similarly when Mc Mahon et al (1940) found lower sucrose concen-
tration in the water taken up by copper ferrocyanide gel than in
the surrounding solution they too interpreted the data in terms of
linegative adsorption, a term, which I think was not well chosen.
Conceptually it is obtuse (see below).

Beside the unusual solvency property, geldLine water system ex-
hibits another distinctive feature: resistance to freezing. In a
gel containing 35% water, and 65% gelatine, the water will not
freeze even at the temperature of liquid nitrogen (-195.8 ° C) (Moran,
1926).

In summary, since its very inception, gelatine was seen as hav-
ing the property representative of colloids including the living
matter. These colloidal systems exhibit unusual solvent properties

(and have been historically explained in terms of " negative ad-
sorption") and are resistant to freezing.

II. EARLY CONCEPTS OF WATER IN LIVING CELLS

A. Ideas of Pfeffer and Overton

According to the conventional membrane-pump theory of the liv-
ing cell, all or nearly all water in living cells is free. It is
therefore interesting to note that those who first clearly sug-
gested that a substantial portion of the water in living cells is
not free but exists as " Schwellunswaser" were in fact the founders
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of the membrane theory, W. Pfeffer and one of its great supporters,
E. Overton (1902). Overton found that muscle cells when immersed
in a solution half of the osmotic strength of a Ringer solution,

do not swell to twice their natural size, as would be the case,
according to the membrane theory and the van't Hoff equation of os-

mosis. Overton suggested that a sizable fraction of the water in
frog muscle cells is " Schwellungswaser" which was considered to

be osmotically inactive. In later quantitative assessment of the
amount of this " osmotically inactive" water, the water content of
cells is plotted against the reciprocal of the concentration (C)
of solutes in the medium. Extrapolating to C 0 yields the

amount of this fraction of osmotically inactive water. Ling and
Negendank (1970) showed that this concept is strictly speaking, in-
correct, because it, in fact, says that part of the cell water
does not leave the cell even at zero water vapor pressure in the
environment. Actual measurement showed that, under this condition,
no significant amount of water remains in frog muscle. These find-
ings showed that the kind of cell water behavior contrary to. the
assumption of the membrane theory as observed by Overton, cannot
be reconciled by assuming a portion of it to be osmotically in-

active. A better explanation has to be found.

B. Ideas of Gortner

Other proponents of unusual water in living cells included

Fisher and Suer (1939) and Gortner (1930). Gortner's work repre-
sents a number of physico-chemical studies by him and others of
water associated with biological materials. His criteria of
" bound wate" were based on its nonsolvency for solutes and non-

freezing at -200 C. From 1940 on, the bound water idea eventually
almost disappeared from the literature in consequence of two types
of contradictory experimental findings: i) urea was found to

distribute equally between muscle cell water and the surrounding

medium (Hill, 1930); ethylene glycol was found to distribute e-
qually between erythrocyte water and the surrounding medium (Mac
Leod and Ponder, 1936). These studies led to the conclusion that
no bound water exists in living cells. (ii) Blanchard (1940) in

his review on " Bound Water" refuted the non-freezing water by
pointing out that pure water can be supercooled to temperature
lower than -20° C. This and other reasons led Blanchard to reach

the conclusion: No bound water exists in living cells.

C. Troshin's Coacervate Theory of Cell Water

A. S. Troshin (1966) from the Soviet Union, was impressed by

the findings of Holleman, Bungenberg de Jong and Modderman (1934)
mentioned above, confirmed their experiments and suggested that
the low levels of sugar, free amino acids, and ions found in living
cells have a similar origin: both gelatin and living cell pro-
toplasm represent colloidal " coacervates" systvms in which water
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has different solubilities for solutes (Bungenberg de Jong, 1949).
Regretably this highly talented and productive scientist ceased
publishing on this subject in the sixties and he did not further

elaborate on how and why coacervates exclude solutes.

III. THE POLARIZED MULTILAYER THEORY OF CELL WATER AS PART OF THE

ASSOCIATION-INDUCTION HYPOTHESIS

In 1965 Ling expanded his theory of the living cell, the

association-induction (AI) hypothesis to include a more detailed
theory of the physical state of the bulk of cell water (Ling, 1965).
This theory attempts not only to answer the how and why the bulk
of water in a resting cell exists in a different physical state,
but also why and how solutes are excluded from water in this state.
Before discussing this theory, I shall first briefly sketch its
historical background.

A. Historical Background of the Polarized Multilayer Theory of
Cell Water

1. Contribution from Physicists. Gases condense on solid sur-
face often in a characteristic manner: a more or less flat plateau
is reached at low gas concentrations in the external phase, followed
by a steep rise at a higher gas concentration range. Thus :his type
of adsorption isotherm is rJ -shaped. Physicists De Boer and
Zwikker (1929) developed a theory for this phenomenon in terms of
multilayer adsorption. This theory was severely criticized by
Brunauer, Emmett, and Teller (1938) who pointed out even in the case
of very large and hence polarizable atoms like argon or iodine, the
solid surface cannot polarize more than one layer of the gaseous
molecules. Instead they proposed their own theory (later known as

the BET theory) in which additional layers of gases taken up be-
yond the first adsorbed layer are condensed in the same way as in
liquid liquids. However, Brunauer, Emmett, and Teller also specif-
ically pointed out that their criticiam was limited to gaseous
molecules that have no permanent dipole moments. For gaseous mole-
cules with permanent dipole moments, as in the case of water mole-
cules, polarized multilayer like that suggested by De Boer and
Zwikker are quite feasible. Indeed, this case had already been
treated by Bradley (1936) who presented a polarized multilayer ad-
sorption isotherm (Eq. 1) in a form quite similar to the De Boer-
Zwikker isotherm,

apolog C-) K +(1,p KIK3 +K 4 ,()

. . .
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where p is the vapor pressure of the gas under the experimental
condition and p0 is p at full saturation. Thus p/p is the rela-
tive vapor pressure. a is the amount of gas taken up. K1 , K3 ,
and K4 are constants under a defined condition. Equation 1 can be
written in a double log form:

log (log A-) - K 4 ) = a log K + K. (2)
p 4 K3  K1

2. Contribution from Industrial Physico-chemists. In the
textile industry, sorption of water is an important subject of con-

cern. Large uptake by cotton and wool fiber had been for a long
time explained as due to capillary condensation; i.e., the bulk of
water is held as normal liquid water in pores and narrow channels
in the fibers. Benson and Ellis (1948, 1950), in their study of
N2, 02 and CH4 sorption on dry proteins could not find evidence
for such pores and channels. In fact they found that the total
amount of sorbed gases depends only on the state of subdivision of

the proteins and the total surfaces exposed. In sharp contrast,
extensive alteration of the physical state of wool, egg albumin,
and silk did not alter the amount of water sorbed (Mellon, Korn,
and Hoover, 1949). In these cases water uptake depends only on
the specific sites available in a protein; the state of subdivi-
sions makes little difference (Benson, Ellis, and Zwanzig, 1950).

From this group of scientists also came the important demon-
stration that beside polar side chains, the polypeptide chains of
proteins offer important sites of hydration, as indicated by the
sorption of large amount of water by amorphous poly-glycine ester

(Mellon, Korn, and Hoover, 1948) and by polyvinylpyrrolidone
An, I which contain no polar side chains (Dole and Faller,

1950. Furthermore, this water uptake by the fibrous proteins and
polymers follows Bradley's polarized multilayer adsorption iso-
therm described by Equation 2.

B. Theoretical Reasons for the Introduction of the Polarized
Multilayer Theory of Cell Water

The logical sequence for the polarized multilayer theory of

cell water includes the following:

I. In the water of living cells various solutes (e.g., Na+,
sugars, free amino acids) are found in much lower concentration
than in the surrounding medium. There are only three basic types
of mechanism for the maintenance of such a difference in concen-

tration between the cell and its aqueous environment. Two of
these, absolute membrane impermeability and pumping, have both
been ruled out (Ling, 1962, 1983), leaving a difference in the

".o ' " " ," ,. " ".. ,- -•.. . . . - 4 . . S -S... . . . . . . . . . -
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physico-chemical nature or solubility of the cell internal environ-

ment (i.e., water) as the only class of mechanism still tenable.

2. VirtuallT all cell water must be different, because the con-

centration of Na and other solutes in the water of many cells may
be only 5% of that in the external environment. This sets a limit
of normal liquid water in the cells at 5%. Most likely this limit
is even lower because it is unlikely that the affected water can
exclude Na+ completely as assumed in this 5% calculation.

3. Cell water comprises from 60 to 85% of the weight of most

cells. To convert 95 to 10M. of this cell water to something with
distinctly different properties, there must be another substance or
substances that are at once ubiquitous enough and abundant enough
in all cells. Since some cells (e.g., human erythrocytes) contain
no DNA or RNA in significant amount, this substance can only be pro-
teins. (This does not rule out a similar role for the nucleic acids
and even polysaccharides in some cells to serve a similar role
assigned primarily to proteins.)

4. If all the cell proteins are stretched out and uniformly

distributed throughout the cell, the space between nearest neigh-
boring chains would be about 20 9 (Ling, 1962), which is roughly
equal to - = 7 water molecules diameters wide. Since not all

2.8
cells proteins participate, the number of water molecules affected
by the involved protein must be greater (but not vastly greater).
Thus multilayers of water must be somewhat affected by the cell
proteins.

5. One concept introduced of such an influence of proteins on

water was the " iceberg" concept (Jacobson, 1955; Klotz, 1958).
In this theory protein surfaces offer regular sites that have the

geometry of tridymite-like Ice-I structure. This then in some un-
specified way induces the formation of more ice layers (at room or

body temperature). This theory has been ruled out by the fact that
cell water can be supercooled and maintained in that condition but

not when the cell water is touched with a seeding ice crystal
through a cut end of the cell. Rapid ice formation in cells then
follows (Ling and Miller, 1970). This finding shows that no ice
could be present in normal cells to begin with (see below).

6. Theoretical considerations discussed in Sect. II, I. and

2. offer sound basis for the consideration that the bulk of cell

water is polarized by cell proteins in the form of multilayers.

C. The Polarized Multilayer Theory of Cell Water and the Theory
for Solute Exclusion from Water in This State

The polarized multilayer theory of cell water first proposed

. . .. ...... . .. . . .
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in 1965 as part of the AI Hypothesis (Ling, 1965) was amplified in
1973 and 1975 (Ling, 1973, Ling and Sobel, 1975), includes the
following postulations.

1. In the intracellular space of all living cells not occupied

by other matter, a network of regularly and finely dispersed pro-
teins, referred to as " matrix proteins" exists.

2. The matrix proteins exist in an extended conformation with
their backbone NHCO groups directly exposed to the bulk-phase water.
The NH and CO group, being positively charged (P) and negatively
charged (N) respectively constitute a NP-NP-NP system.

3. Each of these CO groups and its neighboring NH group orient
rows of water molecules with opposite orientations. As a result

there is not only radical polarization of the water molecules along
each row but also lateral interaction between water molecules in
immediately neighboring rows. The entire assembly thus assumes 3-
dimensional cooperative characteristics.

4. As a result of the multilayer polarization, the water
molecules Lave reduced rotational as well as translational motional
freedom.

5. The electrical polarization of the assembly of water mole-
cules and the motional restriction thus created provides two basic
mechanisms for the exclusion of large solute molecules from this
polarized water: enthalpic and entropic. In both mechanisms,
small solutes and solutes that can fit into the water lattice may
not be excluded at all or may even be preferentially taken up.
The degree of exclusion as measured by the equilibrium distribution
coefficient (q-value) increases with increasing molecular sizes
and complexity (the size rule).

6. The degree of motional restriction considered is very
modest (Ling, 1979). Thus to produce a q-value of 0.1 for a solute
(which is quite low for q-values), the required motional restric-
tion, represents no more than a factor of 10 in the " partition
function" ratios. This type of water structure is dynamic, the
long-range order can be revealed only after many repeated photo-
graphic exposures are taken.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL TESTING OF SEVERAL OF THE PREDICTIONS OF THE
THEORY

A. Solvency

A corollary of polarized multilayer theory of cell water is
that when a protein exists in an ce-helical or other intiamacro-
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molecularly H-bonded structure, the bulk phase water will not be

influenced. As a result, even large solutes like hydrated Na
sugar, etc., will either not be excluded at all or minimally ex-
cluded. This theoretical corollary was confirmed by Ling,
Ochsenfeld, Walton, and Bersinger (1980).

However, when either due to s > cific non-helical molecular

structure, or exposure to denaturants like urea or guanidine HCl,
the backbone NHCO groups of a protein are exposed to the bulk
phase solvent, solute exclusion then is observed.

From these studies, the conclusion was also reached that the

reason water associated with gelatin excluded Na+ and other
solutes, normally excluded from living cells, is due to gelatin's
existence in an extended conformation, as a result of the posses-
sion of the repeated triads of non-helical forming amino acid

residues: glycine, proline, and hydroxyproline. In full agreement,
a number of synthetic polymers including polyvinylmethyl ether

H
(PVME) (-CH-4- ) ; polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP); poly(ethylene

0-CH3

oxide) (PEO) (-CH 2-0-CH )n ; and methylcellulose (Ling, Walton, and

Bersinger, 1980) which do not contain an H-donating group like NH

in the polypeptide chain also alter the soliency of the bulk-phase

water. These findings show that all that is needed to produce the

solvency effect on the bulk-phase water is the presence of un-

shielded oxygen atoms with its lone pair electrons along the chain

at distance roughly equal to that of two water diameters.

In agreement with this theory it was found that water associated

with PVME, does not exclude methanol but excludes larger hydroxylic
compounds in rough proportion to the sizes and complexities in full

agreement with the size rule long ago reported for living cells

(Ling, Miller, and Ochsenfeld, 1973).

B. Degree of Motional Restriction of Polarized Water in Model

Systems

The NMR relaxation time, T and T of the proton of water
1 2

associated with PVP, PVME, and PEO were studied (Ling and Murphy,

1982). The T I/T Z ratios are very close to that of pure water (i.e.,
near unity). This equality of T1 and T2 and the actual values of

T and T2 at the magnetic field used, permits a rough estimate of
tie rotational correlation time (') which turns out to be no more

than I order of magnitude longer tian normal liquid water and thus

vastly shorter than that of ice.

I.
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C. Swetlin and Shrinkage of Polymer-Water Systems and of Living

Cells Without Intact Membrane

Dialysis sacs filled with a 30% solution of the neutral poly-

mer (PEO) maintain a swollen, unchanged, or shrunken volume de-

pending on the concentrations of Na-citrate in the external

solution even though the dialysis sac is fully permeable to Na-

citrate (Ling, 1980). This confirms the theoretical expectation

that it is primarily the multilayer polarization and hence lowered

activity of the polymer-dominated water in conjunction with the

low equilibrium distribution coefficient or q-value of Na-citrate

in the polymer-oriented water that determine the volume of the

sacs. A similar mechanism was suggested in the AI Hypothesis for

the maintenance of the size of living cells, which have been

shown to swell or shrink regardless of the presence or absence of

an intact cell membrane (Ling and Walton, 1976).

D. Freezing Properties

Ling and Zhang in work yet to be published showed that the

non-freezing water in gelatin-gel is also found in water associated

with PEO and other polymers. They came to the conclusion non-

freezing is yet another trait of the water polarized in multilayers.

These data also clearly showed that the polymer-oriented water is

definitely not ice as postulated in the iceberg theories.

E. Adherence to the Bradley Adsorption Isotherm

Ling and Negendank (1970) showed that 95% of the water in

isolated frog muscle cells follow Bradley's adsorption isotherm

(Equations I and 2). In the last six years, three different lab-

oratories across the world using four modern methods, showed that

the bulk of the major intracellular cation K+ is adsorbed

(Edelmann, 1977, 1980-81, 1981; Ling, 1966; Trombitas and Tigyi-

Sebes, 1979). Yet the cells are in osmotic equilibrium with a

Ringer solution which has an osmotic strength equal to that of a

0.118 M NaCl solution in which both Na
+ and Cl are free. This

osmotic equilibrium with a Ringer solution is maintained whether

the muscle is in direct contact with the Ringer solution or separ-

ated from the Ringer solution by an air space as was the case in

the experiments described by Ling and Negendank (1970). In terms

of the AI Hypothesis, these observations indicate that the osmotic

balance is maintained primarily by the matrix proteins. Although

not yet clearly identified, it is believed that actin, tubulin, and

other cytoskeletal proteins may play major roles. However, it is

also believed that they exist in a finer state of dispersion than

seen in EM pictures. In other words we expect that the matrix

proteins have properties illustrated, though less intensely, bylb..
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with an average diameter of 45 A (Ling, 1973) which is 5 times wider
than the diameter of sucrose, to which the membrane is virtually
impermeable, clearly the situation closely resembles the case of
copper-ferrocyanide gel membrane. In both, a low q-value of sucrose
for the water polarized by either the cellulose acetate, or by the
copper-ferrocyanide, -in addition to greatly reduced diffusion co-
efficient (D) for sucrose in this polarized water accounts for its
low permeability (P = qU). Of course, q-value as well as D-value
decreases as the size and complexity of the hydraulic compound
decreases. Therefore the permeability of these hydroxylic com-
pounds are progressively higher for the compounds with smaller size.
Water, having a q-value of 1.0 and apparently a correspondingly
high D, is the most permeable through both models and the living
cell membrane.

B. An Amplification of the Term, Negative Adsorption

With multilayer adsorption of water established, the term that
a solute is " negatively adsorbed, can be better understood. It

++-

signifies that like Na ,glucose and free amino acids, a nega-
tively adsorbed solute is that which is excluded from the polarized
multilayers. However, the term remains a poor one, first, in the

sense the solute excluded does not have direct contact with the
polarizing surface and thus is not at all AD-sorbed. Second,
negative adsorption suggests that the surface sites actually repel
it which they don't.

C. Overton's Schwellungswaser in Living Cells

Overton was forced to postulate that a portion ofuthe cell
water to be different and in later investigator's lingo, osmotically
inactive. I already pointed out that this is not a sound-idea and
is refuted by actual measurements. However, the basic trouble
originates from the assumption that the bulk of cell + water is'

normal liquid water and in which free solutes like K+ determine its
Sosmotic strength according to van't Hoff's law. Since these

assumptions have proven invalid and since the volume change is
primarily a matter of multilayer adsorption of water (Eq. 1, see
also Ling and Peterson, 1977) clearly no postulate of part of the
water being osmotically active can explain the full behavior pat-
tern.

D. Urea and Ethylene lycol Are Not thre Proper Probe for Water
Existin in the State of Polarized Multilayers

The "bound waer, as used by earlier investifators, was
given attributes that were incorrect. A:ireng those was the attri-
bute of categorical non-solvency - i.e., non-sorvncy for any
solutes. It was by siuzing this correCt :s ptin0n, that the

-:. -".
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bound water concept of Gortner and others was " disproven" by Hill,
and Mac Leod and Ponder mentioned earlier. According to the pol-
arized multilayer theory, small molecules and molecules that can

fit into the water lattice are not excluded. These non-excluded
solutes experimentally demonstrated include urea and ethylene

glycol (Ling, Walton, and Bersinger, 1980), which were respect-
ively that used by Hill (1930) and by Mac Leod and Ponder provid-

ing the major evidence against the bound water ideas of the 1930's.

VI. HOW CAN WE DELIBERATELY FORGET THE MAJOR ADVANCEMENT MADE IN

UNDERSTANDING WATER STRUCTURE ON THE BASIS OF ITS TETRAHEDIAL H-
BONDED STRUCTURE?

Bernal and Fowler (1933) proposed the first modern structural
theory of water. That liquid water retains short-range order is
now well established. The tetrahedial structure of water molecule
underlies a natural tendency to form 4 pairs of H-bonds with

neighboring water molecules like in Ice I. Although no concensus
of liquid water structure has been reached yet, this basic element
of tetrahedial structure is universally accepted (Eisenberg and

Kauzmann, 1969). The question may be raised, " Why should we now
propose a modified liquid water structure, which seems to ignore
these important detailed knowledge?"

At the time when French impressionists started to make their

unorthodox artistic renditions of nature, they might well have been
asked a similar question, "Why do you ignore the knowledge we
already have gained in detail painting, in preference for the crude
pictures you seem to prefer?"

My answer to the criticism of the choice of the dipole-dipole

model over the more detailed H-bonded model may be similar to one

that could have been offered by the French impressionists: " In
order to see the whole forest, details must be deliberately
ignored."

Equally important, the dipole-dipole interaction is preferred

over the tetratedially-H-bonded water molecule interaction because

at this moment we can predict certain properties of water on the
basis of the dipole model which we cannot when based on the compli-
cated tetrahedial structure. Thus dipole-dipole interaction may
predict in one way of orientation, an attraction between two water

molecules, and in another orientation, there can be repulsion.
The present-day model of the H-bonded structure predicts attraction

all right but would be strained to describe less favorable inter-
action than no interaction. In short, the dipole-dipole inter-
action model is, at this time at least, correct, highly useful,
and infor;native in the same sunse, an impressionist picture of a
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landscape is more representative than a picture in which every leaf P
of a tree has been painted.

VII. A REVISED DEFINITION OF COLLOIDS

Graham defined colloids as materials having the properties of

gelatine. In years following, the development of colloidal chem-
istry emphasized the large molecular size of colloidal materials.

Yet we have now amply shown that gelatin does indeed stand apart

from native proteins with similar molecular weights and that
gelatin owes this unusual property not to large molecular weights

(witness copper ferrocyanide is a colloid, like gelatin but
having a very small molecular weight) but to its ability to orient

multilayers of water on its extended polypeptide chains. I would

therefore like to suggest the colloids as envisaged by its founder

Thomas Graham are distinguished by their ability to achieve multi-

layer interaction with the bulk phase solvent, water.
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INTRODUCTION

In the preceding paper, Ling and Zhang (1983) have shown that gelatin,

urea-denatured globular proteins, polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), polyCethylene

oxide) (PEO), and polyvinylmethylether (PVME), all of which produce solvency

reduction of water (Ling et al, 1980a, b; Ling and Ochsenfeld, 1983), also

cause freezing-point and thawing-point depression of the water, a progressive

widening of the freezing peak and a warming exothermic peak during thawing.

In contrast, globular proteins and globular proteins denatured by sodium

dodecyl sulfate (SDS), none of which produce solvency reduction of water,

have only minimal or no effects on the freezing and thawing temperatures of bukpase

water, their freezing peak widths, nor do they produce warming exothermic

peaks.

Warming exothermic peaks to be referred to as WEX, were reported by

Luyet, Rasmussen, and Kroere in 1966 in aqueous solutions of glycerol and

ethylene glycol (Luyet et al, 1966) and later by Luyet and Rasmussen (1967)

in aqueous solution of PVP. Luyet and coworkers referred to the underlying

mechanism as " devitrification," a change from amorphous ice to crystalline

ice. Later Cooks et al (1975) reported a similar observation during the

thawing of " frozen" ternary systems of H2 0-NaCl-glycerol and of H20-NaCl-

dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO). All of these studies were at least partly motiv-

ated by an interest in the mechanism how glycerol, ethylene glycol, PVP, and

DMSO exercise their well-known cryoprotective effects.

In the present paper we shall present results of a more detailed

study of the WEX phenomenon in protein-water and polymer-water systems, using

the technique of differential scanning calorimetry.

V.7
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

The materials used in this investigation and their sources are

essentially the same as described in the preceding paper (Ling and Zhang,

1983). Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP-360) was from Sigma Chemical Co., poly-

vinylmethylether (PVME) from GAF Corp., poly(ethylene glycol) (Polyox WSR-

205, M.W. 600,000, Polyox WSR-N750, M.W. 300,000) from Union Carbide; urea

from J. T. Baker; gelatin from Eastman; hemoglobin (Lot 12F-9322), bovine

serum albumin (Lot 70F-9380), protamine sulfate (Lot 100F-9390), and pepsin

(Lot 60F-8057) were all from Sigma Chemical Co.

The calorimetric measurements were made on a Perkin-Elmer DSC-2 dif-

ferential scanning calorimeter. Temperature as low as 2230 K was obtained

by immersing the cooling block in a mixture of dry ice and 95% ethanol. As

a rule, samples were cooled or heated at the cooling or heating rate of 10 0

min. unless otherwise stated. The sensitivity of the calorimeter was

10 mc/sec. Water and indium were used for calibrating the temperature.

RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the thawing DSC thermogram of polyvinylpyrrolidone

(PVP) solution in concentrations ranging from 97. to 607.. The 507. PVP thermo-

gram is virtually the same as that reported for 507. PVP by Luyet and

Rasmussen (1967). The more complete data presented here covering a variety

of PVP concentrations show variability of the thawing behavior with even

minor changes of the polymer concentration. Note the absence of the warming

exothermic peak (WEX) at 437. PVP concentration in contrast to the pronounced

WEX in a solution only 67. stronger. From 49% to 517. there was another marked

change in the size of the WEX and temperature at which it occurs. At 607.,

-:
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neither WEX, nor observable endothermic thawing peak could be seen. Note

also that in concentrations at and below 43%, and before the onset of WEX,

there was small endothermic peaks which moved to lower temperatures as the

concentration of PVP increased.

Figures 2 and 3 are thawing DSC thermograms of two types of poly

(ethylene oxide) (PEO). Only in solutions of Polyox WSR-205 was the WEX

observed; in solutions of Polyox WSR-N750, no WEX was visible even at a PEO

concentration of 69.47.. In the thawing scans of 9 or 107. solution of PEO

there were secondary endothermic peaks at temperature below that at which the

main thawing peaks occurred. These secondary peaks resemble those seen in

237. and 337 PVP though they were prominent and grew more so until at still

higher concentration, they merged with the main endothermic peak as the main

endothermic peak moved progressively to lower temperatures.

The moderate decrease of the thawing temperature in solutions of increasing

urea concentration (Fig. 4) contrasts with much larger changes of their

freezing temperatures (Ling and Zhang, 1983). Figures 5, 6, and 7 are the

thawing thermograms of urea-treated hemoglobin (28.57.), bovine serum albumin

(BSA) (28.5%), and protamine sulfate (28.57.) respectively. Exposure to 3 M

urea produced a lowering of the melting temperature and a broadening of the

peak for all these proteins. A WEX appeared in 28.97. hemoglobin treated

' with 5 M urea; the WEX became sharper at higher urea concentrations (Fig.

5). The appearance of WEX began at 7 M for BSA (Fig. 6) and at 9 M for

protamine sulfate (Fig. 7). Thus exposure to 9 M urea, convertedthe globular

" proteins with sharp melting peaks to the complex pattern of exothermic peaks

followed by the endothermic melting peak, very similar to that seen in 49.aie

" PVP and in 407. PVHE described in the preceding paper (Ling and Zhang, 1983). :

. 4. ., . .. .- . . 4- , . , ...4*• .. ...:., -,* .' 4. , .. .4 .- *4. - ... .. 4 . .4 . - , - -,- 4-
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Figure 8 shows the effect of pepsin concentration on the WEX
p

phenomenon. An aqueous solution of 28.57. pepsin and 9 M urea did not ex-

hibit a WEX; the thawing peak was quite similar to that of 28.57. pepsin except

its shift to a lower temperature presumably on account of activity of urea.

It should be mentioned that resistance of pepsin to urea denaturation has

long been known (Lineweaver and Schwimmer, 1941). However a 9 M urea

solution containing 507. pepsin showeda fully developed WEX. Since 28.57.

hemoglobin, 28.57. bovine serum albumin as well as 28.57. protamine sulfate

all exhibited a WEX in the presence of 9 M urea, clearly the concentration

of proteins needed in the presence of 9 M urea to create a WEX varies with the

nature of the proteins.

The Coolin Rates and the Appearance of WEX

Luyet and Rasmussen (1967) believed that the WEX phenomenon represents

a devitrification phenomenon. In this view, WEX can only occur if the water

in an aqueous solution is caught in an amorphous state by very rapid cooling

and becomes vitrified ice. We tested their hypothesis by altering the cooling

rate of 507. PVME between 320 degree per minute to 256 times slower (i.e.

1.25 0 /min). The same WEX was observed in all cases as shown in Fig. 9, in

contradiction to the expectation based on the devitrification theory.

Effect of the Duration of Prolonged Exposure to 2230 K on the WEX

Although WEX does not depend on the rate of cooling in the range

studied, it did vary with the time that the " frozen" solution is kept at

0
* 223 K (-50 C). 1

4-
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Thus as shown in Fig. 9, 1 min. after cooling to 223 K, 49. PVP-360

showed a pronounced WEX, which, however, became progressively less prominent

following further stay at this temperature until after one hour the WEX dis-

appeared altogether. A small secondary endothermic peak can be then discerned

which may well be the same kind of secondary endothermic peaks seen in Fig. I

in PVP-360 at concentration up to 43%.

In the case of 507. PVME (Fig. i) it took about 2 hours at 223 K for the

WEX to disappear. After that a double headed endothermic peak remained.

Comparing with Fig. 6 of the preceding paper, the high-temperature peak

appeared to be the main melting peak moved to lower temperature and the low

temperature peak may be the same secondary endothermic peak, now sitting on

the shoulder of the main peak moved to a lower temperature.

In contrast to the two polymers, urea denatured hemoglobin was the

slowest to lose its WEX (Fig. 12). The rates of disappeawm of WEX, expressed

as a ratio of the area of WEX over that of the main endothermic peak is shown

in Fig. 13. One recalls that urea by itself does not produce a WEX (Fig. 4).

The Melting-point Depression of Globular Native Proteins, Gelatin, and the

Three Polymers, PVP, PEO. and PVME

In the preceding paper, Ling and Zhang have shown how as a general rule,

bulk phase water in solutions of native globular proteins freeze at more or

less the same temperature while PVME, gelatin, and urea-denatured proteins do

significantly depress the freezing point of the bulk phase water. The freez-

ing point is prone to be affected by a variety of extraneous factors, e.g.,

sample size, shape, and size of containing vessels, etc. However, these fac-

tore that bring about non-equilibrium or supercooling, does not apply to

thawing since it does not involve the movements of water molecules from a

-,-h-% ,,-' .-. * ,,*,, -,,, " ,. . . " * " . .'. - " ,, . . . .,. . . . . . . ..
* * .. *I
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more random liquid state to a more ordered frozen state, but rather it in-

volves the opposite change in which macroscopic barriers and other factors

do not affect the process.

DISCUSSION

Vitrious Ice vs. Polarized-multilayer Water

Luyet, Rasmussen and their coworkers (Luyet et al, 1966; Luyet and

Rasmussen, 1967) first reported what we now refer to as the WEX phenomenon

in aqueous solution of glycerol, ethylene glycol, and PVP. They explained

the phenomenon as due to " devitrification," contending that it was a prior

rapid cooling that created the vitreous ice from normal liquid water in the

sample and that it was the transformation of this vitreous ice into normal

Ice I during rewarming that gives rise to the heat-releasing WEX.

There are several reasons that argue against this interpretation:

(1) Supercooling cannot create vitreous ice: Kamb (1972, p. 11)

wrote: "The vitreous form of ice has been made by condensation of water

vapor below -1500 C, but it is impossible, as far as we know, to convert

liquid water to a vitreous form by rapid cooling."

(2) The coexistence of water with large quantity of macromolecules

(e.g., 50% globular protein solutions) does not necessarily impede normal

ice formation (Ling and Zhang, 1983).

(3) WEX does not depend on rapid cooling: A 250 fold slow-down of

cooling rate did not alter WEX of PVME solution (Fig. 9) and left little

doubt that WEX did not originate from very rapid cooling.

(4) Water in chilled PVME solution is not in the state of ice:

Vitreous ice like all other ices by definition is a solid and rigid. Yet a

a drop of 50% PVME remains as a viscous liquid and yields readily to manipula-

tions with the glass rods when held between a pair of glass rods and immersed
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in a mixture of ethanol and dry ice kept at about -70° C.

An Alternative Interpretation of the WEX

Luyet, Rasmussen and their coworkers believed that water

in the aqueous solutions of PVP, gelatin, glycerol, etc., is normal liquid

water. However, normal liquid water is not known to have been supercooled

0
to beyond -40 C (Dorsey, 1940; Hallet, 1965). That is to say, in cooling

solutions of PVP and gelatin to that of -700 C (i.e., tmperature produced by the dry-ice

alcohol mixture), Ice I should have been formed instantly, contrary to the

facts. This then led Luyet and coworkers to the postulation that rapid

cooling turned the water in these systems into vitreous ice. Clearly at

that time they shared the common belief, now disproven (Ling and Zhang,

1983), that the presence of macromolecules invariably slows down the rate of

ice-formation.

The purpose in postulating the existence of vitreous ice is to pro-

duce at temperature far below the freezing point of normal water, a condi-

tion which keeps the water molecules from such rotating and difffusing motions

necessary to transform them into Ice I. The explanation we would like to

offer is that in the presence of gelatin, PVP, PVME, etc. of suitable con-

centrations, the bulk of water does not exist as normal liquid water. Rather

it exists in the state of polarized multilayers and cooling to -500 C of water

in this state does not promptly turn this water into Ice I (see below) because

there is a substantial energy barrier between these two states. To overcome

this energy barrier, one can increase the temperature and hence the average

kinetic energy UT of the water molecules as one does during warming. This is

why during a EX heat is given off during warming in apparent contradiction

Ii -
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to the Le Chatelier principle. Another way to achieve the transformation

from the chilled multilayer state to Ice I state is by lengthening of the

time of exposure to -50 C so that eventually all the water molecules come

across the energy barrier, albeit slowly. As mentioned above, this expecta-

tion too, has been confirmed (Figs. 10, 11). An implicit assumption of

the present explanation is that the state of Ice I, though not immediately

reached, nevertheless does represent a lower energy and hence more stable

state. However, in very concentrated solution of water-polarizing polymers

(e.g., 657. PVME, see Fig. 6 of preceding paper), this may not be the case.

Here, neither freezing peak, nor WEX, nor thawing peak was observed.

Apparently water is energetically more favorable in the polarized multilayer

state in the presence of 657. PVME than Ice I state at the ]cwtemperatures studied.

The Involvement of Polymer Chain Translation and Rotation in the WEX

Phenomenon

60 PVP (Fig. 1), and 65% PVME (Figs. 2 and 4 of Ling and Zhang, 1983)

< do not form ice under all the conditions studied. Nor do they freeze,

demonstrate WEX, or thaw. Yet 53% PVP does exhibit a WEX, though a weak one.

The only difference between a 53% PVP and a 607. PVP is 7. additional PVP and

7% less water. Clearly the presence of PVP has greatly reduced the tendency

to form ice either during cooling or warming. Since the physical state of

water in a 537 PVP and a 60% PVP can hardly be fundamentally different, it

is more likely that the difference lies in the greater degree of entangle-

ment or other stabilizing influences the few additional percentage of PVP

adds to the already dense PVP-chain assembly. If this explanation is cor-

rect, it would suggest that due to the stronger interaction between the

water multilayers and the polymer chains, for water in the chilled polarized

.... .... .. . .-.-.. '. - -• -\p.
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multilayer state to transform to Ice I, it is not just water molecules that

have to undergo the proper motions but that the polymers must also move in

unison. When this movement is sufficiently hindered, as it seems to be in

the 607. PVP or 657. PVME, the water will remain in the polarized multilayer

state during"freezing and will not change to Ice I.

The concept of a mandatory requirement of coordinated movements of the

polarizing polymers with water in the WEX phenomenon is significant in that

this idea can help to resolve the unusual behaviors of PEO (especially

Polyox N750).

PEO shares the same solvency reduction effect with PVP, PVME, and gel-

atin. Indeed, PEO is one of the most effective among these polymers and pro-

teins. It differs from PVP, PVME, and gelatin in several characteristics:

(1) Unlike PVP, PVME, and gelatin, which at high concentrations do not

freeze at al, PEO does freeze at a concentration as high as 69.47. (Ling and

4hang, 1983, Fig. 3). The explanation of this apparent anomalogy is that in

contrast to all the other polymers, gelatin, and urea-denatured proteins,

all of which possess side chains that can impede rotational motional freedom,

PEO, a polymer containing only the repeating units of 4CH 2 -0-CH2-)-has no side

=- chains. It is therefore logical to expect the PEO chains to rotate or other-

wise move more readily than polymers with side chains to follow the movements

of water molecules toward the Ice I state.

(2) Polyox WSR-N750 shoved no WEX. Polyox WSR-205 (MW 600,000) which is

on the average, twice as long as Polyox WSR-N750 (MW 300,000) demonstrated a WEX,

whereas none could be seen in the case of Polyox WSR-N750 at all. Clearly with the

easy rotation and other motions of Polyox WSR-N750, all the -olarized water has

become transformed to Ice I during the freezing piocess and in the subsequent brief

. .. . . , .o . , . . . - . - *,.. - . .,. .. .- - . . . -'. . -
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period of time of incubation at 2230 K. The longer Polyox WSR-205 molecules

do impose some restriction on freezing due to the greater energy barrier for

the chain movement than Polyox WSR-N750. As a result Polyox WSR-N750 even at as

0
high a concentration as 69.47. could rapidly form ice during the freezing at 10 /min

whereas a 607. PolycKWSR-205 would require a higher kT provided by the warming to exe-

cute the same required motional adjustments for ice formation.

SUMMARY

The warming exothermic peaks (WEX) first described by Luyet and co-

workers in solutions of ethylene glycol, glycerol, and polyvinylpyrrolidone

(PVP) was interpreted on the basis of a devitrification phenomena, i.e.,

rapidly cooling converts normal water to amorphous ice, which devitrifies on

warming to the state of normal Ice I. Our present studies of the WEX phenom-

enon in aqueous solution of urea-denatured proteins, PVP, and two types of

poly(ethylene oxide)led us to a different conclusion: WEX is the result of

a transformation of chilled water in the state of polarized multilayers to

Ice I. Among the evidences cited is the fact that WEX of the polymer-water

system is indifferent to the rate of cooling between 320 0 /min. to 1.25 0 /min.

and that polymer-water systems cooled to -70 C remain a viscous liquid and

not (solid) vitreous ice.

The transformation from water dominated by PVP, PVME, and urea-denatured

proteins to Ice I can occur rapidly during warming or more slowly when the

chilled polymer-water systems are kept at 2230 K.

Evidence was also presented showing that to affect this change the

*' polymers thems'Aves must also undergo movements which tend to be retarded most

*' by the presence of bulky side chains as in urea-denatured proteins but is

retarded least in polymers with no side chains (e.g., Polyox WSR-N750).

N
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LEGENDS

Figure 1 - DSC thermograms of various concentration of PVP-360 solutions

during thawing.

Figure 2 - DSC thermograms of various concentrations of PEO (Polyox WSR-

205) (MW 600,00C solutions during thawing.

Figure 3 - DSC thermograms of various concentrations of PEO (Polyox WSR-

N750) (MW 300,000) solutions during thawing.

Figure 4 - The thawing thermograms of solutions of urea of varying con-

centrations.

Figure 5 - DSC thermograms of urea-denatured hemoglobin (28.57.). Concen-

tration of urea indicated in molarity.

Figure 6 - DSC thermograms of urea-denatured BSA. The concentration of

BSA solution is 28.5.. Numbers represent the molar concen-

trations of urea solutions.

Figure 7 - DSC thawing thermograms of 28.5. aqueous protamine sulfate solu-

tions in the presence of different concentrations of urea.

Figure 8 - DSC thawing thermograms of urea-denatured pepsin. The concen-

trations of pepsin are given in percentage and those of urea in

molarity.

Figure 9 - DSC thermograms of thawing 50. PVME after cooling down to 2230 K

at various cooling rates as indicated.
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Figure 10 - WEX decay. 49. PVP-360 solutions were held at 2230 K for

varying lengths of time as indicated before warming began.

Figure 11 - WEX decay. 50% PVME solutions were held at 2230 K for

different lengths of time as indicated befcze warming began.

Figure 12 - WEX decay. Hemoglobin in 9 M urea was held at 223 K for

varying lengths of time before warming began. Concentration

of hemoglobin was 28.5%.

Figure 13 - Decay of WEX. The area of the integrated area of the warming

exothermic peak (SWE X ) expressed as a ratio to the integrated area

of melting peak (wx) for PVP-360 (0), PVME (A), and urea-
WEX

denatured hemoglobin (x.
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SUMMARY

Human red blood cell ghosts, prepared by simple hypotonic lysis are

filled with cytoplasmic proteins. These solid ghosts can transport K+ and

Na+ against concentration gradient in the presence of ATP.

.in hollow red cell ghosts prepared by repeated hypotonic lysis followed by

high salt wash, this ability to transport K + and Na+ in the presence

of ATP is lost even though these hollow ghosts membranes remain intact and

are equipped with Na+ - K+ activated ATPase.

V' 5 " V' '" " ".. " '"." -"-* ." "'. - -" " - ". -" -, . . ., - . : -, ; - . i:.. , : . -: i ..;. -. . o - . . ;
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INTRODUCTION

In 1963 Hashimoto and Yoshikawa demonstrated an ATP-dependent Rb+ uptake
of human red cell ghosts against a concentration gradient (1,2) Ten years

later Freedman demonstrated a similar ATP-dependent net movement of K+ into

red cell ghosts, accompanied by a net loss of Na+ (3,4) Assuming that these

red cell ghosts were membrane-enclosed hollow sacs, Freedman concluded that his

findings offered support for the membrane pump theory, according to which K+

accumulation and Na exclusion are due to the activities of postulated pumps

in the cell membrane, and against the association-induction hypothesis, accord-

ing to which K accumulation and Na exclusion reflect primarily properties of

the cytoplasmic protein-water system.

A review of the literature revealed that the procedures used for prepar-

ing demonstrably hollow ghosts (e.g., Marchesi and Palade(5); Dodge et al(6)

differ from that used by Freedman, which was a modification of the method
(7)of Bodeman and Passow . Therefore, it was not surprising that Ling and(8)

Balter soon found that EM plates of red cell ghosts prepared by the
(7)

method of Bodeman and Passow , and those prepared by the method of

Marchesi and Palade showed different pictures: Whereas the red cell ghosts

prepared by the Marchesi and Palade method, involving an additional step of high salt

wash following tepeatd hypotonic lysis, are indeed primarily intact hollow sacs

(see Figure 2 ); those prepared by the method of Bodeman and Passow were

solid bodies. Subsequently Hazlewood and coworkers confirmed the findings

of Ling and Balter and extended it to include the methods of Garrahan and Glynn(10)
and o Fredman(4)

and of Freedman . All showed solid ghosts.

These findings showed that Freedman's demonstration of K and Na move-

ments against concentration gradients, offered no ......

specific support for the membrane theory, because the observed phenomena canalso be

readily explained on the basis of the association-induction hypothesis as

reflecting properties of the remaining cytoplasmic protein-water system inside

the solid ghosts.

... " , ." "o •-.."-.- - .. ,.....- .. -.- -. ,-
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The proceduresr red cell ghosts preparation described by Marchesi

and Palade produces hollow ghosts; from the representative EM picture given

by these authors and reproduced here as Fig. 2, the membranes of these

(5)
hollow sacs remain intact ( The intactness of these hollow sacs was further

confirmed by the inability of externally added lead phosphate to penetrate

into the sacs. Ghosts prepared by their methods including repeated lysing and

high salt wash also retain normal activities of K - Na activated ATPase, widely

believed among proponents of the membrane pump theory, to be the Na pump itself

To probe deeper into the basic mechanism of K+ accumulation and Na+

exclusion in living cells, we undertook an investigation to answer three ques-

tions:

1. Can we confirm in general the findings of Hashimoto, Yoshikawa, and

Freedman? And, in particular, can we confirm Freedman's finding of the ATP-

dependent accumulation of K+ and extrusion of Na+ from red cell ghosts

against concentration gradients?

2. Are red cell ghosts prepared by precisely the same procedure as that

used by Freedman hollow?

3. Finally, can the hollow " Marchesi - Palade" ghosts accumulate K+

and extrude Na+ against concentration gradients?

The present communication reports the results of investigations aimed

at answering these questions.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

All ghost preparations were made from freshly drawn human blood from

young adults.

The methods for the preparation of "Type II" ghosts used in Freedman's

ion transport studies, to be referred to as "Freedman's ghosts," loading the
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+
ghosts with Na and ATP, resealing, fractionation with a sucrose cushion were

-~ (3,4)
entirely as Freedman had described

"Marchesi-Palade ghosts" were prepared by essentially the method described

(5) .- a a e p o e u e w in%by these authors . The modification of the Marchesi-Palade procedure we in-

troduced was to make the treatments less severe than that they employed. Thus

instead of 5 Mir Tris-HC1 and i nl EDTA, which Marchesi-Palade used for lysing, I..

our hypotonic lysing solution contained Na2 ATP (5 M/i), MgCI 2 (7 nM), L-

cystein (1 M/*), Tris HCI (10 nMl), Na EDTA (0.1 Mri), adjusted to pH 6.0 with

NaOH at 3 C. This solution was in fact that used by Freedman and shown by

Freedman (and ourselves as well, see below) to produce no serious impairment of

0
the ion transport mechanism. After lysing at 1 C (10 min.) the ghosts were

exposed for a total of 10 min. (including centrifugation time) at 40 C to a high

salt solution containing 0.5 M NaCI, washed twice more in the ATP-containing

lysing solution and then resealed by adding to each 100 ml of the ATP-containing

lysing solution-ghost suspension, 20 ml of a hypertonic mixture of NaCI (0.5 M),

KCI (15 M), sucrose (2 M).

The procedure for demonstrating K+ and Na+ movements, also followed

Freedman (3,4). Briefly the resealed " Type II" ghosts were incubated at

0
37 C as a 207. suspension (v/v) in an incubation solution containing the

following: NaCl (50 mM), KCI (10 n/M), MgCI (2 i), Tris-HCI (10 Mi),

Na2H EDTA (0.1 wM), inosine (10 M/a), adenosine (10 Mt), sucrose (160 ra).

' The pH of the medium was 7.4 measured at 370C. At intervals, aliquots of the

ghost suspension were taken out, spun in 0.4 ml polypropylene microcentrifuge

tubes before assay for K+, Na+ (by atomic absorption spectroscopy) and water

contents (by drying at 1000C. in vacuo). Following Freedman ( we made

no corrections for ions in the extracellular space which in intact red cell

pellets usually amounts to 1.5 to 3.07 (Maizels and Remington )"

a,, , . , - - - - . . . . . . .- .. - . . . . , . . . . . . . . .
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For visualization by transmission electron microscopy, pellets of

the ghost preparations obtained by centrifugation were fixed in glutaralde-

hyde, dispersed to avoid layering and non-random sampling errors and then

post-fixed in osmium tetraoxide, dehydrated through alcohol and propylene

oxide, imbedded in Epon, and then stained in uranyl acetate and lead citrate. Essen-

(5)tially the same procedure was used by Marchesi and Palade for their EM

plate shown as Fig. 2 below.

..\
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RESULTS

Are the Red Cell Ghosts Hollow?

Figure 1 shows an EM plate of ' Type II" red cell ghosts prepared by

the Freedman procedure (" Freedman's ghosts"). Like those prepared by the

original method of Bodeman and Passow, these ghosts are also solid. We chose

to present a picture of not too low a magnification so that it can be corn-

(5)
pared with that of Marchesi and Palade * For other pictures where larger

(9)
populations of " Freedman's ghosts" were shown, see Hazlewood et al whose

conclusion Fig. I confirms. Since human cells contain little or no polynucleo-

tides, the uranium and lead staining material seen inside the ghosts most

likely reveals the presence of substantial amounts of cytoplasmic proteins.v (5)
" In contrast, Fig. 2 reproduced from Marchesi and Palade shows intact but

hollow " ghosts."

Can the "Freedman Ghosts" Transport K and Na Against Concentration Gradients?

In Figure 3, the K and Na concentrations in the " Freedman ghosts" are

expressed as a ratio (P-value) to the concentration of the respective ion in the

external incubation solution and are shown against the time of incubation. ATP

was introduced into the ghosts only during hemolysis and resealing in both cases.

The "Freedman ghosts" showed moderate K accumulation and Na exclusion against

+concentration gradients as Freedman described earlier; the time course of K %
+%

concentration and that of Na+ extrusion from the ghosts diverged with time. The

lowest level of Na+ reached was about 60% of that in the external solution. The

highest level of K+ reached in the cell was 30 m, 6 times higher than that of
4

the K+ concentration in the surrounding medium which was 5 mm4. In normal intact

human erythrocytes, the Na+ concentration is about 167. that in the external solu-

tion; the K+ concentration is about 155 mM, more than 27 times higher than the K+

(12)
concentration in the plasma which is also 5 mM

Can the " Marchesi - Palade Ghosts" transport K+ and Na+ against concentration

iJ •, gradients ?

o4
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As shown in Figure 4 the "Marchesi-Palade ghosts" behaved differently

under the same experimental conditions. The concentrations of K and Na re-

mained essentially unchanging: there was no active transport of K or Na .

When the K and Na concentrations did exhibit minor changes, they rose and fell

with time in a parallel manner. These parallel K and Na changes, in contrast

to the divergent changes shown in Figure 3 probably reflected minor fluctuation of

the water contents of the ghosts. It may be mentioned that we also prepared

(6)
ghosts according to the procedures of Dodgeet el , a method also known to pro-

duce truly hollow ghosts. The results were quite similar to those shown in Figure 4.

DISCUSSION

Confirmation of Freedman's Demonstration of K+ and Na+ Movements Against Concen-

tration Gradients in Ghosts that are Solid

This paper is not the first to report that simple hypotonic lysis does not

(8,9)
produce hollow ghosts; besides those earlier mentioned , Eric Ponder reached

the same conclusion from a totally different approach (13) three years after the

publication of his authoritative monograph, " Hemolysis and Related Phenomena" in

(14)
1948 ( Taken together, these findings invalidate Freedman's claim that

his observation specifically supported the pump theory since this conclusion was

based on a wrong assumption. However, the data shown in Figure 3 do confirm the

factual findings of Freedman concerning transport of K+ and Na+ against concen-

. tration gradients in ghost preparations now known to be not hollow but solid. In

a general way these findings of course also confirm the conclusion of Hashimoto
(I)

and Yoshikawa (

Failure of Pure and Intact Plasma Membrane-enclosed Sac to Pump K+ and Na+

Marchesi and Palade showed that the majority of these ghosts prepared by

their procedure, which we followed, are not leaky. As mentioned above, in the

context of the membrane pump theory, these ghosts (which were subjected to a

much milder version of the preparatory procedures of Marchesi and Palade)

also possess normal Na pump, i.e., the K+-Na+ activated ATPase as
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(7)
these authors demonstrated . It would seem that the necessary

conditions for pumping Na+ out and accumulating K+ in the ghosts were ful-

filled and that active transport of K and Na should occur in the presence of

ATP. Yet this was not the case.

Confirmation of the reported K+ accumulation and Na+ exclusion in the

ghosts now shown to be solid can be compared with the success in demonstrating

both K accumulation in and Na exclusion from ... .

a muscle-cell preparation whose postulated cell membrane pumps were incapacitated,

in part by surgical amputation, and in part by the deprivation of " sinks" or

" sorce" fo th ios inolvd (15,16)
sources" for the ions involved )  These effectively membrane-pump-less

open ended cell preparations, called EMOC preparation, demonstrate that the ability

to handle K and Na distribution resides not in the cell membrane but in fact

wittjn the cytoplasm itself.

On the other hand, the failure of an intact but hollow membrane pump pre-

paration obtained with the " Marchesi - Palade" procedure actively to transport

Na+ or K+ agrees with a similar failure to demonstrate active transport of Kt

and Na+ in squid-axon membrane sacs from which the bulk of cytoplasm had been

removed (17,18) Here the anatomical as well as functional intactness of the

(19)
axonal membrane was also clearly established, by electron microscopy and by

the full and normal electrical behaviors observed (19,20 which according to

the membrane pump theory indicate normal membrane and healthy pumps.
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LEGENDS

Figure 1 - Electron micrograph of human red cell ghosts prepared by the method

of Freedman ("Freedman Ghosts" ). Magnification 18,000x (Plate No.

383).

Figure 2 - Electron micrograph of a representative area in a section through

ghost membrane pelleted by high speed centrifugation (100,000 g, 30

min) and fixed in glutaraldehyde-0s0 4). The ghosts appear as empty

sacs bounded by continuous unit membranes. Fibrillar material is seen

along the inner surfaces of the ghost membranes. Magnification

90,000x. (from Marchesi and Palade, by permission of the J. Cell Biol.)

Figure 3 - Demonstration of active transport of K+ and Na+ against concentra-

tion gradients in the " Freedman Ghosts." Ordinate represents the

ratio of the concentration of K+ or Na+ ion in the ghost water over

the concentration of the same ion with the incubation media. This

ratio is called the P-value. Each point is the average of at least

four determinations. The diameter of the solid circles (Na+) and

hollow circles (K+) represent twice the standard errors.

Figure 4 - Demonstration of a lack of active transport of K+ and Na+ against

concentration gradients in the " Marchesi-Palade ghosts." Ordinate

represents the ratio of the concentration of K+ or Na+ ion in the

ghost water over the concentration of the same ion in the incubation

media. This ratio is called the P-value. Each point is the average

of at least four determinations. The diameter of the solid circles

(Na+ ) and Hollow circles (K+) represents twice the standard error.
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From dinosaurs to amoebas all life forms are made up of living cells.

Since we now believe that the living world follows the same physical laws that

govern the inanimate world the most fundamental question in biology is, "What

in physico-chemical terms is a living cell?" To begin with, let us first see what

is the chemical composition of these fundamental units of life.

By mass, the largest component of the living cell is water, the next

largest component is proteins; by number, the largest component is water again,

the next largest component is K+. Most living cells are found in an environment

in which the largest component is water and the next largest is Na+. Since in

composition the inside and outside of a living cell resemble each other, the

question arises, What preserves the living cells as discrete units separate from

its external environment and maintained unchanged in its chemical composition over

long periods of time?" This discreteness and separateness of the cell from its en-

-? vironment is highlighted by the marked segregation of the two chemically similar

- ions K and Na+ , one is found at high concentration only within the cell but not

outside, while the other is found at high concentration only in the external medium

and not in the cells. So to a first approximation, the answer to the question of

segregation of K and Na+ , will tell us what are the general principles that de-

termine one of the most crucial properties of the living cell, i.e., its separate-

ness from its environment. Clearly without this basic property, living cells cannot

possibly exist.

There are three, and to the best of our knowledge, only three basic mechanisms

whereby a substance can be maintained over an indefinitely long period of time at

two different levels in contiguous spaces (I): Mechanism I: there is an insur-

mountable energy barrier separating the spaces; Mechanism II: there is continuous

energy-consuming pumping activity; and Mechanism III: there are differences in the

physico-chemical environment in the two spaces.

S S * "
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Each one of these mechanisms have been hypothesyzed to underlie the segre-

* gation of K and Na+ (and other solutes as well). Pfeffer's membrane theory (2)

which postulated membranes absolutely impermeant to some solutes was based on

Mechanism I; Donnan's theory of membrane equilibrium in which permeant ion distribu-

tion was determined by their charges and that of impermeant ions (3) is a variant

+
* of Mechanism III. The demonstration that Na , long held as a typical impermeant

solute is actually in rapid and constant exchange between the inside and outside

of the cell (4, 5) disproved on one hand, absolutely membrane impermeability

mechanism (Mechanism I) and on the other hand, it also shows the inadequacy of

the Donnan theory of membrane equilibrium, since according to the Donnan theory

all monovalent ions of the same electric charge should distribute equally across

the cell surface. The remedial Na pump idea to explain the low level of Na , con-

trary to the prediction of the Donnan membrane theory invokes Mechanism II (6,7).

The membrane-pump theory is the theory almost universally taught as fact in

textbooks and serves as the underlying foundation for the great majority of bio-

medical research.

This wide acceptance is in part due to the ability of the membrane-pump

theory at one time to explain the major phenomena of cell physiology: selective

solute distribution, selective permeability, volume regulation and osmotic be-

- havior, and cellular electrical potentisl (8, 9) - all squarely dependent on the

validity of the basic tenets of the membrane-pump theory that K+ and water in the k

living state exist in a free state much as Na and H20 are in the external medium.

At the time competing theories were still too poorly developed. Methods for

testing the alternative theories were also nct yet available. But these conditions

have changed drastically in the last 30 years and strong evidence indicate that

there are serious difficulties with the membrane-pump theory, which includes

L
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theoretical ambiguity and extensive contradictory experimental evidence.

The theoretical ambiguity includes the failure, after forty years, of its

proponents to state precisely how many pumps there must be in order to maintain

the solute distribution pattern of living cells (10, p. 217; 11 - 13) and to

reconcile their total energy needs with the fact that one pump alone, the Na+

pump, would consume at least 15 to 30 times the total energy available (10, Chapt.

8) - a finding never seriously challenged but twice confirmed (14, 15). Three

remedial postulations have been introduced to keep the pump afloat; Ussing's ex-

change diffusion mechanism (16), Na+ sequestration in sarcoplasmic reticulum (17),

and non-energy consuming Na pump of Glynn (18). All have been experimentally

disproven (12, p. 8; 19). At last count in 1968, more than 20 pumps had already

been proposed (12, Table 2).

Other experiments that contradict the membrane-pump theory include (i) the

A

failure to demonstrate in cytoplasm-free squid axon membrane sacs, fortified with

ATP as energy source, to pump Na+ out and K+ in against concentration gradients

when these sacs were filled with and bathed in sea water (1), even though by its

electrical and other activities the membranes were shown to be perfectly normal;

and (ii) in an effectively membrane(pump)-less open ended (EMOC) frog muscle cell

preparation, K+ accumulation and Na+ exclusion persist (20).

Finally, one comes to the crucial question about the physical state of

K and water in living cells. As mentioned above, a key postulate of the

membrane-pump theory is that the bulk of intracellular K+ and water exists in the

free state as in a dilute salt solution. It was A. V. Hill who in the thirties

produced the widely hailed proof of free K and free H20 in frog muscle cells

that constituted one of the most persuasive sets of evidence (21, 22).

A. V. Hill's influential argument for free K+ and free H20 in cells began

-- .*p' ** ~ .* ~ ~ ~ -.. . .. .. .- ** > 2 . - *2
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with his demonstration that there is no " bound" or " non-solvent" water since

the probe molecule urea was shown to be equally distributed between muscle cell

water and the external solution. He then measured the vapor pressure of resting

muscle and showed it to equal that of an isotonic NaCI solution. Since water is

*. free, this osmotic activity of the muscle cell indicates that the major intra-

cellular cation, K*, must be free. However, Hill's argument rests upon the old

and inaccurate concept of " bound" water and its assumed (incorrectly) non-solvency

2 towards all solutes including urea. What Hill demonstrated was that this specific

, theory of bound, or non-solvent water was not right; he did not prove that water

was really all free as in a normal 0.1 M NaCl.

Although the membrane-pump theory has dominated the field for so many years,

it is by no means the only theory of the living cell. For a full review of otbwtIes, the

reader may consult a comprehensive treatise I have just finished writing, " In

Search of the Physical Basis of Life" to be published by the Plenum Publishing

Corp. of New York in the fall of 1983. For the moment, I shall concentrate on

one theory, that presented under the title, the association-induction (AI).hypothesis

(1,10,11) which shares a number of common features with Troshin's sorption theory

(23).

According to the AI hypothesis the high concentration of K+ in the restinw

cell results from the selective adsorption of K+ (e.g., over Na+) on anionic -

and Y-carboxyl groups of cellular proteins (10, 24) and the low level of Na+ on

the other hand, reflects the existence of the bulk of cell water in the state of

polarized multilayers due to adsorption on protein chains existing in an extended

state (25, 26). The depth of the multilayer is as a rule no more than 10 mole-

cules between chains. What are these matrix proteins remains to be determined

but there are evidence that they may include actin (27). The solubility of small

solute molecules and solute that can fit into the multilayer matrix distribute
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themselves equally between polarized water and normal liquid water with equil-

ibrium distribution coefficient,(or q-value)near or even somewhat exceeding

unity; larger molecules have decreasing q-values with increasing molecular size

and complexity (12, 28, 29).

The selective K+ accumulation and Na+ exclusion depends on the maintenance

of the cooperatively associated cell protein-water-ion system at a high energy

state when certain key controlling site (cardinal site) on the protein is occupied

by the cardinal adsorbent, ATP (I). Removal or hydrolysis of ATP causes the

*.. system to assume a more dissociated, lower energy active state in which the ability

to selectively adsorb K and exclude Na+ (as well as sugars and free amino acids)

are lost.

According to the AI hypothesis, urea should be equally distributed between

polarized water and normal water (26). Thus its demonstrated equal distribution

is entirely in harmony with the AI hypothesis and in no way constitutes proof of

free cell water. Without proof of free cell water, Hill's arguments for free K

also collapse.

New experimental evidence supporting this theory have been gathering rapidly.

They include the successful demonstration that proteins with the polypeptide exist-

ing in an extended conformation and their backbone NHCO groups directly exposed to

bulk-phase water as well as model polymer containing oxygen atoms (as do proteins)

at regular intervals with distances between nearest oxygen atoms equal to that 
of

two water diameters polarized multilayers of water. Water so polarized shows de-

creased solubility for Na+, sugars, and free amino acids which are kept 
at low

levels in living cells (26). In contrast when the backbone N gropsae locked in @-

helical and other intramacromolecular H-bonds, no effect of water solvency occurs 
table

I). These findings confirm the theoretical expectations of the polarized multilayer

-5-
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theory of cell water, an integral part of the association-induction hypothesis.

In this theory it is the existence of alternatingly positively and negatively

charged sites separated by distances of one water diameter apart (r.s in an ex-

tended polypeptide chain) or as a variant, polymer containing oxygen atoms at

distances of two water diameters apart that can polarize multilayers of water and

water so polarized has reduced translational as well a rotational. motional

freedom and so are solutes dissolved in this water with a consequent reduction

of the entropy of the solute. This lowered entropy of solute is one cause for

+ p
the reduced solubility of Na and other solutes in the polarized water.

Another cause for the reduced level of Na+ found in this water is the unfavor-

able enthalpy, since it would take more energy to excavate a hole in the polar-

ized water to accommodate the solute transferred into it than the energy gained

in filling the hole left behind in normal water. Both the entropic and enthalpic

mechanisms are such that the equilibrium-.distribution coefficient, or q-value, . -.-.

between polarized water and normal water is near unity for small, spherically

symetrical molecules or molecules that can fit into the polarized water lattice

but the q-value decreases with increasing size and complexity of the solute mole-

cules. This is according to the AI hypothesis why urea has a q-value of near

unity while hydrated Na+ , sugars, and amino acids have much lower q-values.

Just as important or perhaps even more so, were the confirmation of the

predicted localized adsorption of cell K+ (or its surrogates Cs and Tl+) at the

edges of the A band and at Z-lines (Fig. 1). The A band and Z-lines in frog

muscle cells are the sites where e- and Y-carboxyl groups are concentrated as
shown by protein amino acid residue data of myosin which is found only in the A

band and from the staining pattern of uranium ion which also binds the 0- and Y-

carboxyl groups in glutaraldehyde fixed, uranium stained muscle cells (30 to 34).

Those findings were established unanimously from 3 different laboratories, ",sing

a total of 4 different methods (i.e., autoradiography of air dried and o. frc in

-6-
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dried single muscle cells, transmission electron microscopy, dispersive x-ray

* microprobe analysis, and laser mass spectometer microprobe analysis (LAMMA)).

While these methods established the localized distribution of K in frog

muscle cells, other experiments with intact and EMOC preparation of frog muscle

showed the K+ localization is due to one site-one ion adsorption and not due to

existence of K as free counterions, the displacing should be equally effective

(35).

The clear establishment of the. adsorbed and hence osmotically inactive

state of the major intracellular cation, K+ leaves the balance of intracellular

osmotic activity against external isotonic NaCI to the only possible agent re-

maining, i.e., (matrix) proteins. Because after all, osmotic activity is only a

measurement of a lowering of water activity. That multilayer polarization of water

lowers water activity is established by .the-measurement of osmotic activity of the_

different model polymers which polarize water, including polyvinylpyrrolidone

(PVP) and poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO). Due to the large molecular weight (600,000) a

307. PEO solution is only 0.5 rM. Yet this electrically uncharged polymer is able to

reduce water activity to equal that brought about by I molar sucrose solution (36).

The next question is, " How does the AI hypothesis explain the well-known

rules of non-electrolyte permeability relating oil/water distribution coefficients

directly to their permeability through the living cell membranes?" Although it is

never suggested in the AI hypothesis that the cell surface is identical to any

cross-section through the cell, yet in principle and qualitatively, the behavior

toward ion and non-electrolyte permeation can well be explained by the cell sur-

face as a two-dimensional version of the three-dimensional cell interior accord-

ing to the Al hypothesis. The AI hypothesis first points out that the cell mem-

brane resistance is, as a rule, vastly lower than artificial lipid bilayers

7I
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(108 O/cm2) (37) and often as low as I 0/cm2 or even lower (38, 39). Thus the

conventional picture of a continuous layer of lipids as the foundation of all

cell membranes is highly questionable.

Doubts turned very serious when it was discovered (i) that the railway-

like structure of the inner membrane of liver mitochondria seen in EM is not

materially changed after extraction of 957. of the mitochondria lipids (40) - a

finding repeatedly confirmed in studies of other eukaryotic (41) and prokaryotic

plasma membranes (42), and (ii) exposure of living cells with high resistance

"" membranes (e.g., squid axon) to various ionophores (e.g., monactin) which-speei-

fically enhances K+ permeability of artificial lipid bilayer membranes has no

discernable effect (43). Similar lack of response of the permeability to K+ in

response to valinomycin, monactin, and nonactin was observed in studies on red

blood cells, frog ovarian eggs, and frog muscles. These findings and the highly

variable lipid cortLents of plasma membranes analyzed (44) led me to the c6nclu- -- I

sion that the general permeability barrier could not be uniformly that of a lipid

layer. Additional evidence supporting this view came from the studies of Ling,

Ochsenfeld and Karreman (45) on the permeability of tritiated water of frog

ovarian eggs, in which it was shown that the rate of diffusion of tritiated water

is essentially the same through the cytoplasm as through the cell surface mem-

brane. These data suggest that in these cells at least it is the rate at which

tritiated water diffuses through polarized water that determines its surface per-

meability. I then asked the question, " Could polarized water be the seat of

semipermeability of living cells?" To answer this question, I compared the

rates of permeation of 11 hydroxylic compounds including water at 3 different

temperatures through a living cell membrane (inverted frog skin) and through a

cellulose acetate membrane, whose " activated" surface layer contains pores of

45 diameters, which is 5 times larger than the diameters of the virtually im-

permeant sucrose (46). The results of these studies showed not only a good

-8
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correlation (r - +0.96) but a good correspondence, since both parameters mea-

sured are in the same units. The line through the experimental points obtained

by the method of least squares as a slope of 0.99. The data offer an answer
I, i

why pure lipid membrane, as exemplified by olive oil is anti-semipermeable, being

more permeable to ethanol than to water; the normal semipermeable property of

phospholipids membranes may Tbeteresult of its electrically charged groups and

the water polarized by these polarized groups provides the semipermeable pro-

perties.

In summary, dLsproof of the membrane-pump model is about as complete as

Phlogiston theory was at the end of the 18th century. There is also now con-

siderable evidence in support of the AI hypothesis according to which neither

cell K nor cell water are free as in the membrane-pump theory. Rather both are

adsorbed in cells under normal resting state, K+ singly on 8- and Y-carboxyl

groups belonging to a large extent to myosin, and water in multilayers, on matrix

proteins existing in an extended state. The precise nature of matrix proteins

are as yet undetermined though some evidence suggests that actin, tubulin, and

other " cytoskeletal" proteins in non-filamentous forms perhaps play signifi-

cant roles.

Summary

This review compared the critical experimental evidence that led one time

to the wide acceptance of the membrane-pump theory of the living cells but has

become high equivocal. Other new unequivocal findings strongly contradict this

theory; there is not enough energy to operate the pumps; and K+, the major

intracellular cation, does not exist in a free state; nor does the bulk of cell

water exist in a free state as long believed. The review also showa how in the

absence of free K+, the cell maintains its osmotic balance by means of the same

mechanism which maintains a low level of intracellular Na+: the multilayer

-9-
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polarization of cell water. Furthermore, water in this polarized state also

functions as the semipermeable barrier conventionally ascribed to lipid layers

punctured with rigid pores.

o 10 -
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" Legends

Table 1 " The apparent equilibrium distribution coefficients (P-value) of labelled

Na+ between water in protein and polymer-containing solution and normal

liquid water determined by equilibrium dialysis"

Temperature was 25 t 10 C and test tubes were agitated, except in the

experiments of E, which were carried out at 0 + 10 C and in which some

test tubes, marked Q, were quiescent and unstirred. S represents sacs

shaken in test tubes at 30 excursions/mmn (each excursion spans 1 inch)

except the first set (S*) for which agitation was achieved by to-and-

fro movement of silicone-rubber coated lead shot within the sacs. The

symbols a and b indicate that the media contained initially 1.5 M

Na 2SO 4 and 0.5 M Na-citrate respectively. In D, poly(ethylene oxide)

(mol. wt. 600,000) was dissolved as a 107. (w/w) solution, and the

viscous solution was vigorously stirred before being introduced into

dialysis tubing. In E, the quiesent samples contained more-water.

This higher water content accounts for only a minor part of the dif-

ference, as shown by comparison of the 6th and 7th sets of data; even

with a larger water content, the P-value is lower in the stirred

samples (6th). Na was labeled with 22Na and assayed with a Y-counter.
(from Ling et al (12)).

Figure 1 Electron micrographs of frog sartorius muscle. (A) Muscle fixed in

glutaraldehyde only and stained with uranium by conventional procedure.

(B) EM of section of freeze dried Cs+-loaded muscle, without chemical

fixation or staining. (C) Tl+-loaded muscle without chemical fixation

or staining. (D) Same as C after exposure of section to moist air,

which causes the hitherto even distribution of thallium to form granular

deposits in the A band. (E) Section of central portion of B after

leaching in distilled water. (F) Normal " K-loaded" muscle. A: from

Edelmann, unpublished. B to F: from Edelmann, by permission of Physiol.

Chem. Phys.

- 14 -
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Concentration Number Water Content
of medium of %1 P-Value

GroupPolymer (M) assays (meanS)(mnSE

(A) Albumin (bovine serum) 1.5 a 4 81.9±0.063 0.973±0.005

Albumin (egg) 1.5 a 4 82.1±0.058 1.00e-0.016

Chondroitin sulfate 1.5 a 4 84.2±0.061 1.009t0.003

aCfh.-motrypsinogen 1.5 a 4 82.7t0.089 1.004+10.009

Fibrinogen 1.5 a 4 82.8t0.12 1.004±0.002

Y-Globulin (bovine) 1.5 a 4 82.9±0.16 1.004+10.004

Y-Globulin (human) 1.5 a 4 83.5±0.16 1.016±0.005

Hemoglobin 1.5 a 4 73.7±0.073 0.923±0.006

I-Lactoglobulin 1.5 a 4 82.6±0.029 0.991±0.005

Lysozyme 1.5 4., 4 82.0±0.085 1.009±0.005

Pepsin 1.5 a 4 83.4±0.11 1.031±0.006

Protamine 1.5 a 4 83.9±0.10 0.990±10.020

Ribonuclease 1.5 a 4 79.9±-0.19 0.984±-0.006

(B) Gelatin 1.5 a 37 57.0±11.1 0.537±0.013

(C) PVP 1.5 a 8 61.0±0.30 0.239±10.005 -

(D) Poly~ethylene oxide) 0.75 a 5 81.1±0.34 0.475±Q*0Q9

0.5 a 5 89.2±0.06 0.623±0.011

0.1 a 5 91.1±0.162 0.754±-0.015

CE) PVP Q0.2 b 4 89.9±0.06 0.955±0.004

S*0.2 b 4 87.2±0.05 0.865±0.004

Q 0.5 b 3 83.3±0.09 0.768±0.012

S 0.5 b 3 81.8±0.07 0.685±0.007

.9Q 1.0 b 3 67.0±0.26 0.448-0.012

S 1.0 b 3 66.6±0.006 0.294±0.008

Q 1.5 b 3 56.3±0.87 0.313±0.025

S 1.5 b 3 55.0±1.00 0.220±10.021

Table I
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Gelatin, the denatured collagen and a major component of glue, has long

interested biologists and chemists due to its many unusual properties. Thomas

Graham used gelatin to represent a class of substances which he called colloids

(koiA06, glue) (Graham, 1861) Katz (1919), Bungenberg de Jong, and colleagues

(Rolleman et al, 1984), Lloyd and Moran (1934), and others discovered many impor-

tant properties of water in the gelatin-water system. Recently by making use of

a modification of the dialysis technique, which was introduced by Graham

also (i.e., the equilibrium dialysis method) Ling and coworkers (1980a, b) pre-

.sented evidence that some of the outstanding features of gelatin-water system

might arise from the extensive interaction with the bulk phase water with the

gelatin peptide chains which exist in an extended and thus " exposed" conformation

in consequence of its possession of repeating units of the triad glycine, prcline

and hydroxyproline(Veis, 1964), all well-known helix breakers (Chou and Fasman, 1974).

It was shown that water under the influence of gelatin has reduced solubility for

Na+ salts, sucrose and free amino acids. In harmony with this view that it is

the extended polypeptide chain that caused this change of the property of water,

13 globular proteins show no or very little effect on water solvency. However,

solution of these proteins acquire reduced solubility for Na + , sucrose, and glycine

when these proteins are denatured by denaturants (i.e., urea, and guanidine HCl)

that break the secondary structures but not those that break the tertiary structure

(e.g., SDS and n-propanol). Additional support came from the study of electrically

neutral (Ling et al, 1980a. simple polymers which like extended polypeptide chains,

also possess oxygen atoms at regular intervals roughly equal to twice the diameters

of water molecules. The most outstanding among these polymers are polyvinylpyrrolidone

(VP), and poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO).

The ability of water dominated by gelatin, PEO, PVP, etc., partially exclud-

ing Na , sucrose, and glycine provide one set of experimental data which agree with

the hypothesis that similar exclusion of these solutes from living cells may arise

. - . .-.. -- .. .-. .. .. * * * ... ...... -. . .- .. . ... ... . ..-.. -- .. .- # . .
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from bulk-phase cell water existing in a physical state similar to water dominated

by gelatin, PVP, and PEO, etc.

Our interest in gelatin, like others before us, is that the normal proper-

ties of gelatin may find counterparts in the living cells. Troshin (1966) sug-

gested the living protoplasm and gelatin share the conuon attributes of coacervates;

both partially exclude Na+ , sugars, and amino acid from its water. I suggested that

in a subsidiary hypothesis to the association-induction (AI) hypothesis, that cer-

tain as yet unidentified matrix proteins ( though actin and tubulin are being

considered as candidates) existing throughout the cell, may like gelatin, urea-

denatured proteins, PEO, PVP in an extended conformation, exercise a polarizing

effect on water molecules beyond the first layer and that in these polarized multi-

layered water, the solubility of small molecules and molecules that can fit into

the multilayer dynamic structure have normal solubility. Due to both, or either

N - enthalpic or entropic reasons the solubility decreases with increasing size and*

complexities of the molecules or hydrated ions like Na+, sugars, and free amino

acids (the size rule) (Ling, 1965, 1972; Ling and Sobel, 1975). Confirmation of

the multilayer of water involved and the size rule have also been reported (Ling

et al, 1980b).

Another aspect of the solute distribution problem is selective solute

accumulation beyond that found in the surrounding medium as in the case of K+. tn

the AI hypothesis, this involves selective adsorption on anionic sites (Ling, 1952,

1962; Ling and Ochsenfeld, 1966). In voluntary muscles, these sites are localized

primarily on the A band and Z-line (Ling, 1977). These predictions of the AI

hypothesis have been confirmed in an unanimous manner by three different labora-

tories across the world, in West Germany, in Hungary, and in the USA-, using a total

of four different techniques including antoradiography of air dried (Ling, 1977)

and frozen muscle cells (Edelmann, 1981), direct EM visualization of, electron

dense Cs+ and Tl+ stoichiometrically and reversibly displacing K+ (Edelmann, 1980),

- ".
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dispersive x-ray microprobe analysis (Edelmann, 1978; Tigyt et al, 1981), and

laser mass-spectrometer microprobe analysis (LAMMA) (Edelmann, 1981b).

The question these findings raised is, Since K is the major cation of

the cells, its adsorption and hence osmotic inactivity, what then keeps the

cell interior in osmotic equilibrium with an isotonic Ringer solution containing

0.1 M of free Na+ and Cl?"

Since osmotic activity in fact is an expression of a decrease of the

activity of the water present, the question can be restated as follows, " What

component in the cell can cause the lowering of the activity of cell water

(Ling, 1981) to match that of a Ringer solution, now that.we know it cannot be cell

K+?"1 According to the association-induction hypothesis, this component is nothing

other than the same " matrix proteins" mentioned above that lower the steady levels

of Nat, sugars, and free amino acids in the cell water. If this idea is correct,

we could expect that water dominated by PEO, PVP, and gelatin at a concentration

enough to lower the solvency of water should exhibit osmotic activity far beyond

that based on its molar concentration. This report describes results testing this

prediction.

Materials and Methods

To measure the osmotic activity of polymer-water system, a Wescor Vapor

Pressure Osmomcter (Model 5100B, Wescor Inc., Logan, Utah) was used. This small

and versatile instrument measured the vapor pressure of the solution in a closed

chamber by monitoring the dew point temperature depression (which is a fraction

of the vapor pressure) with a precision thermocouple hygrometer. While the in-

strument was designed for handling solutions of low viscosity, it was found suit-

able to measure osmotic activity of highly viscous solutions as most of the samples

studied were. The main departure was to deposit the sample in the sample holder

first and to place the paper sample disc over the sample, which in trials show

this modification does not in any way adversely affect the results as verified by

... ..
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repeated reading over a span of time, this verifying procedure should be taken

at intervals especially when new samples of different consistencies are dealt

* with.

Solution (or gel) of 3 synthetic polymers and one protein (gelatin) were

studied. The sources were as follows: Polyvinylpyrrolidone (M.W. 360,000) (PVP-

360, Lot 57C-0071) was from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, Mo.); Poly(ethylene

oxide) was a gift of Union Carbide, N.Y.; Polyvinylmethylether (Gantrez M-154)

was in part a gift from GAF Corp., N.Y., and in part from a purchased lot from

the same source. Gelatin, obtained'from Eastman, was from pig skin (Lot A4-G,

IEP 8.7, ash content 0.0340), and from calf skin (Lot B4B, IEP 4.7, ash content,

0.0290).

Samples of three synthetic polymers contain little ashes; gelatin, though

of the highest qualities, did contain considerable ionic containments. Dilute

solutions (ca. 2%) of all polymers and ge+-tin was first- prepared and t- -th4ex----

haustively dialyzed until ashes prepared from the polymer solution when dissolved

in dilute HCl yields negligible additional osmotic activities. The dialyzed

solution while still in the dialysis sacs were then dried by either being placed

in front of a fan (40 1 or packed in a dry dust-free silica gel (Davidson, mesh

size 6-16). Great care was taken not to let the polymer dry unevenly by frequently

"milking" and squeezing the drying sample toward one end of the dialysis tubing.

This method permits preparation of homogenous samples of very high polymer contents,

which was individually assayed by oven-diying at appropriate temperature (1000 C for

PVP, PVME, and gelatin, 800 C for PEO).

Results

Figure 1 shows the osmotic activity of a solution of exhaustively dialyzed

gelatin, where the osmotic activity is expressed in units of OsMolal and the

gelatin concentration in percentage (W/V). For comparison data from hemoglobin are

also presented. Six experimental points from the work of Adair (Adair, 1928;

, U* ,, - - t*'- - ..- ". . ,- .. . .. . . o- - .-V. -• . • . - . . . . .. " .
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Adair and Robinson, 1930) are also included which in general agree with our own

hemoglobin data which reached a higher concentration of 50. Comparing with the

hemoglobin data, the osmotic activity of gelatin is many times higher. At the

higher concentration range neither the osmotic activity of gelatin nor that of

hemoglobin is commensurate with the molar concentration of gelatin and hemo-

4
globin present. Thus a 507. hemoglobin solution is roughly 500/6.7 X 10 = 7.45 mM

while the osmotic activity corresponds to a concentration of 450 nM. The molecu-

lar weight of gelatin (denatured collagen) is less clearly defined as it contains

fractions with molecular weight as high as 106 (see Stainsky, 1977). The molecular

weight of the a-chain of collagen is close to 90,000 (Piez, 1967). Using a value as

500
low as this, the molar concentration of a 50% gelatin solution is only =

9 X 10
4

5.5rM compared to the measured value of 2240 iM! An equally remarkable

of the gelatin curve is its pronounced sigmoid shape which indicates that the osmotic

activity, while higher at a lower range, abruptly increases when gelatin reaches 45%.

Figures 2 and 3 show qualitatively similar curves for solutions of poly-

vinylpyrrolidone (PVP) and poly9ethylene oxide) (PEO). Quantitatively, PEO demon-

strates the extensive increase of osmotic activity at similar concentrations even

though the average molecular weight of PEO (600,0'00) is higher than that %f PVP

(360,000) or gelatin. Indeed a 407. PEO has a molar (or molal) concentration of only
400600,000 = 0.67 mt yet the measured similarity is 2620 n*M which is nearly 4000

times higher. Similarly at a 557. concentration, the molar concentration of PVP is

only 1.53 *M while the measured osmolarity is 3300 mM or 2160 times higher.

We also studied polyvinylmethylether (PVME) solutions but decided that the

observed data are not worthy of publication since it reflects a peculiar kind of

artifacts due to the tendency of PVME to separate out into denser phase (coacervate)

and light phase (dilute PVME solution) as room temperature varied in our laboratory.

The persistent presence of droplets of dilute PVME in a denser phase of concentrated

PVME makes the measurement of PVME concentration-dependent osmolality reflecting more
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the property of these droplets with high water activity rather than the low-water

activity dense PVME phase.

The PVP and PEO data shown in Figures 2 and 3 respectively are plotted in

a different manner in Figures 4 and 5. Here the ordinate represents the measured

osmotic pressure (11) in units of dm H2 0 divided by the polymer concentration C2 in

grams per liter of solution. The abscissa represents the polymer concentration C.

This plot is, of course, based on the theory (see Tombs and Peacocke, 1974)

-- 02

T ~ [LB V 2 3()
C2 =f RT - [ + BC2 + CC + DC 23

C M 2 2 2+
2 V 2

where R,T have the usual meanings. V is the volume per mole pf pure solvent acid

V1 is the partial molar volume of the solvent in the polymer solutions. M is the

molecular weight of the macromolecule in units of gmol " . B, C, and D are the

second, third, and fourth virial coefficients in units of mole I g , mol 1 g-, and

3 -4
mol 1 g respectively. However, following tradition the virial coefficients

-2
tabulated from these data are given in units of mol m/g etc. (Table 1).

The most outstanding features of these plots are the steep curvature and

hence very large 3rd or even 4th virial coefficients are required to describe the

data. Like in all curve fitting, the values assigned are somewhat arbitrary, es-

pecially the second virial coefficient term in cases where a large, higher order

terms dominates.

Discussion

The most outstanding observation recorded here is the enormous osmotic ac-

tivity of the aqueous solutes of the three polymers, two neutral (PEO and PVP) and

one charged (gelatin) far beyond the molar concentrations of the polymer present.

At face value these model studies support the theory of the osmotic effect in living

cells due to extended protein chai;. However, some contam-

inants in the form of oxidation reaction may give rise to, say, carboxyl groups and

I.
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and their counterions and increase the total osmotic activity beyond that of the

originally neutral polymer. Our analysis of the Na contents of PVP and PEO samples p

first equilibrated in 0.1 M NaCl and then exhaustively dialyzed in distilled water

made somewhat alkaline with the addition of NaOH revealed a total Na content of

gabout 5 minimolar concentration in a 407. polymer solution. This is too trivial to

make any significant difference. A second source of possible error is our calculated

molar concentration of the polymers is the heterodisperse molecular weights. How-

ever in dilute solution form the polymer has been exhaustively dialyzed with a dialy- -

sis tubing with a molecular cut-off'point of about 12,000 daltons. Thus, even if

the M.W. of all the polymers studied were 12,000, a 407 solution would still be

400,
6Wty 12- 0 - 30 aft, which is far from the recorded osmotic activity of more than

1000 milliosmolar. Thus heterodisperse M.W. could not be the cause of high osmotic

activities observed.

Finally the sigmoid-shaped curves, showing an abrupt increase of osmotic

activity at around 30 to 407. rules out these and other possible contaminants as the

cause of the erroneous osmotic activity at higher concentration since such con-

taminants as a component of the polymer should linearly increase with polymer con-

centration. H~ving eliminated contaminants in the osmotic activity observed and due

to their enormous molecular weights, I conclude that gelatin, PVP and PEO which

have been shown to have the power of reducing the solubility of water for Na+ salts,

sugar, and free amino acid, do indeed have strong effect reducing the activity of

water especially when the polymer reaches a certain concentration.

These general patterns of behavior are

. shared by the solutions of the two synthetic polymer PEO and PVP and that of gelatin

-" but not of hemoglobin, a native globular protein.

,- The Structural and Concentration Requirements of the Osmotic Effect of Polymers

The minimal structural requirement for the polymer to have the pro-
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nounced water activity reducing effect are the same as those as that producing the

reduction of solubility for Na+, sucrose, and glycine: the possession of oxygen

atoms at regular intervals about 2-water diameters apart and that these oxygen

atoms must be freely exposed to the bulk phase water and not locked in 0-helical

or other intra- or intermacromolecular H-bonds (Ling et al, 1980b). Thus globular

hemoglobin does not have the effects seen in gelatin.

The present findings thus provide another set of evidence that the usual pro-

perty of gelatin and hence Graham's colloid may reside in the powerful effect of

its extended - chain to reduce the activity of water in its

vicinity.

While Figure 1 clearly shows that at all concentration ranges, gelatin has much

greater osmotic or water-activity-depressing effect than hemoglobin, it is when

gelatin reaches a certain critical concentration at about 45 that the effect becomes

suddenly very pronounced. This type of behavior, in appearance, at lea-t endm -- th-dsJ

one of the sigmoid-shaped oxygen uptake curve of hemoglobin and is generally

acknowledged to be due to cooperative interaction among the heme-sites on which

oxygen molecules are complexed; the binding of one oxygen molecule enhances the

affinity of other sites for more oxygen. In our present case, what we see is that

as the polymer concentration increases its effects on the water activity also demon-

strates characteristics of cooperative behavior. Let us examine what could be the

basis of this phenomenon. Let us focus our attention on PEO first.

Being simply repeating units of (-CH 2CH2-0-)n, this polymer has no side

chains and the only seat of direct interaction with water aie the oxygen atoms.

Therefore the effect of increasing PEO concentration on water activity could only

be due to synergistic effect of water-activity reducing effect produced by one oxy-

gen atom and those of other ethylene oxide oxygen atoms on other chains in the

vicinity. The sharp increase of water activity reducing effect may thus be due to

the enhancement of the propagated polarization (or induction) and the rotational
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immobilization produced nearby ethylene oxide oxygen atoms on nearby chains when

the average chain-to-chain distance decreases to a point that the propagated

inordinate effect mediated through the water molecules can be strong enough to

affect water molecules already acted on by neighboring chains as illustrated in

Figure 6.

Since gelatin, PVP, and PEO all show highly similar sigmoid shaped curve in

their water activity reducing action and the only H-bonding groups they share are

the regularly and suitably separated oxygen atoms on the chain, these models to-

gether support the view that certain extended protein chains in living cells may

also be responsible to the reduction of water activity to match that of that in

the external medium of sea water, plasma, etc., which owe their water-reducing effects

to free ions present.

The Relationship Between Water-Activity Reduction and Water-Solvency Reduction

Figure 7 plots the P-value for-Nat 4ad Mg++ ) obtained mostyara_dy--_

published data (Lin: et al, ) but include some new data. Note that a 407. PVP

solution the P-value for Mg++ has dropped to less than 0.1. That is, at least 907.

of the water has been so profoundly affected by the PVP that it has lost all its

solubility for Mg +. In fact, the exclusion very unlikely could be absolute. Thus

it is more reasonable to conclude that all the water has been profoundly affected

in its solvency by PVP.

Unfortunately the PVP concentration expressed here in Fig. 7 as-well as those

of gelatin and PEO cannot be directly compared with those of Figures 1 to 3. The os-

motic activity measurements were made on the basis of pure water-polymer systems while

that shown in Figure 7 contains besides water, and polymers, also high concentrations

of Na citrate. Indeed it was by varying the concentration of these salts that

polymer-water system with different water contents were created. (This subject of

swelling-shrinkage of polymer-water system will be fully described in another

article). Nevertheless, the water activity reduction effect and the solvency reduc-
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tion effects show close parallel behaviors including sharp changes at certain poly-

mer concentration and the increasing effectiveness of the three polymers studied:

gelatin PVP PEO.

One of the reasons previously given for the greater solvency reduction effect

of PEO than the two other polymers is its extreme simplicity of structure and in-

ability to form hydrophobic, interchain H-bonds as in the formation of " collagen

folds" in the case of gelatins.

The parallel behavior between the water activity reducing effect and the

solvency reduction effect of these-oxygen-containing polymers are to be expected from

the proposed mechanism of both phenomena. The water activity reduction is most

likely the consequence of .polarization and immobilization by the propagated pol-

arization emanating from the oxygen atoms and the reduction of in particular the

rotational " partition functions" (Pr in statistical mechanical terms. Such arot

reduction of P H 20 reduces the vapor pressur. of the water, which was in fact whatrot . . ...

we observed with the vapor-pressure osmometer used.

The solvency reduction effect has also been explained in terms of a rota-

tional partition fraction reduction, of the large, complex solute molecules or hy-

drated ions (P s lu te ) (Ling, 1965; 1972). However reduction of psolUte is the con-
rot rot

sequence of the reduction of PH20 in the same sense that a motional freedom of arot

:*j4- " *, (solute) is restricted when it is caught by the web of immobilized

spider web (water) can be cited for liver mitochondria inner matrix. Thus the

polymer concentration range needed to produce a marked effect on water activity

and solvency, when consideration has been given to the marked enhancement due to fine

organization of the matrix protein chains plus the large amount of space-filling

globular proteins, like hemoglobin, which by itself in its globular form begin to

have its own water-activity reducing effect (see Fig. ) at concentration

comparable to that found in red blood cells. Thus in general, one may say that

with the limitation inherent in any model system studies, these findings are in

full harmony with the theory of the living cells in regard to both the mechanism for

26..
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maintaining low Na+, Mg+ , and other solutes at low level without continual ex-

penditure of energy and in providing the basis of understanding why cells without
°p

free K+ can nevertheless be in osmotic equilibrium with external medium containing

isotonic concentration of free sodium and chloride ions.

Comparison with Living Cells

The concentration of polymers needed to produce a pronounced effect on water

activity and on solvency are as a rule quite high (e.g., 40-5O.). Can this system

be compared with that of the living cells? The answer is two-fold.

First, according to the polarized multilayer hypothesis of cell water, the

maximum effect on water polarization and solvency reduction occurs when the ex-

tended "1 matrix protein" chains are fully extended and al organized in a regular

array to be expected for the highly organized cell. All the model systems studied

are obviously far from this situation being certainly more like a tangled " mess."

In support of this expected -effect of-chanip-orientation, Ling etal-lmve_-shownr-the-- --

P for PVP-water system decreases with stirring (Ling et al, 1980a, b). These
Na

results are in full accord with earlier report of Woessner and Snowden (1973) who

gave NMR evidence for increased water structuring as a result of the stirring of

another polymer-water system (KeizanD).

The second point is living cells contain 20 to 307. proteins but some cells

(e.g., human erythrocytes) contain as much as 407. proteins. The question is, if

the protein chains are indeed fully extended, how would the change of the content

of these proteins affect the number of water molecules found between the nearest

neighboring chains? For this a simple calculation will reveal some very inter-

esting insights. Thus if one liter of cells contains n grams of proteins, we can

assume an average amino acid residue weight of 112 (see Ling, 1962, p. 48), an

Avogadro's number of 6.06 X 1023 a peptide linkage len&th of 3.5 X 10-8 cm,
n

then the total length of the polypeptide chains added together would eqjal - X

23 -8 14
6.06 X 10 X 3.5 X 10 - 1.89 X 10 n cm. Cut into 10 cm long filaments, these
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filaments, uniformly distributed, in a 10 X 10 X 10 cm cube, there would be

1.89 X 10 n or 4.34 X 10 n filaments to each side and the distances between

10 -6 1
each nearest neighboring filaments would be 6 = 2.30 X 10-  = cm.

4.34 X 106 n

Figure 8 shows a plot of the percentage of proteins against the distance (right

ordinate) and the number of water molecules between each pair of nearest neighbor-

ing chains (left ordinate) after assuming a diameter of 3 for each water mole-

cule.

Of course, these calculations assume all the proteins to be in an extended

conformation while in truth much of the protein must be in the globular form.

To offset the effect of reduced concentration of total extended proteins, is the

space occupied by the proteins themselves which can be considerable at the high end

of the protein concentration.

The most significant point that this figure demonstrates is how little does

the number of water molecules between the protein filaments change with protein con-

centration. Thus an 8-fold increase of protein contents from 10% to 807. protein has

only increased the distance by 2.8 times.

Another important feature shown is that even at a protein concentration as

low as 107., there are less than 8 molecules between a pair of nearest neighboring

chain.

This single illustration of the square root relation also raises another

question, " If the distance between the chains and hence the number of water mole-

cules spanxing tw3 protein chains are so little affected by the protein concentra-

tion, why should there be su.:h abrupt change of water activity when gelatin, PVP, and

PEO concentration rises from 30 to 507. as the data of Figure 1 to 3 show?"

I 13-.I eve in part the answer may lie in the cooperative nature of the in-

duced water-to-water interaction and in part, due to the heterogenous distribution

of the polymers in the solutions. Large cluster of tangled polymer chains creates

large holes where chain to chain distances are much larger than the calculated

average. In agreement, the most likely candidate for forming each chain-to-chain
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i'raction, gelatin his to reach the htghest concentration before reaching the

half-way point in the water a:tivity as well as solvency reduction effect. PEO

which has the least tendency to form chain-to-chain bonds, reaches its halfway

points at the lowj_-at concentration.

k..

,..
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Legends

Figure 1. Osuolality of gelatin and hemoglobin at varying concentrations.

Osmolality are given in Osmolal concentration. Protein concentrations

are in % (wt/wt). Each point is the average of at least 4 independent

determinations and the distance between horizontal bars are twice the

standard errors. Six extra points on the hemoglobin curves shown as

X's are taken from Adair's data (see text).

Figure 2. Osmolality of polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) solution at varying concen-

trations. --

Details are the same as in Figure 1.

Figure 3. Osmolality of poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) solution at varying concentra-

tions.

Details are the same as in figure 1.

Figure 4. Plot of 1/C against C in PVP solutions.

Osmotic pressure, TT, is in units of cm of H2 0 C in grams of polymer per

liter. Data are the same as in Figure 2, except that standard error

bars are not represented. The solid line going through the experimental

points were based on Equation 1. Values of virial coefficients chosen

to fit the data are given in Table I. For comparison the hemoglobin

data of our own and from Adair are also shown.

Figure 5. IT/C vs. C plots of PEO solutions.

Details are similar to those described in Figure 4. Value of virial

coefficients are those given in Table 1. For comparison hemoglobin

data of our own and from Adair are also shown.

Figure 6. Plots of apparent equilibrium distribution coefficients of Na+ salts

(P-value) of polymer water system against polymer concentration given as

% (w/w). New composite plots from data mostly old (but some new) given

in different ways of presentation earlier (Ling, 1980a,b). P values

were obtained by equilibrium dialysis of radioactive labelled-Na+ in

e. e r - 7
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Na citrate or sulfate solution of high concentration (0.1 M to 1.5 M).

Figure 7. Diagrammatic illustration of the effect of decreasing distance between

protein chains or model polished glass surfaces. N represents negatively

charged sites and P positively charged sites. NP-NP system represents two

muxtaposed surfaces (e.g., polished glass) containing N and P sites are

regular spacing like a checkerboard. NP-NP-NP system represents equivalent

matrix of linear chains carrying N and P sites at regular intervals separated

from each other by distances roughly that of one water diameter. N and P

may represent the CO and NH groups of an extended protein chain. PEO and

PVP have no proton-donating group and are referred to as NO-NO-NO system

where 0 represents vacant sites and therefore the N to N distance has to

equal 2 water-diameters apart.

Figure 8. The theoretical distances both in Rngstron units (right ordinate) and in

number of water molecules between nearest neighboring (fully extended) protein

chains in hypothetical case when the entire protein contents (abscissa, in

7. (w/w) are in the fully extended state and occupy no space.

1 .. . .- - -+ - - - -.
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B C D

(mol.ml.g ) (mol.ml.2 9-3 (mol.mlJ- 3 9)

PEO 5.54 x 10-2  2.17 X101

PVP 1.25 x 103.28 X 10-

Gelatin 3.29 X 102 5.15 X 0

Hemoglobin 1.5 X 1-

Table 1

Virial coefficients from the measured osmotic properties of aqueous
systems of gelatin, PVP, and PEO
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INTRODUCTION

Moritz Traub's copper ferrocyanide precipitation membrane (Traube,

1867), with its nearly perfect semipermeable properties, provided the founda-

tion both for Pfeffer's membrane theory of osmotic and solute-distribution

properties of living cells (Pfeffer, 1877) and for Ostwald's suggestion of

a membrane origin of cellular electrical potentials (Ostwald, 1890).

Ostwald's suggestion was developed first into Bernstein's " membrane theory"

*f (Bernstein, 1902) and then into the " ionic theory" of Hodgkin and Katz (the

HKI theory) (Hodgkin and Katz, 1949). These and subsequent workers considered

membrane permeability the key parameter determining cellular electrical poten-

tials. The relations between the magnitude of the potential and the tempera-

ture and between the potential and the external K+ and Na+ concentrations

have been predicted according to this theory and repeatedly verified. However,

a recent survey shows that a great deal of experimental evidence has been

collected in the last 25 years; some of them confirm and others contradict the

HKI theory (Ling, 1979, 1982). In the same review it was pointed out that the

evidence in favor of as well as against the HKI theory together support the

surface adsorption theory of cellular electrical potential (the SA theory).

* This theory is an integral part of the association-induction hypothesis (the

AI hypothesis) (Ling, 1962; 1967a,b; 1978; 1982).

According to the SA theory, cellular resting potential bears no direct

relation to membrane ion permeability but is related to adsorption of cations

on anionic sites, primarily the B- and Y-carboxyl groups of proteins, on the

outer cell surface.

In its simplest form, the SA theory of the resting potential (') can be

written as

.: -. '--A.-:. ... ,,. h-.-. -...-.---.- -- - : .- " -.-.---... -..- .-- ---. .-.... . - " .. ' . . ..
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= constant - [KF + a+]
F K~ ex~ %Na eLax

where R and F are the gas and Faraday constant, respectively; T is the

absolute tempersture; K+]e and [Na+] are the external K+ and Na' concen-3ex e

trations; and KK and are the respective adsorption constants of these ionsK a

on the surface anionic sites. It was pointed out that Equation I predicts no

relationship between * and variables (e.g., the cytoplasm K+ level) that

havenot been experimentally verified (Ling, 1978).

Equation 1 can be put into a more general form:

n Cp +- , (2)
= constant L- K = P [ (2)

F i i ii ex

+

where [P. ]ex is the external concentration of the ith monovalent cation among

a total of n kinds. K i is the adsorption constant of the ith species.

More recently, a refined version of the SA theory was presented (Ling,

1979) in which the surface adsorption sites for-k or Na+ are no longer considered

to be independent of one another but show an autocooperative interaction,

similar to that demonstrated for the bulk-phase adsorption of K and Na+ in

a variety of living cells, (Ling, 19 66,Ling and Bohr, 1970; Jones, 1970; Kawnma1 9 72;

Gulati, 1973; Negendank and Karreman, 1978). The equation for the resting

potential in this newer version of the SA theory is as follows

-constant R e 1 + (3)
[Kex + '4( - )2 +

where

exp (V/RT) , (4)

4 ' " , ." ' " , ' > " , -" , . . , - . . - - " " , . . .i.. .? .'-' . -i -:. : ., -i "- '',,-,.. ' _ ". :
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where - Y/2 is the nearest neighbor interaction energy and

= * 00(5)

[Nat +N.Kex

00
%a.oy is the intrinsic equilibrium constant in the Na-K exchange adsorption.

This paper reports experimental studies designed to test the SA theory

in general and predictions of Equation 3 in particular.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

We used isolated sartorius muscles of Northern American leopard frog

(Rana pipiens pipiens, Schreber) from Vermont. The technique of measuring the

resting potential of single muscle fibers was essentially the same as that des-

cribed by Ling and Gerard (Ling and Gerard, 1950).

The basic Ringer solution contained the following ingredients: 2.5 nM

K +, 100 ntM Na + , 1.0 mM Ca + , 1.2 mM Mg , 86.7 mM Cl, 15.7 mM HCO 3, 2.7 mM

PO4 , 0.1 lmM NO and 23.5 mM glucose. In addition it contained 14 vitamins
4) 3'

and 21 amino acids as well as penicillin (0.1 mg/ml) and streptomycin (0.1

mg/ml) (see Ling and Bohr, 1969). As a rule the Ringer solutions were in

equilibrium with a gas phase containing 95%. 02 and 5%. CO In virtually all

cases in which incubation lasted lorer than a few hours, sterility was

strictly maintained. Unless otherwise stated, the incubation solutions were

gently shaken in a room maintained at a constant temperature of 2 5
° + °C.

-""..

"S . .-. . .. .. . . .. . .- . , . .
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RESULTS

Time Course of Resting Potential Change in Low and Normal K+ Ringer Solution

at 25°C

Figure I shows the time course of resting potential change when sar-

torius muscles were incubated in a Ringer solution containing not the usual

2.5 nmM K but virtually freeof K + . It took about two to three hours for the rest-

ing potential to reach a new high level. If a large volume of" K+-free ' Ringer

solution (i.e., one or two muscles in 500 ml) was used, the potential having

reached the high level began to fall slowly until it finally reached a new

low level. When the muscle was then transferred back to a normal Ringer

solution containing 2.5 nM K+ , the resting potential would rise rapidly,

approaching its original high level of 85 mV or so within 6 to 8 hours (Fig. 2). The

inset of Figure 2, taken from Ling and Bohr (1970) shows the time course of

changes in the total K+ and Na+ contents of sartorius muscles during similar

exposure, first to low-K+ and later to normal-K Ringer solution. Thus the

data shown in the main part of Figure 2 and in the inset represent different

aspects of the same experiment: in the inset, total K+ and Na + contents were re-

corded and in the central graph, resting potentials were recorded. Let us now

compare the similarities and differences between the two.

In the low-K+ Ringer, the time it took for the total K + level of the

cells to fall to a final low level was about 80 hours; it also took approx-

imately the same time (70 hours) for the resting potential to fall to the new

low level.

On returning to normal K+ Ringer, it also took nearly the same length

of time (60 hours) for the total K+ content to regain its normal value; in
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sharp contrast, the resting potential required only about 6 to 8 hours to

regain its normal value.

In Figure 3, return to higher potential in a normal 2.5 mM K+ Ringer

+
was compared in muscles that had been exposed to four different low-K con-

centrations (0.02, 0.34, 0.60, and 0.93 MMt). The time it took for the poten-

tial to return to its final high level varied with the (low) K+ concentration

to which the muscles had been exposed. At concentrations of 0.60 and 0.93 raM,

the return was fast (I hr); at concentrations of 0.02 and 0.34 MM, the return

was slower (>2.5 hr).

Figure 4 shows that the return to a higher potential in normal 2.5 M

+ +
K Ringer solution following exposure to low-K Ringer does not depend on the

size of the muscles. This independence of muscle size and hence depth of the

extracellular spaces shows that the slow return to a normal resting potential

is not due to a delay in diffusion through the extracellular space.

The Resting Potential at Varying External K+ Concentrations and a Constant Na +

Concentration of 100 mM

The fact that the resting potential of muscles exposed to low-K Ringer

solution required a long time to reach its new steady level shows that much

of the earlier data on the effect of below-normal external K + concentration

(normal K+ concentration is 2.5 MM) on the levels of the resting potential,

carried out after a short equilibration time, were not related to equilibrium

levels; in contrast, time course studies published earlier show that the

+ +
earlier data on the effect of external K concentration at a K concentration

equal to or above 2.5 mM do represent equilibrium values (see below) (Ling,

1962; Ling and Gerard, 1950).
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Figure 5 presents a plot of the steady resting potentials of frog sar-

torius muscles at low external K+ concentration after 3 days' incubation at

250C and at high external K+ after only 10 to 15 minutes of equilibration.

After resting potential measurements were made, each muscle was re-

turned to a normal 2.5 mM K+ Ringer solution. All muscles then regained a

normal resting potential similar to that already shown in Figure 2. This pre-

caution assures that the measured resting potentials were not from dead muscles. he

inset shows a set of theoretical curves calculated from Equation 2, published

before the set of experiments cited here were undertaken (Ling, 1979). The

data would fit a curve with @ equal to 0.03.

DISCUSSION

The Significance of the Widely Different Time Course for Depolarization and

Repolarization

In 1960 Ling showed that the resting potential of frog sartorius muscle

dropped to a new low level almost instantly following the application of a

Ringer solution containing 30 mM K and that this low level of potential was

maintained for at least 10 hours at room temperature (Ling, 1960, see also

Ling, 1962), in spite of the fact that there was a steady gain of intracel-

lular K during this period of time (Ling and Ochsenfeld, 1966). This constancy

of the resting potential in the face of a steadily rising inteinal K concen-

tration offered one early set of evidence against the membrane theory, pre-

dicting that the resting potential depends directly on the intracellular K

concentration.

It was also shown that a Corning 015 glass electrode is not sensitive

to K+. Yet, application of a very thin layer of oxidized and partially dried
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collodion rendered the glass electrode sensitive to the K+ concentration in

the environment (Ling, 1962; 1967a, 1967b). These findings led to the

conclusion that it is not the ionic permeability through the membrane that

determines the ion to which the electrode is sensitive. Rather, the j

selective adsorption of the surface anionic sites underlies the sensitivity

exhibited by the 015 glass electrode to H+ and not to K+ , by the collodion- j
coated glass electrode to both H and K+ , or by the frog sartorius muscle to

K but less to Na+. Only a few layers of anionic sites at the surface of the

living cells or their model glass electrodes determine the potential.

On the basis of this theory one can anticipate that the resting poten-

tial of living cells would change abruptly when the cells are plunged into a

Ringer solution containing a K+ concentration higher than 2.5 mM because all

that is involved is the occupancy of a very small number of vacant sites at

the surface. Similarly, when the muscle is plunged into a rather small volume

of Ringer solution containing 0.6 to 1.0 mM of K , one observes a fairly rapid -.

dttainment of a new higher level of potential. Again, this is not difficult to

understand, because it involved primarily a decrease in the number of K+ ions

adsorbed at the surface. However, when the muscle is shaken in a large body

of Ringer solution containing virtually no K+, the muscle as a whole loses K

slowly and steadily. In the process, the surface anionic sites will continue

to receive K+ from the inside of the cell and thus maintain a high potential -

until eventually intracellular K+ is exhausted, at which time all the surface

anionic sites will become occupied by Na+ , and the potential will approach a

level of nearly zero. The similar time courses for a loss of total cell K
+

and a gain of total cell Na+ on the one hand, and for a fall of resting poten-

tial, on the other, support this view.

V. . . . . . . . . .- . . - . , . o
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When a depolarized muscle is returned to a normal 2.5 mM4 K+ Ringer

solution, reoccupancy of the cell surface anionic sites again involves only

adsorption of K to the surface layer of sites and can be expected to be rapid.

However, in contrast to the exposure of normal muscle to a higher than normal

K + concentration (e.g., 30 M*1), this return to normal potential involves not

only simple site occupancy but also a cooperative transition of the surface

anionic sites from the Na state to the K state. Like all similar coopera-

tive, or more correctly, stochastic, process, this transition is time-dependent

JI (Negendank and Karreman, 1978; Huang and Negendank, 1980), which, we believe,

explains why it would still take some 6 to 8 hours for the resting potential

to reach the new equilibrium value even though this is still about 8 times

faster than the time required for total intracellular K+ to return to its

normal level. Indeed, according to the inset in Figure 2, one would expect

that by the time the resting potential has risen to its full value, intra-

cellular K concentration could not have recovered more than a fraction of its

initial concentration. These findings offer additional support for the SA

theory of the cellular resting potential, which predicts that there is no

direct dependence of 4 on the bulk-phase intracellular K+ conce-tration but

that only adsorption on the surface anionic sites determines 4.

Autocooperativity Among Surface Anionic Sites

As mentioned in the Introduction, there is now widely confirmed evi-

dence that cooperative interaction exists among the K - and Na +
- adsorbing

sites within a variety of living cells. Recently, three laboratories using

a total of four different methods (autoradiographic methods, transmission

electron-microscopy, x-ray microprobe analysis, and laser microprobe mass-

spectrometry (LAMMA)), all showed that K + in frog muscle is not free and

' '',''.''.' ' . '. ".-. ,'. :.. ."- ! . , ". : • :": _ . . .. : "1 '_ ". " -: . " ' " " " " " "
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evenly distributed inside the cells but is adsorbed within the A bands and

IN

Z lines (Ling, 1977; Edelmann, 1977, 1978a, 1978b, 1980; Trombitas and Tigyi-

Sebes, 1979). This conclusion is further supported by the observation of

Huang et al (1979) of the x-ray absorption edge fine structure of K + in

frog red blood cells. Their data strongly suggest that K is in a state of

complex binding. Taking all the findings together we feel that the coopera-

tive adsorption isotherms of K+ and Na+ originate from interaction between

intracellular K+-adsorbing sites that exist primarily on cell proteins, as

described by the association-induction hypothesis (Ling, 1966; Ling and Bohr,

1970; Jones, 1970; Karreman, 1972; Gulati, 1973).

With this point firmly established, one recalls that for frog sartorius

muscles, the average intrinsic equilibrium constant at 25 C for the bulk-phase

K - and Na+-adsorbing sites 00 is equal to 135, and the nearest-neighbor

interaction energy (- Y/2) is equal to 0.54 Kcal/mol. The data presented in

Figure 5 also permit us to estimate that KNaK equals roughly 210 and - Y/2

is 1.0 Kcal/mole.

The demonstration that the surface anionic sites are autocooperatively

linked is of considerable importance. A ccording to the Al hypothesis it

is this autocooperativity that provides the basis for the action potential,

during which the all-or-none shift of electron density (the c-value of the AI

hypothesis (Ling, 1962))of the surface anionic sites from a state of over-

whelming preference for K + over Na+ to one in which there is a greater preference

for Na+ occurred. Concomitant with this c-value shift, depolarization of water at

the cell surface leads to the inward Na+ current followed in turn by a return

to the K+ state (Ling, 1962, 1971, 1982, see also Ling, 1973).

The fact that during the passage of an action current there is an
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increase not only in Na+ permeability but also of uncharged molecules like

erythritol and sucrose adds support to the concept that depolarization of cell

surface water increases permeability to all large, complex molecules and hy-

drated ions during the activated state (Villegas et al, 1965).

It is also interesting to ponder the basic similarity in the values of

oK and - Y/2 for the bulk-phase adsorption sites for K and Na+ and for

the surface sites, which would suggest that similar sites are involved. We

have already shown that the surface anionic sites have a pK value around 4.6,

which is characteristic of the - and Y-carboxyl groups (Ling and Ochsenfeld,

1966). Furthermore, the bulk-phase K+-adsorbing sites are those 0- and V-

carboxyl groups concentrated in the A bands (Ling, 1977; Edelmann, 1977).

The same reasoning led to the prediction that the K+ -adsorbing sites in muscle

cells are in fact the same sites that adsorb uranium ion in an EM preparation -

a prediction fully confirmed by the autoradiographic study of Ling (1977)

and of Edelmann by the transmission electron microscope and x-ray microprobe

analysis (Edelmann, 1977, 19 78a, 1978b). Thus the dark uranium-stained double-lines

referred to as the unit membrane may perhaps correspond to the and Y-

carboxyl groups concentrated at the cell surface.

HKI Theory. AI Hypothesis, and the Cellular Resting Potential When Normal

External K+ Concentration is Below Normal

A logarithmic relation between external K+ concentration and the resting

potential of isolated nerves was reported in 1900 by MacDonald (MacDonald,

1900). Curtis and Cole (1942) studied the effect of a wide range of external

K+ concentrations on the resting potential of squid axon; they noted that at

external K+ concentrations below that in the normal environment the resting

potential did not continue to rise with decreasing K concentration, as pre-

. . ... .°.. . -. o--.
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dicted by the Nernst equation. Instead, the potential became stabilized at a

more or less constant level. Similar observation was made by Ling and Gerard

(Ling and Gerard, 1950) and many others (cited in Ling, 1962).

In 1949 Hodgkin and Katz (Hodgkin and Katz, 1949) adopting Goldman's

constant field theory, introduced their equation for the cellular electric

potential:

PK [K + ]  + [Na + ]  + [CI-]

RT 2r. K in +Na in + C ex (6)
[K+] + P [Na + P [CI]
[K ex Na ex Cl in

where PK* PNa' and P are the permeability constants of the cell membrane for

K+, Na+, and Cl, respectively. [C] ex and [Cin]. are the extracellular and

intracellular chloride ion concentrations, respectively. Other symbols are

as defined earlier.

Later, this equation was modified and took the following form (Katz,

1966):

PK [K + ] in + PNa [Na inF + (7)
F P [K+] + P [Na' I

[K ex Na ex

The theoretical justification for dropping the chloride terms was seriously

challenged (Ling, 1978), although the experimental basis for this elimination

was unquestioned (Hodgkin and Horowicz, 1959). For short-term experiments, at

least, Equation 6 can be further simplified and generalized into the following

form:

14
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RT P pi +1
Constant - F [ ]ex (8)

i= 1

where P. is the permeability of ith permeant cation P . Equation 8 is

identical in form to Equation 2, derived on the basis of the AI hypothesis;

however, the coefficients i's, on the one hand, and Ki's, on the other,

have quite different physical bases. The results of experiments to test the

predictions of each model support Equation 2 but not Equation 8 (Edelmann and

Baldauf, 1971; Edelmann, 1973; Ling, 1978) and will be discussed next.

As mentioned above, both theories predict a simple logarithmic rela-

tion between * and external K+ concentration at or above normal concentration

and can also explain the stabilization of * at K+ concentration below normal,

because in these experiments [Na+]ex is more or less constant.

It was Weidemann who observed that in canine Purkinje muscle fibers the

resting potential did not stabilize at a constant value as [K+] continues to
ex

decrease below its normal value and as [Na+]ex was held more or less constant

at near its normal value in the Ringer solution (Weidemann, 1956). Instead,

the potential decreased at very low external K , just as we have observed and

as is shown in Figure 5. This observation was later confirmed and extended

by Ruzyllo and Vick in canine Purkinje muscle (Ruzyllo and Vick, 1974) and by

Gorman and Marmor in molluscan neurons (Gorman and Marmor, 1970).

In the experiments reported here, a profound difference existed in the

time needed for the resting potential of frog muscle to attain a new equili-

brium level for muscles plunged into a Ringer solution containing more or less

K+ than that in the normal Ringer solution. For high external K+, the equili-

brium is reached almost instantly (Ling, 1960); for low K+ , it took many hours.

In sharp contrast, it took only 15 minutes of equilibration time for Ruzyllo

*1,

'' % . ;-v ' ,*'''.1- .-- ., 
"- "o ''- ' .- . " - ' ' -" -". . - - ---- -". . " -.- -"-*," -"." .". - " - "-",
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and Vick (Ruzyllo and Vick, 1974) to observe the same low equilibrium poten-

tial at very low external K + concentration. -A

Earlier, we explained that the slow attainment of the new equilibrium

level of the resting potential in low [K+] is probably due to slow loss of

K + from within the cells and the continued supply of K+ to the surface potential-

determine sites. If this interpretation is correct, there can be only one in-

terpretation for the rapid attainment in cardiac muscles of the new equilibrium

level of the resting potential in low K+ ]ex; the time needed for the loss of

intracellular K+ must be much faster. To our best knowledge,

there is no exact counterpart of the data shown in the inset of Figure 2 for

canine heart muscles. However, Edelmann, Pfleger, and Matt did report

labeled K+ efflux of guinea pig heart muscles; the time of 90. exchange (t0. 9)

at 37 C is about 50 minutes (Edelmann et al, 1971). In contrast, t0 .9 for

labeled K + exchange at 250C in frog muscle is about 2000 minutes (250 C)1 The

difference is far beyond what one would anticipate with a difference in tempera-

ture of 120C. Thus it seems that indeed a much more rapid exchange of cell K+

exists in mammalian cardiac muscles than in amphibian voluntary muscles, and

at this level, the data support the above interpretation.

N7

.4 .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...
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D.

SUMMARY]

The resting potentials of frog sartorius muscles equilibrated in Ringer

solutions containing low K+ concentrations were studied. Data show that

surface anionic sites are responsible for the resting potential. At low

external K+ concentration and high external Na+ concentration these surface

anionic sites autocooperatively shift to the Na+ state in a way that is qual-

itatively predictable from the surface adsorption theory, a corollary of the

association-induction hypothesis.

*14
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~LEGENDS

Figure 1 - Time course of depolarization of tc sting potential of a frog sar-

torius muscle in " K-free" Ringer solution. Sartorius muscles

were incubated in 500 ml of a sterile Ringer solution containing

only a trace of K+ (i.e., 5 L&M), and resting potentials were

measured at intervals.

Figure 2 - Time course of depolarization of resting potential of a frog sar-

torius muscle in " K-free" Ringer solution and repolarization on
+3

subsequent return to a Ringer solution containing the normal K

concentration (2.5 mM) marked by the arrow. Inset is from Ling and

Bohr (1970). For details of inset, see text.

Figure 3 - Recovery of resting potentials following return to a normal 2.5 rM

K+ Ringer solution after three days of prior incubation in various

low-K+ Ringer solutions; the concentrations of K
+ in these low-K+

incubation solutions were 0.93 ,M (A), 0.60 M (B), and 0.34 ,M (C)

and 0.02 ' (D). Each point represents the mean t S.E. from at

least three individual measurements.

Figure 4 - Recovery of resting potentials following return to a normal 2.5 M

K+ Ringer solution at 250C with gentle shaking. Each point repre-

sents a total of 16 readings from four different muscles. The average

weights of the large muscles were 164.3 + 1.3 mg; that of the small

muscles (B) 93.5 t 5.7 mg.

Figure 5 - Variation of the equilibrium resting potential of frog sartorius

muscles at different external K+ and constant external concentration.

All points corresponding to an external K+ concentration of 4 iM

'o
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or higher were obtained by the conventional procedure; measure-

ments were made 10 minutes after the application of each higher ij ip+ K+ concentration. In this range, for 4 nt4 to 100 nM external

K+ , each point represents the average of four single determinations.

The standard errors are smaller than the width of the points and

are not expressed. For points corresponding to 2.5 mM or lower

concentrations of K+ , the muscles were incubated for three days

at various K+ concentrations. After resting potentials of the

muscles were placed in a normal 2.5 mM K+ Ringer solution, to test

and confirm their ability to return to normal. Each point repre-

sents average and S.E. of six readings.

26
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NMR RELAXATION OF WATER PROTONS UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF
PROTEINS AND OTHER LINEAR POLYMERS

G. N. LING and R. C. MURPHY
Department of Molecular Biology, Pennsylvania Hospital, Eighth and Spruce Streets, Philadelphia, ' ' "
Pennsylvania 19107

The concept that water in living cells may specimen of water firmly established as
exist in a physical state different from that of existing in the polarized multilayer state. A ,

normal liquid water 5 stimulated consider- Without an inanimate model, the assumption
able interest in the nuclear magnetic reson- that the major phase cell water is entirely
ance (NMR) relaxation times of water pro- normal liquid water became the more appeal- -

tons in living cells, 6-8 (for review, see ref. 9). ing, whereas in truth the "cover-up" effect of ". -"_'.-".

The low T1 and T2, as well as the high ratio a minor phase rapidly relaxing water is so - ,. .
of T"/ T2 observed in living cells, led some powerful that the bulk-phase water may very
scientists to the belief that the NMR data lent well have relaxation times quite different
direct support to the association-induction from thsoe of normal liquid water and still
hypothesis, according to which all or nearly remain camouflaged. r..:,.'.' .-.. "-.. .
all cell water exists in a state of polarized Over the last few years, however, this lab- . - -- " --

multilayers (PMW). oratory has succeeded in developing a simple
Subsequent investigations, however, led but efficient method of diagnosing PMW. By

many to a different conclusion. It was argued use of that method, the existence of PMW -.-

that the short Ti, T2 and high T1 / T2 ratio has been established as well as the conditions
reflect only the properties of a minor-phase that convert normal liquid water into PMW.
water in rapid exchange with bulk-phase Specifically, the method consists of exposing
water, which is simply normal liquid water to a matrix of fairly closely placed
water. 9 n0 chains containing oxygen atoms, the dis-

It is gratifying to note that these efforts tances between the nearest neighboring
aimed primarily at solving a basic science oxygen atoms being roughly equal to twice
problem have already led to the recognition the diameter of a water molecule. '3 1 The
of one fundamental attribute of cancer1 ' and number of layers of water that can be effec- --
the development of a potentially powerful tively polarized between chains is estimated
tool for clinical medicine, the FONAR. 2 In as falling below 10 molecules between a pair"'
both, Damadian played a major and critical of polarizing chains. :- , . .- . - -

role. Among the water-affecting polymers . -
A major difficulty in using NMR relaxa- studied as matrices, the most intriguing is

tion time studies to determine whether or not poly (ethylene oxide) (PEO) (-CH2-O-CH 2 ).
the bulk-phase water exists in the PMW state because of its extreme simplicity; this poly- % %
lay in the lack of recognized criteria by means mer has no side chains whatsoever. Other
of which NMR proton relaxation times could effective polymers are polyvinylmethyl ether -. .....
be used to differentiate normal water and (PVME), polyvinyl-pyrrolidine (PVP), and '. -.. .
PMW. This lack of known distinguishing gelatin. - -. '9 ,i
NMR traits of PMW in turn reflected the We have now carried out a series of studies . .
fact that at the time the PMW model was of the NMR proton relaxation times of water %
proposed there was no readily available in highly purified polymer-water systems.
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Reserving the detailed data for a full presen- can explain the different behavior of both
tation elsewhere, we report here the following native bovine serum albumin solution, whose -

basic findings: water is essentially normal as judged by its
(1) Both T1 and T2 of the polymer-oriented solvency for Na', sucrose, and glycine, and of

water are considerably shorter than those of gelatin "gel" where water has reduced sol- Q .
normal liquid water, becoming shorter with vency for these probe molecules.13  El

* increase of polymer concentrations. ....
(2) The ratio T1/ 7"2, on the other hand, is The foregoing work was supported by NIH Grants 2-

close to unity (1.0 to 1.4) in all concentrations RO1-CAI6301-03 and 2-ROI-GMI1422-13, and by .
of PEO, PVME, and PVP solutions; it Office of Naval Research Contract N00014-79-C-0126. 2 . . .

resembles the T1 T72 ratio of normal liquid REFERENCES

water at near neutral pH.t5

. (3) Gelatin solution like that of native I. G. N. Ling. The physical state of water in living cell

bovine serum albumin, shows a much higher and model systems. Ann. NY Acad. Sci., 125, 401

T T2 ratio at high polymer concentrations. (1965). .. -.

Taken as a whole, the data can be inter- 2. G. N. Ling. Effects of temperature on the state of
water in the living cell. In Thermohiology. A.

preted as follows: water in the dynamic state Rose, Ed. Academic Press, New York, 1967, p. 5.

of polarized multilayers does indeed suffer 3. G. N. Ling, M. M. Ochsenfeld and G. Karreman. "

rotational (and translational)motional restric- Is the Cell Membrane a Universal Rate-Limiting

tiont 5 but far less than that seen in solid ice. Barrier to the Movement of Water between the

The correlation time. r, for water effectively Living Cell and Its Environment. J. gen Physiol.50. 1807 (1967). ,, .r ,,,. /lp

excluding Na', sucrose, and glycine, is 4. G. N. Ling. A new model for the living cell: A sum- Z?.

estimated to be no larger than 3.5 X 10- t sec mary of the theory and recent experimental evi-

(251C) and thus not more than 10 times dence in its support. Int. Rev. Cvtol., 26, 1(1969).

. slower than that in i )rmal water. T' progres- 5. G. N. Ling and W. Negendank. The physical state -

sively decreases with decreasing water con- of water in frog muscles. Physiol. Chem. Phys., 2, -.

15 (1970). .... .. -_- -I
tent of the polymer-water system, reaching a 6. 0. G. Fritz and T. J. Swift. The state of water in ,
value of 10 sec at 20 to 35% water contents, polarized and depolarized frog nerves. A proton

Since the Debye dielectric rotational correla- magnetic resonance study. Biophvs. J., 7, 675

tion time (rd) is equal to 2.5 Tr, the (1967).

4 corresponding Td should be 2.5 X 10- sec. It 7. F. W. Cope. Nuclear magnetic resonance evidence , -... .
" is interesting to compare this value with the using D2O for structured water in muscle and -.

brain. Biophyis., J., 9. 303 (1969).
additional dispersion of wet lysozyme pow- 8. C. F. Hazlewood, B. L. Nichols, and N. F. Cham- . . t

der with a Td of 2 X 10 i sec that Harvey and berlain. Evidence for the existence of a minimum
Hoekstra t9 observed when the water content of two phases of ordered water in skeletal muscle., . * ." . ...

increased beyond 0.35 g/g protein. This Nature, 222, 747 (1969). -'.-.-,

water content corresponds roughly to the 9. R. Mathur-DeVre. The NMR studies of water in "  
-"

lm opl go biological systems. Prog. Biophvs. Mol. Biol.. 35,:s ~limit of polar group hydration. ° Therefore"---:-- ""-" ---- '
yr aio 103 (1979).

l the additional hydration referred to might be 10. I. D. Kuntz and W. Kauzmann. Hydration of pro-

largely due to polarization by the polypeptide teins and polypeptides. Adv. Protein Chem., 28, %

NHCO groups and thus would be polarized 239 (1974).

in a manner similar to polarization of the II. R. Damadian. Tumor detection by nuclear mag-
13.14.20 netic resonance. Science, 171, 1151 (1971).

SPEO-water system.12. J. L. Marx. Ibid., 210 (1980).

The Tt: T2 ratios were found to be quite 13. G. N. Ling, M. M. Ochsenfeld. C. Walton, and T.
different in the two proteins studied. Here a J. Bersinger. Mechanism of solute exclusion from

minor phase of more rapidly relaxing water cells: The role of protein-water interaction.

in rapid exchange with the major phase water Physiol. Chem. Phys. 12, 3 (1980). ."
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PRELIMINARY NOTE
APPARENT SIMILARITY IN PROTEIN COMPOSITIONS OF MAXIMALLY
DEVIATED CANCER CELLS

GILBERT N. LING and R. C. MURPHY " ."- "-,
Department of Molecular Biology, Pennsylvania Hospital, Eighth and Spruce Streets, Philadelphia, - - - -,* .- - -

Pennsylvania 19107

Using SDS gel electrophoresis, we The present results suggest that cancer

examined the total protein contents of 14 may indeed represent a cellular change to .-

types of mouse cancer cells (Kreb's, Reif- either a single ontologically earlier totipotent
Allen, P815, Hepatoma 134, P4132, LSA, state or to a single new totipotent state. In
TA3, L1210, P1081, Ehrlich, Meth. A, either case, apparently actively transcribed .,
15091A, Sarcoma 180, T241) and 5 types of genes specific to their parent normal tissues ; -
rat cancer cells (Walker 256, Yoshida hepa- are shut off and a specific assembly of genes - .

toma, Novikoff, AS30, Dunning leukemia) common to all cancer cells is transcribed to - - ...
We then compared those contents with the produce highly similar if not identical cancer .

cellular protein contents of normal mouse cells regardless of their ancestry. . " .- , 0'
and rat tissues (brain, muscle, liver, spleen,
heart, lung, nerve).

The results show, on the one hand, much

similarity in the kinds and amounts of pro- This work was supported by a research grant from the
teins from the various types of cancer cells National Cancer Institute, 2-ROI-CA16301-04. -

although they derived originally from widely
different tissues. On the other hand, great 7 z
diversity is seen among the proteins from ,:. ..
normal cells, as to be expected. Eight of the

major polypeptide bands seen in all cancer
cells studied gave apparent molecular weights
of 34,000, 36,900, 46,100, 49,800, 57,000,
59,200, 69,600 and 92,500 daltons respective-
ly. All the cancer cells were what Potter calls ". " . . -:
.maximally deviated" as indicated by their REFERENCES

very short trinsplantation time (i.e., one -,
week). I. V. R. Potter. Transplantable animal cancer, the

Our findings, to be fully described else- primary standard. Cancer Res., 21. 1331 (1961).
2. J. P. Greenstein. Biochemistry of Cancer. Aca-

* where, extend and are in harmony with the dmcPes e ok 972demic Press, New York, 1947. . • - ". ". .

conclusions of J. Greenstein -3 from his 3. J. P. Greenstein. Some biochemical characteristics
studies of one special kind of protein, the of morphologically separate cancers. Cancer

enzymes. These he found different in normal Res., 16. 641 (1956).

tissues but more alike in the cancer cells he
studied. (Received September 1. 1982)
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